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Abstract
Strategic Customer Relationship M arketing and Re-intermediation Models in the
Insurance Industry

This research uses a case study of a UK car insurance company to investigate the
relationships among price aggregator (re-intermediation) purchase channel, purchasing
habits, marketing response models, marketing mix variables, business models, and
strategic customer relationship marketing. The introduction of aggregators within the
industry has changed the UK car insurance environment substantially in terms of the
above core aspects. The research explores the following questions. How do the insights
map to the particular business contexts of the case company and its drive for sustained
growth and profitability? How does re-intermediation relate to strategic marketing
planning and implementation via the marketing mix? How can the results help to
reposition the case company with regards to its future growth and profitability through an
integrated business model? How has the performance of existing distribution channels
been affected by the advent of price comparison models?
A wide range of statistical models and data mining tools were applied to this research,
including vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling, general linear regression, quantile
regression, autoregressive, moving average; autoregressive integrated moving average,
GARCH, logistic regression; decision trees and neural networks models. The research
also uses scenario testing for business model understanding and hypothesis testing for
marketing framework. These methods allowed the researcher to better understand the
new aggregator enriched environment.
By way of main theoretical and practical contributions to knowledge, the study
provides an in-depth knowledge of the insurance re-intermediation problem and the
construction of an Integrated Business Re-intermediation Model (IBRM) that enhances
growth and profitability of company x, and insurance companies in general. This the first
to study the effects of reintermedation within the UK car insurance industry which
compares the business prospects of the case car insurance company pre- and post-joining
an aggregator. The analyses show that price aggregator channel significantly interact
with other channels in influencing the customer retention rates and life time values
available to the company and hence its future growth and profitability. Insights from the
IBRM model could be used to develop the car insurance and related businesses further.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The purchasing of car insurance has changed dramatically in the last thirty years. The
Road Traffic Act 1988 (c. 52) requires that ‘a person must not use a motor vehicle on a
road... unless there is in force in relation to the use of the vehicle by that person such a
policy of insurance’ (UK statue law data base, no date). This law makes it a legal
requirement for drivers in the UK to purchase car insurance and as such car insurance is
often viewed as price inelastic: ‘the overall demand for these products does not decline
significantly when the price increases’ (Hoyt et al., 2006, p.8). This does not mean that
the market is not competitive, as customers will tend to go for the cheapest price.
Price comparison sites (aggregators) have had a major effect on both the way people
buy their car insurance and the car insurance industry itself (David, 2008). Therefore, the
focus of this thesis is to explore the impact price comparison sites have had on the car
insurance market.
This research uses an established UK car insurance company as a case study. The
empirical investigation of price comparison sites will provide useful information about
the effect of price comparison sites on the car insurance industry from purchasing habits,
marketing, marketing response models, business models and strategic customer
relationship marketing. These issues have been discussed separately in the literature, but
not combined for UK car insurance (Morgan et al., 2006; Keller and Lehmann, 2006;
Papatla and Liu, 2009; Stone and Foss, 2002; and Hanssens et al., 2003).
Moreover, this research will have wider implications for market re-intermediation in
general, including for example the effects of social networking and electronic media
channels and as is the case with music and e-books, and platform migration (use of phones
instead of computers, for example). Hence, to make this research contemporary the
researcher explores at appropriate sections of this thesis channel conflicts and electronic
media distribution channels.
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1.2 Rationale for research

The key rationale for this study is as follows. Firstly, there is a dearth of research into the
UK car insurance. Secondly, although there are some studies of reintermediation, there
is no comprehensive study of the key aspects of how aggregators have affected the UK
car insurance industry. Studying these key aspects will provide a better understanding of
how price comparison sites have affected the UK car insurance industry. This study
explores these aspects using data from an established car insurance company, particularly
the business model and strategic customer relationship marketing ideas.
Financial aggregators are a relatively new phenomenon, so this research is the first
to measure their impact within the UK car insurance industry, albeit for the case company.
The research, therefore, compares the behaviours of the case car insurance company preand post-joining an aggregator, as revealed by the key themes studied. Understanding
these effects will provide insight for senior managers of the insurance company involved
as well as other industries who wish to include aggregators in their distribution mix.
As will be described later in this thesis, the research will enable informed decisions
as to whether aggregators will be beneficial for their own companies or not, in any country
that has price comparison sites. For instance, companies will understand what main parts
of the business are affected for example sales, marketing and customer retention. The
emphasis, therefore, is that all the channels through which the customer can make contact
and purchase their car insurance are fully explored.
This knowledge will also allow senior management to focus their marketing activities
for improved efficiency and operations. Also, this research will allow senior management
to focus on not just gathering new customers, but on retaining profitable customers.
By using appropriate statistical and data mining tools to study the full impact of
aggregators within the UK car insurance as a case study, the research contributes to the
literature base on strategic customer retention analysis and market response modelling.
In summary, this study provides a comprehensive analysis of the effects of price
comparison sites on a case company within the UK car insurance industry. Moreover, it
provides some insights into the current state of the UK car insurance industry and how
companies are adapting to the industry’s new reintermediation channel of distribution.
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1.3 Rationale for choosing the UK car insurance as a case study

Car insurance is a legal requirement in the UK, so all car owners in the UK must have a
car insurance product. In 2011 the UK car insurance industry received £13.3 billion in
premiums and insured 23.8 million private vehicles (ABI, 2012). These figures
demonstrate the significant size of the industry and the wider business implications of this
research.
The research will provide a detailed insight into the UK car insurance company which
is used here. This study will help this company understand their efficiencies and any
weaknesses in their current strategy. As mentioned earlier, the results have wider
marketing implications for electronic commerce-related work in other industries (Doherty
and Ellis-Chadwick, 2010).
As a tool for customers to contact an insurance company, price comparison sites
represent 4a relatively neutral business model with respect to the buy side’ (Domowitz,
2002, p. 154).

This gives the power to the customer and leaves the car insurance

companies to adapt to their new business climate. This demonstrates that customers and
insurance companies need to work together so they can both reduce costs and thus be
beneficial to each other. Interest therefore lies in this relationship being a reflection of
market response within the UK's car insurance industry.
Numerous papers discussing marketing response models, disintermediation,
reintermediation (cybermediation) and strategic customer relationship management tend
to keep all these subjects separate and do not consider the UK car insurance industry (see,
for instance, Bouwman et al., 2005; Dumm and Hoyt, 2003; Sophonthummapharn, 2009;
Verhoef and Donkers, 2005). Hence, studying these issues together will provide a better
understanding of the industry in its current state and provide a further strategic insight for
the case company used in this research.
The arrival of price comparison sites has produced a major shock to the distribution
channels. Financial price comparison sites are not just located in the UK, but are also
being used in other EU and non EU countries, which means that this research could be
adapted for business development in other financial organisations and countries.
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1.4 Research Issues

As noted earlier, this study aims to assess the effect of aggregators have had for the case
company using some statistical models and data mining tools in studying the holistic
impact of aggregators on key business aspects such as customer value, retention,
relationship management and strategic marketing, which contribute to the growth and
profitability of an insurance business.
1.4.1 Objectives o f the research

The specific objectives of the research are as follows:

1. To explore the effects of re-intermediation and the marketing mix on the profitability
of car insurance business in general, using an established car insurance company as a
case study.
2. To explore the suitability of own/different types of business models for car insurance
financial management for an established car insurance company, and map alternative
scenarios which will guide the future management of growth and profitability of an
established car insurance company based on the business models
3. To explore the implications of these results for acquiring and retaining customers in
the context of re-intermediation for the case company.

1.4.2 Research questions

The main research questions associated with the research objectives are as follows:

1. Research Question 1: How does reintermediation relate to strategic marketing
planning and implementation via the marketing mix, in helping the researcher to
reposition the case company with regards to its future growth and profitability?
2. Research Question 2: How has the performance o f existing channels been affected
by the advent of price comparison models with respect to customer retention, new
business and profitability?

4

Based on insights from the foregoing research questions, it is expected that the study
will yield an improved understanding of business process modelling for managing growth
and profitability in the car insurance industry in the context of re-intermediation. Given
the limited number of similar studies in the field, the research findings may provide useful
input into future studies beyond the UK.
To reflect the linkages among the key aspects in the research, including the
knowledge domain (DK), problems studied and why (PS|W), methodology and
contributions to knowledge (CsTK), the following conceptual framework is provided for
this research.
In order to make the chapter more focused on the rationale for the study and the study
objectives, further details on the background to the study are presented in Appendix 1 of
the thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual framework o f research
Methodology
The research explores statistical techniques

Knowledge Domain
Key concepts explored in the research
include:
Purchasing habits; marketing mix,
marketing response models; business
models, and strategic customer
relationship management.

such as:
•
•
•

•
•

VAR modelling for market response
Regression and data mining models to
locate ‘good’ customers
Time series models such as AR. MA,
ARIMA and GARCH for business
modelling insights
Scenario testing for business model
understanding
Hypothesis testing for marketing
framework

Problems studied and why
•

•

•

•

How do the insights map to the
particular business contexts of the
case company and its drive for
sustained growth and profitability?
How does reintermediation relate to
strategic marketing planning and
implementation via the marketing
mix
How can the case company be
repositioned with regards to its
future growth and profitability
[through an integrated business
model]?
How has the performance o f existing
models been affected by the advent
of price comparison models?

Business Context
Insurance business
context (car)
Within e-environment
Specifically for
company x and
competition

Business Modellin
Critical understanding
of business models
W ithin financial
services generally
Insurance businesses
Existing models for
company x

Contributions to knowledge
•
•

An in-depth knowledge of the insurance reintermediation problem (theoretical contributions)
Construction o f an Integrated Business Reinterm ediation Model (IBRM ) that enhances growth and
profitability o f company x and insurance companies in general (practical contribution)
o This is the first study to investigate the effects of reintermedation within the UK car insurance
industry
o The model compares the behaviours o f a case car insurance company pre- and post-joining an
aggregator
o The model components include insights from strategic marketing planning, marketing
reintermediation |e-business and modelling for growth and profitability
o It will enable informed decisions as to whether aggregators will be beneficial for their own
companies or not, in financial services businesses subject to price comparison sites

Dissemination o f research results
•

Production of PhD thesis; scholarly publications; within company seminars and workshops; continual use
of model within business development of company x.
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1.5 Indicative structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into 8 chapters. Chapter 1 provides the aims and objectives of the
study, research questions and the study motivation.

Chapter 2 presents a general literature review of the different aspects of the study related
to the objectives and following the broad headings in the conceptual framework.

Chapter 3 introduces the research methodology including the sources of data, the
underlying principles and data analysis techniques.

Chapter 4 explores the effects of reintermediation on different customer acquisition
channels, acquisition rates, retention rates, and marketing spend. The effects of
aggregators are monitored using a vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling approach.

Chapter 5 uses alternative scenarios and different statistical modelling approaches to
investigate different aspects of the business model such as marketing, sales, retention and
return on investment.

Chapter 6 implements related customer segmentation analyses based on predicted
customer value, actual customer value and predicted renewal rate.

Chapter 7 reviews different marketing techniques in order to develop a new marketing
framework for the case company (and hence the UK car insurance industry).

Chapter 8 summarises the research findings, including the implications of the research
for the UK car insurance industry. This chapter also summarises the main contributions
of the research to knowledge
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Chapter 2: Literature review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter critically reviews the literature on econometric and applied statistical/data
mining models as applied to marketing, customer campaign and response modelling
(customer analytics) and reintermediation, with an emphasis on the UK car insurance
market. The chapter starts with an overview of the knowledge domain, followed by the
theoretical issues studied.
Car insurance in the UK is not a well-researched area; one rare study of the UK car
insurance industry was discussed by Blythe and Hackley (2005), who noted how Frizzell
Insurance targeted its audience. They found that Frizzell Insura
nee had adapted their marketing so that it attracted one particular type of customer
and did not attract high risk customers.
In this section the emphasis is placed intuitively on the key aspects of these issues,
whilst more technical treatment of related ideas is presented in appropriate subsequent
chapters of the thesis: for example, ideas related to customer relationship management
are explained briefly in this chapter and developed in more detail in chapter 6.
In a nutshell, the strategy for literature review used in this thesis is a distributed model
in which key concepts are explained in this chapter and more technical aspects of these
concepts, including relevant modelling equations are presented in future chapters. For
easy follow-through, the chapter headings are informed by the key sections of the
conceptual framework (CF) in chapter 1 (figure 1.1) of the thesis.
2.2 Knowledge domain
2.2.1 Purchasing habits

Consumers use the different distribution channels to gather information for shopping.
Weltevreden (2007) found that customers will use the internet as a source of information
for their purchases from a bricks and mortar shop, and vice versa. Companies that make
themselves available on different platforms enjoy the exposure of being more contactable,
even though there may be some conflict in the channels.
The way a customer can purchase car insurance in the UK is always evolving, for
example from brokers, to phone, to internet and mobile phones. With UK price

comparison sites (aggregators) trying to persuade customers to use them instead of going
to the insurance companies directly, this is having an effect on the way consumers
purchase their car insurance. 'Firm marketing efforts, channel attributes, channel
integration, social influence, situational variables, and individual differences' (Neslin et
al., 2006, pp. 101) all contribute to the customer purchasing journey. From the list there
is not one overriding factor, so it could be best practice for a company to use as many
contact points as possible, especially when aggregators have their own marketing spend.
How people purchase products is very important with the internet opening up new
avenues that were previously unavailable. In 2012, price comparison sites in the U.S. are
not prevalent as in the UK, with the traditional distribution channels still the main choice
for car insurance purchases (Honka, 2012). This could be due to factors as a reluctance
to change shopping habits, as well as internet speeds. Another factor to consider is that
within Europe, the UK has one of the highest proportions of online shopper (Ofcom
2011). This demonstrates how new financial price comparison sites are and how their
impact in other countries is still in development
To predict that all countries will be adapting financial price comparison sites in the
very near future would be short-sighted as they require both fast internet speed and for
insurance companies to be fully compatible.
Price comparison sites display car insurance quotes a customer would get if they
contacted the insurance company directly, so the price strategy of contacting the company
directly has to be amended for the price comparison market. Ataman et al. (2010) found
that the two main factors that affected sales were product and distribution. The product
criteria must be relevant and whereas insurance can be bought at three different levels
(comprehensive, third party fire and theft and third party only), where comprehensive
cover tended to be the most the most preferred choice. Although this study does not
consider the different types of insurance cover, this would provide a potential avenue for
future research.
The distribution of the product must also be considered in the context of evolving
technologies. For the UK car insurance industry, the internet has changed the way people
shop and gives customers the choice of going to numerous companies without speaking
to anyone to get a price. Price comparison sites have expanded this by giving the customer
a choice of getting quotes from many companies by just visiting one website. Atamen
(2009) does not mention the importance of how the distributor gets the customer in the
first place, and also the product’s brand equity, which is generated through advertising.
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2.2.2 Marketing

Selling car insurance directly to the customer is not new, with Direct Line adopting this
route in 1985, but this does not mean it should not expect any shocks to the system. When
a company does experience a shock, for example the arrival of aggregators, it has been
shown that marketing can play ‘an important role in turning around declining
performance’ (Pauwels and Hanssens, 2007, p.307). If the company were to keep its
advertising the same and remain non-adaptive to its new environment, then this may cause
the company to lose market share. Marketing departments need to evaluate the situation
thoroughly and in the case of price comparison sites, either join them or fight them.
Whichever scenario the company chooses, they must change their marketing strategy.
The main goal of marketing is to attract customers to the business. Marketing has to
‘capture the tastes and standards of every one of its targeted market segments (Meyer and
Schwager, 2007, p. 10). Marketing can be considered as one of the core departments in
any business. It is up to the marketing department to arrange the strategy that attracts the
company’s ideal customers, while at the same time staying within the confines of the
marketing budget. Marketing provides the face of the company to the public while also
needing to be adaptive to new surroundings.
Without marketing, there will be no way of distinguishing one company from another
in the same industry so effectively. The arrival of aggregators has meant strategic
marketing planning is increasingly important for the car insurance industry. Marketing
develops a company’s brand equity, the value of the brand, which companies can increase
through marketing communication effectiveness and brand awareness (Stahl et al., 2012).
Within the internet environment (online) the company’s website presents the first contact
between the customer and the insurance company, the ‘customer experience’ (Dayal et
al., 2000), but aggregators have the ability to influence this experience as they become
the first point of contact.
Aggregators can potentially give the insurance company extra customers, so if the
company joins an aggregator the marketing strategy needs to be adjusted. Within the
marketing department, ‘selling via intermediaries requires that marketing effort is
directed at both the intermediaries and the end customer’ (Harrison, 2000, p.91). The
insurance company would prefer the customer to contact them directly instead of via an
aggregator, as this would save the insurance company money, but with the aggregator
marketing budget greater than the insurance company budget, the marketing strategy
needs to be modified. The insurance company may have to demonstrate with its marketing
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that it is a premium product at a reasonable price and that ‘customers pay lower prices in
aggregate, but not all customers are better o ff (Thomas, 2012, p.38). This scenario would
hopefully make more customers contact the company directly, but if the customer does
purchase via an aggregator, they should expect a high-quality product.
Using the marketing strategy to increase the value of the brand (the brand equity),
therefore, cannot be underestimated, either for the companies on price comparison sites
or for the sites themselves. It has been shown that ‘consumers are likely to be more
receptive to trying on-line offerings from a trusted brand name’ (Delgado-Ballester and
Munuera-Aleman, 2005, p. 193). Due to aggregators being online, this does not mean that
the traditional (off-line) marketing should not be used. A company that has developed a
good reputation off-line can expect the reputation to be transferred to the internet.
Building brand trust will help brand equity, which could give an insurance company a
better standing when being compared against a different insurance company with a
cheaper price.
Being able to measure the effectiveness of advertising is important for companies, as
the marketing department has to keep to its budget and use it wisely. It has been shown
that marketing does have an impact on sales, though not always immediately (Pauwels
and Hanssens, 2007). To fully understand the impacts of aggregators in relation to
marketing, market response models need to be developed.
2.2.3 Marketing response models

Marketing response models have been used in the industry for over 40 years, since the
creation of the Bass Model in 1969. Marketing models are normally developed to help
businesses understand how productive their marketing spend is within the current market.
The models provide information for the business to help them generate greater revenue.
Models that want to compare themselves with competitors tend to view all marketing
spend as one variable against the competitors’ spend.
Market response models are flexible enough to be used for different scenarios. Onishi
and Manchananda (2013) demonstrate how the new media (blogs) and traditional media
(TV) interacted with each other to predict sales. Joshi and Hanssens (2009)’s research
show a direct relation between marketing and stock performance on movie launches.
Simon and Sullivan (1993) and Srinivasan and Hanssens (2009) find relationships with
marketing and brand equity, which also affect a company’s stock market prices. This
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demonstrates response models’ flexibility and how they can be implemented within the
UK car insurance industry in an aggregator environment.
So far the review has discussed the applications of the market response models
without mentioning the models themselves, which tend to be complex. Comparing
multifunctional and functional forms, it has been shown ‘that the linear and multiplicative
approximations are too simplistic for capturing realistically the complexity of the sales
response phenomenon’ (Pantelidaki and Bunn, 2005, p.518). The models tend to be
complex due to the interactions between the variables and lag effects of marketing.
Interaction between marketing is not new with Borden (1964) using the term ‘marketing
mix’ since 1949. Market response models are typically multivariate statistical time series
with different specifications depending on prior knowledge of the relationships among
variables and their time-varying behaviours. They are discussed in some detail in Chapter
4 of the thesis.
Market response models are not simplistic and can be difficult to understand, which
can cause a problem with implementation. For any type of response model to be implanted
‘depends critically on two characteristics...simplicity and robustness’ (Hanssens et al.,
2005, p.433). There are many different advertising outlets, for example TV, radio and
magazine. To address all these in a response model may prove problematic in
implementation. For the case company, the marketing department does not come from a
statistical background with the capability to formulate many different scenarios, but to
not give people the choice of different models in itself may inhibit the implementation.
Another issue to consider when implementing a model is its usability within a
company. The model needs to be ‘simple, robust, easy to control, adaptive, as complete
as possible, and easy to communicate with’ (Little, 2004, p. 1852). This research will need
to address how to provide the model and the best format for the company to use. This
raises the issue of whether a trade-off needs to be considered between complexity and
usability. In a sense, the approach taken in the research is to build insights from the
models intuitively into the proposed EBRM for car insurance in a way that marketing staff
can understand them. Ultimately the choice should be with the company on their desired
method of using the model and the preferred choice of the company. As mentioned earlier,
more technical issues of market response modelling are covered in chapter 4.
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2.2.4 Business model

Business models help align company strategy to the changing environments of a business;
in this research, the IBRM shows how the case company can remain profitable in an
aggregator environment. The need for the development of a new business model extends
beyond enabling aggregators in the car insurance environment. Teece (2010) states that a
business model “cannot be assessed in the abstract, its suitability can only be determined
against a particular business environment and context” (ibid., pp. 191). From this point of
view, the business model must be specific to its environment and would be difficult to
use in a completely different scenario, e.g. selling petrol at a petrol station. The business
model applied should assess the way a firm combines a value proposition with supply
chain management, the interface with customers, and a revenue (Boons and LiidekeFreund, 2013).

Additionally, Girota and Netessine (2013) note that whenever new

technologies are developed, there is a lack of business models to accommodate these.
Thus this research contributes to the development of a business model that encompasses
aggregators, by focussing on the generating customer value for the customer as well as
for the company.
Between 1995 and 2010, the number of publications referring to 'business model'
has increased substantially, but without a unified view of the concept (Zott et al., 2011;
Lambert and Davidson, 2013). Within the research carried out by Zott et al. (2011), four
important themes about business models were discovered: 'a new unit of analysis, a
systematic perspective on how to do business, encompassing boundary-spanning
activities... and focusing on value creation' (ibid, pp. 1038).
Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, (2010, pp. 195) considers the first theme as a
'reflection of the firm’s realized strategy'. The car insurance industry is full of
competitors, so its unique position will need to be predominantly price-based, while
maintaining good customer service to its customers. The second theme is to apprehend
how the insurance company can connect its technical marketing and analytical potential
with the recognition of financial value (Chesbrough, 2007). For the case insurance
company, they would need to consider the costs of implementing an aggregator into its
customer contact channels. The third theme can be linked to how they can conduct their
business with the customers and partners (Frankenberger et a l 2013). Implementing a
price aggregator would introduce new partners and components into the whole business.
A car insurance company that uses direct avenues only for the customer to contact them
will need to evolve to allow third party companies to gather quote information and still
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be able to reach the customer. Finally, the fourth component concerns value creation:
efficiency and novelty (Zott and Amit, 2008). Efficiency value for the company considers
cutting costs, and the novelty involves new avenues for conducting business transactions,
which is the whole basis of aggregators. For the company used in this study, the value
proposition also involves creating a car insurance product that can satisfy the customers’
needs at a low price, while still generating profit for the company. These themes are
‘interconnecting and mutually reinforcing’ (Zott et al. 2011 pp. 1038) and the following
notes use the themes as the basis for the rest of review about business models.
Aggregators will have a profound effect on the car insurance company's business
model, even if the insurance company chooses not to integrate them into their distribution
channels. Due to time, money or even technological constraints, adapting new customer
contact channels can be too difficult for some companies, thus affecting their value to the
customer. Another reason why companies may not wish to expand their contact channels
may be due to retention rates. Konus et al. (2008), Ansari et al. (2008) and Neslin et al.
(2006) note that people who use a choice of multichannel distribution networks tend to
be less loyal. Giving the choice of a multi-distribution contact strategy, especially on the
internet, makes it easier for customers to compare prices. The easier it is for customers to
compare prices the easier it is for them to switch (Israel, 2005). Multi-channel
distributions may reduce customer loyalty, but within car insurance the main reason why
customers leave their current company is due to their bad claims history, which increases
their renewal price (Cohen, 2012). A customer’s claims history is important when
considering the customer value, as is explained in more detail in chapter 6.
The company has to weigh up the pros and cons of implementing a multi-channel
distribution, since not only could this cause conflict within the company and possibly
erode loyalty (as it gives customers the chance to search other companies), but also by
not enhancing the new distribution technologies, the size of the company may be affected
due to customers preferring the new contact channels.
The car insurance business model will need to consider the perceived value of the
product, especially when the company is on a price comparison site. The company’s
perceived value is usually communicated through its marketing, which is discussed in
more detail in chapter 7. Sethuramn et al. (1999) find that a lower priced brand can be
affected when a higher priced brand has discounted its price. If a perceived better quality
brand reduces its price and enters a lower price brand, customers would prefer this brand
over a consistently low price brand. If the company markets itself as being a good product
with high standards with a price that seems reasonable, this will have a strong effect when
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the price is being compared. As car insurance is price sensitive, the company has to be
careful and tactical with its pricing. Shapiro (1983, p.678) notes that ‘high quality items
sell for a premium above cost’. In other words, the customer is willing to pay extra for
what they perceive as a ‘good name’. With high quality comes a good reputation, which
can be perceived positively by the customer.
Regulation, new service and product offers, pressure to reduce costs and customer
expectations tend to be the four main factors that can affect the insurance business model
(Labush and Winter, 2012). Price comparison sites belong in the new service segment as
they change the way the product is sold. The way a company positions itself in relation
to other companies may have a profound effect on customers’ choice. How a company
differentiates itself from its competitors is known as brand equity or its branding. Brand
equity is acquired through marketing the unique selling points of the brand itself: the
product; the name; the promotion, and its complete presentation (Murphy, 1992).
Branding allows the company to be more recognisable over other companies. ‘A brand is
an entity that offers customers (and other parties) added value based on factors over and
above its functional performance’ (Knox, 2004, p. 106). Price comparison sites need
customers and they need to develop their own brand equity, as well as that of the insurance
companies they compare.
If an insurance company has robust brand equity, this will also benefit the price
comparison site, as the price comparison site can advertise that it has big name brands.
Rios and Riquelme (2008) researched online companies and their brand equity,
examining brand awareness, value of the brand, trust and loyalty. Their research found
that ‘brand loyalty and brand value associations directly create brand equity’ (ibid, p.735),
but they also note that customers need to be aware of the company. This shows that the
company cannot rely on just the internet for brand equity and that they still need to use
traditional advertising methods, which must be incorporated into the car insurance
company's business model.
Companies that market themselves as high quality may, however, get away with
charging more money. Although this idea has not been fully investigated on aggregators,
it provides further opportunities for future work. Blattberg and Wisniewski (1989) and
Glynn and Chen (2008) find that higher quality brands get their custom from their own
price tier competitors, but lower quality brands rarely get sales from higher tier customers.
This demonstrates the power of brand marketing and how perceived value from a brand
affects its sales. If, however, a company sets an unrealistically high price - effectively
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‘pricing themselves out of the market’, or if a brand of similar quality is sold at a lower
price, then this will affect consumers’ view of the company negatively.
2.2.5 Strategic customer relationship

Car insurance companies can grow their customer base by taking customers from their
competitors, so retaining their customers is important. Customer retention is therefore
important, and has become a major factor as ‘the competitive nature of the insurance
industry continues to evolve ... and the importance of relationship marketing practices
and customer retention continues to grow’ (Taylor 2001, p.32). Increasing customer
loyalty practices should be as standard in all industries, along with a clear indication of
which customers it would be profitable to retain.
Payne and Frow (2005) note that there is a lack of agreement on the definition of
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). There has been discussion whether CRM
should be considered as a strategy (Payne and Frow, 2005; Duffy et al 2013; Mukerjee,
2013) or to be part of a general management process such as a system for CRM (Ajmera,
2013; McGrath 2010; Foss et al. 2008). Within the car insurance, CRM should be
considered both as a strategy and a process, so that this research supports CRM strategy
and process as relates to car insurance.
CRM as a strategy can be defined as a:
Business strategy and mode o f operation deployed to maintain and
develop relationships with profitable customers, and manage the cost o f doing
business with less profitable customers
Stone and Foss, 2002, p. 14
CRM as a system can be defined as a:
Technology-based business management tool fo r developing and
leveraging customer knowledge to nurture, maintain, and strengthen profitable
relationships with customers.
Foss et a l 2008, pp.69
The implementation of a CRM strategy helps businesses to generate more profit from
customers by either cross-selling products or by getting the customer to continue
purchasing from the company (retention). The CRM system supports the strategy, since
without the system there would be inadequate knowledge of how to contact customers or
who the company's most profitable customers are. Using CRM as a system can improve
data-driven marketing strategies and provide a holistic profile of the customers across
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different contact points (Internet, email and telephone) (Even et al., 2010; Verhoef et al.,
2010). The availability of high-quality data within a CRM database is high in many
applications including car insurance, but developing clear data-driven strategies and
procedures to enhance the business performance from numerous CRM systems is still
unclear (Zahay et al, 2012). Regardless of this uncertainty, in this research, the CRM
strategy is built upon accumulated data to a case insurance company in UK in order to
enhance the customer experience.
Customer relationship management and relationship management may be similar but
relationship management deals with building relationships with all contacts, whereas
CRM is a more focussed model-based approach which deals with profitable customers
(Das, 2009). Being more focussed on the customer may mean contacting the customer
directly with promotions/offers. Building a relationship with the customer, with the
company becoming ‘more than just a company’ and offering more services, may make
the customer less likely to leave. In the UK car insurance industry price is a major factor,
so giving the customer more for their money will ensure greater customer retention.
CRM is an important strategy to capitalise on customers that are worth retaining by
building strategic relationships with them. CRM uses customer data gathered from its
systems to incorporate better strategies and to use the resources in a more efficient way
(Ngai et al, 2009). This allows predictive analysis tools to analyse data within the CRM
framework with customer retention being the most prevalent concern (Mizaei and Iyer
2014). Within this research the predictive analysis tools are used for churn rate and
customer lifetime value.
The CRM in this research is part of the IBRM which also includes the business
model. The CRM creates customer segmentation for customer retention strategies from
potential high valuable customers, to those customers of a high risk of costing the
company money. Every customer that purchases their car insurance via aggregators, costs
the car insurance company money. Retaining the correct customers not only builds the
customer base more cost-effectively, but also stops them from leaving only to come back
again a year later, possibly via an aggregator, which results in additional expenditure.
CRM should be a vital strategy for all companies, including car insurance companies.
Sophonthummapharn (2009) researches the adoption of an electronic customer
relationship management (e-CRM), but the main theme, that of building a relationship
with the most profitable customers, is still prevalent in his research. This demonstrates
that as technologies evolve so must the company adapt to the new surroundings.
Contacting customers electronically can not only enhance a company’s green credentials,
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by using less paper, but can also monitor the customer’s activity via email reporting tools,
for example number of emails opened, number of emails clicked. This can benefit the
company as those people who do not respond to emails can then be contacted another
way.
CRM should be considered as part of the insurance business model and strategy.
Improving

the

customer

experience

increases

loyalty

and

should

generate

recommendations from customers to other potential customers (Sweeney and Swait,
2008; Meyer and Schwager, 2007). For the case company, word of mouth
recommendations are a valuable tool as the person who recommends the company, will
probably remain loyal to the company, and their recommendation will provide free
advertising.
Making the CRM part of the business strategy should lead to increasing the employee
experience (making the employee enjoy his or her time at work). This has been shown to
have a positive experience on customers, which itself has an indirect effect on customer
retention (Mosley, 2007). Improving employee morale will have a positive effect on staff
turnover. This has the cumulative effect of ensuring staff are more experienced, as they
stay with the company longer, and are therefore more confident and capable of dealing
with customers, who after contact with staff are satisfied with the level of customer
service received. This should be prevalent in car insurance especially when the customer
reports a car accident. Some car accidents can be quite traumatic for the customer, so
when the customer first reports their accident to the insurance company they need to be
comforted and reassured that they are dealing with someone experienced and
knowledgeable.
Price comparisons sites like to retain the companies on as an exclusive basis; that is,
that type of car insurance company is only available at this web site. It has been shown
‘that intermediaries do not like their suppliers to engage in multi-channel distribution’
(Coelho and Easingwood, 2008, p.38), especially if the companies adopt a different
pricing structure for each individual intermediary. The more exclusive companies an
aggregator has, the better placing it has in the market. On the other hand the consequences
of using a single channel for the company are that they are limiting their distribution. By
using various distribution channels, including intermediaries, a company can use the
advertising of the distribution channel to promote its own product and make contact with
potential customers that they normally would not reach.
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2.3 Technical issues studied
2.3.1 Business context

As mentioned previously, in section 2.2.4, there are four main events that can affect the
insurance company: regulation; new service and product offers; pressure to reduce costs
and customer expectations (Labush and Winter, 2012). These are specific to the insurance
industry because it is a traditional business (Labush and Winter, 2012). The car insurance
industry must always be adaptive to its new surroundings as well as keep an eye on
managing down the costs. It is for this reason that the company used in this case study
uses the marketing budget to pay for the sales attributed to the aggregator.
Aggregators change the car insurance company’s distribution channel as customers
do not need to contact them directly. Changes to distribution channels have been
researched but tend to focus on companies utilising the internet for customers to contact
them directly (Huang and Swaminathan, 2009; Pfiel et al., 2007; Wolk and Skiera, 2009)
or the impact of insurance companies using a direct channel on a brick and mortar
intermediary (Bouwman et al., 2005; Hoyt et al., 2006; Pfeil et al., 2008). The research
reflects how companies should expect some channel cannibalisation and that pricing
strategies should reflect the new distribution channel.
The adoption of the internet as a new direct contact channel for a UK car insurance
company may run into issues in a price comparison site arena. UK car insurance
customers on the internet have a choice of two avenues to get a quote, either through a
price comparison site or via the company directly. The main selling point of price
comparison sites is that they can produce many quotes as quickly as a customer going to
one company directly. If a customer chooses the price comparison site route only and the
insurance company is not on their website, then the company will lose out, but if the
company is on website this may lead to cannibalisation. Price comparison sites also show
the price a customer would get if they contacted the insurance company directly, so the
price strategy of contacting the company directly has to be amended for the price
comparison market. More technical issues of the business context are covered in chapter
6.

2.3.2 Reintermediation and strategic market planning

Selling car insurance directly is quite a mature market, which does not mean it should not
expect any shocks to the system. As noted earlier, when a company does experience a
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shock, it has been shown that marketing can play ‘an important role in turning around
declining performance’ (Pauwels and Hanssens, 2007, p.307). If the company were to
keep its advertising the same and non-adaptive to its new environment, then this may
cause the company to decline in its market share. Marketing departments need to evaluate
the situation thoroughly and in the case of price comparison sites, either join them or fight
them. Whichever scenario the company chooses they must change their marketing
strategy.
Certain customers have particular shopping habits, whereby they continue to
purchase their goods in the same manner constantly. Marketing can be used to change a
customer’s shopping habits or their entrenched buying behaviour, which is when ‘people
get used to buying certain products through particular intermediaries and have an inbuilt
inertia to change’ (Wilson et al., 2008, p.531). The other side to this argument is to stop
customers going to aggregators to change their insurance company. Aggregators need
customers to change their insurance each year to generate the most profit. Marketing
techniques have the potential to stop customers leaving their current insurance company
and from using aggregators to review their renewal prices.
There are many tools available for car insurance companies to contact their customers
to enhance/change their purchasing habits. Loots and Gobler (2013) found that a mixture
of technologies worked in building relationships with the insurance customer, including
SMS on mobile phones. This technology will allow the company to contact their customer
at any time the customer has their mobile phone with them with their latest offers.
However, contacting the customer by email, direct mail and texting may lead to the
customer being bombarded with too many communications. This may have a negative
effect, as the customer may opt out of further marketing mailings or even worse cancel
their policy. It is vitally important therefore to maintain the correct equilibrium, which is
of course what relationship management is concerned with. More technical issues of
marketing in an aggregator environment are covered in Chapters 4-7.
2.3.3 Future profits and growth

Customer growth and profitability can be created in two ways for an insurance company,
via new customers and retained customers. The way customers shop for their car
insurance is different to other insurance types. Customers tend to buy their insurance
online rather face to face (Rokach et al., 2013). This gives car insurance the capability to
grow at a more profitable rate than the other insurance types. Driving more customers to
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shop on-line bypasses the need for staff to answer phones and also reduces building
running costs. In this instance, aggregators should not be considered as a competitor, but
a useful tool to help company growth and profitability by maximising the use of the web.
Ideally, for the insurance company, it would be more beneficial for the customer to go to
the insurance company only, as this would save them aggregator costs.
Other financial institutions may gather extra income from the customer via crossselling further financial products, (Kaishev et al., 2013), but for the company used in this
study, this is not an option, as they deal in car insurance only. To gather further profit and
growth for the company, they will need to consider customer retention. Customer
segmentation is a common tool in insurance as well as other industries, used to highlight
which customers it would be most advantageous to retain. Labusch and Winter (2012)
comment on one company that classifies customer A to D. The A-ranked customers are
treated as high quality, whereas the D-ranked customers are the ones the company wishes
to leave. As mentioned previously, in 2.2.4, customers with a bad claims history can cost
the insurance company a significant amount of money. Customer segmentation of
profitable customers is detailed further in chapter 6 of the thesis.
If a customer is determined to leave their current car insurance company, they will.
As mentioned previously, aggregators have reduced the switching costs so locating
potential valuable customer is a necessity. Customer campaign and response modelling
are used to maximise profits by either targeting potential customers or targeting profitable
customers.

Unlike mass media marketing (e.g. TV, outdoor posters, radio), direct

marketing, as the name suggests, approaches its clients directly. The most common
model used tends to be the Recency, Frequency and Monetary (RFM) framework, mainly
due to its simplicity in application. RFM is a segmentation technique that can be applied
to any service-based business including car insurance (Nanni et al., 2013):

•

Recency: time since the customer made his/her most recent purchase

•

Frequency: number of purchases this customer made within a designated time period

•

Monetary: average purchase amount

RFM has been compared with other techniques to pinpoint the most profitable
customer. Olson et al. (2009) compare an RFM model with data mining techniques
(logistic regression, decision trees and neural networks) to evaluate customer response
models and find that data mining techniques provide a more useful tool than RFM in
locating the most profitable customers. Data mining can involve a wide range of variables
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to help build its model and can give individual customers a score, but it also has its faults.
Logistic regression results can be complex to understand, decision trees need to keep the
number of rules applied small for ease of interpretation, and neural networks work like a
black box, with the user not fully understanding how it achieves its results. More technical
issues of the data mining are covered in chapter 6. An issue with RFM is that it can have
a high correlation between the frequency and monetary metrics, but RFM is much easier
to understand and implement, thus its popularity. In this study, these different approaches
to customer segmentation are attempted in order to compare their potential merits to the
case company.
Another problem with RFM is that it cannot be used to locate potential customers,
‘due to there being no information regarding potential customers’ (McCarty and Hastak,
2007, p.657). This will raise an issue with the company as sales teams need to be able to
contact potential customers and without a profile of the customer available to make sales
to, this can be problematic. Typically, sales teams need to use externally purchased data
on consumer attributes and behaviours and conduct own surveys of potential customers
in order to augment the internal database with these data. Atypical example of such data
gathering may include gathering car tax renewal dates, which may fall on car insurance
renewal date as well. Another issue with the RFM model for insurance is that higher
monetary amounts usually signify a greater risk to the company.
As indicated above, an alternative to RFM is to use data mining tools for marketing
response metrics. They tend to work more favourably with direct marketing, as they can
help pinpoint the best responders to a certain piece of direct mailing and improve return
on investment. Data mining is often used in response modelling which can benefit
customer relationship management by suggesting ‘the best time to make a cross-sell or
up-sell offer’ (Berry and Linoff, 2004, p. 121). The main problem with data mining is the
complexity of the results when they are presented to management personnel. This issue
may, in effect, reduce the popularity and therefore the implementation of a data mining
strategy. As a result despite the limitations of RFM in comparison to data mining, RFM
remains a popular method but, this does not mean that data mining cannot be used with
RFM. The application of data mining with RFM is explored further in chapter 6 and the
decision to build in their insights into the IBRM framework addresses the problems of
complexity and usability on the part of marketing staff.
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2.4 Contributions to knowledge
2.4.1 Theoretical contribution

This is the first research to study the effects of reintermedation within the UK car
insurance industry. The research applies structural time series models such as Vector
Autoregression (VAR) and Vector Error Correction (VEC) models to the analysis of the
differential effects of price reintermediation (use of price comparison sites) on different
channels and marketing data used in insurance marketing. Whilst the statistical theory of
structural time series is well-developed in the literature, the use of such models in
studying the persistence effects of different marketing decisions in insurance, especially
in the context of reintermediation, has not been noted by the researcher in the literature.
Using appropriate data on car insurance from the UK case company, this research applies
such models for the first time in the UK car insurance industry.
Related to the use of structural time series models in car insurance marketing, the
research also applies relevant data mining models (neural networks, logistic regression,
and decision trees) to the analysis of car insurance data in the light of price
reintermediation. The data mining models particularly show how relevant data on
customer life time values are used to segment customers into different categories which
can targeted differently in order to grow a car insurance business profitably. The results
provide comparative insights on how price reintermediation effects could be modelled in
order segment car insurance customers appropriately, and thereby support marketing
decisions on car insurance retention quantitatively. There is no other study known to the
research which uses data mining tools in this way in car insurance marketing.
Importantly, the research develops an Integrated Business Re-intermediation Model
(IBRM) integrated business model which combines insights from the statistical modelling
of the car insurance data for managing car insurance businesses in light of price
intermediation. The model provides theoretical support for understanding how changes
in marketing, customer retention practices and purchasing behaviours, especially
involving internet-based purchases, can be strategically managed. The model can
therefore be adapted by other car insurance companies and also other insurance products
which are accessible through price comparison sites. In other words, within this new
environment the IBRM links a car insurance business model with a CRM framework to
create new theoretical understanding of how price aggregation affects different parts of
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the car insurance business, for example sales, marketing and IT systems. This is a key
theoretical contribution of the research to knowledge.
In summary, the theoretical contributions of the research consist of use of appropriate
statistical time series and data mining models in studying different aspects of car
insurance including the effects of price aggregation on key marketing variables and other
channel effects, and the creation of the IBRM for car insurance within a price aggregation
environment. The researcher reiterates that this is the first time such quantitative
marketing and model development work has been conducted with a link to sales, channel
effects, CRM perspectives, and in a way that addresses the growth and profitability
prospects of a car insurance business.

2,4.2 Integrated business model that enhances growth and profitability (the IBRM)

Car insurance purchasing tends to be an annual event, so it would be wise to make sure
that contacting customers coincides with their date of renewal. Gdnul and Hofstede
(2006) note that timing is important for contacting customers as ‘distribution costs could
be reduced’ (Goniil and Hofstede, 2006, p.65). Even though this research uses catalogues,
timing or when the person is most likely to purchase should be considered. As purchasing
car insurance is an annual event in the UK, people may only be in the market for 3 weeks.
If the company were to deliver mailing to the customer every month, this could lead to
11 out of 12 mailings going to waste.
For a complete picture of which technique to use for the UK car insurance, a test
would need to be carried out of all the different techniques. Rust and Verhoef (2005) use
an insurance company for their research, using direct mailing and loyalty magazines and
control groups for each media. Their research compared the RFM model against a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) hierarchical model, and found the hierarchical ‘produced
better predictive results in a holdout sample than segment-based approaches’ (Rust and
Verhoef, 2005, p.486). RFM models, when compared to other techniques, do not tend to
fare well, and in the case of insurance, RFM was again proven not to be as accurate at
predicting customer behaviour, hence the use of different modelling approaches in this
research. More contributions to the business model that enhances growth and profitability
are covered in Chapters 5-7 of the thesis.
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2.4.3 Consumer behaviour modelling

With the internet being used for information, this also allows customers to leave their
reviews of companies. It has been shown that ‘negative online consumer reviews have a
more powerful impact on product attitude than positive online consumer reviews’ (Lee et
al., 2008, pp.341-352). By opening themselves up to numerous distribution channels,
companies may leave themselves more prone to bad reviews, so they need to keep on
monitoring their customer feedback. This may require additional resources from the
company to monitor feedback from customers on the most popular social networking
sites, to control any negative feedback.
Price comparisons sites like to retain the companies on an exclusive basis; that is,
that type of car insurance company is only available at this web site. It has been shown
‘that intermediaries do not like their suppliers to engage in multi-channel distribution’
(Coelho and Easingwood, 2008, p.38), especially if the companies adopt a different
pricing structure for each individual intermediary. By using various distribution channels,
including intermediaries, a company can use the advertising of the distribution channel to
promote its own product and make contact with potential customers that they normally
would not reach. More contributions to the customer behaviour pre- and post-joining
aggregators are covered in Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis.
2.4.4 Informed decisions

When a company concentrates its marketing into one contact channel, this means the
focus is on the product. This focus can be strengthened as the company is not altering its
message to appease different channels simultaneously (e.g. Direct Line insurance will
keep on using a direct method only route). This strategy can also make companies
‘concentrate on the cheapest channel system for that product’ (Coelho and Easingwood,
2008, p.38). This may be beneficial to the company, but unless there is an available budget
to get their voice heard over all the other distribution channels this may lead to the
company becoming smaller. Paradoxically then, a company with a strong marketing
message may suffer financially if it is unwilling to extend its message to encompass
different channels.
As mentioned previously, although a company can get more exposure on the internet
using an established distribution channel, the distribution channel also needs the company
to improve their brand equity and attract more customers. Trachtenberg and Fowler
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(2010) report on how Macmillan publishers were able to negotiate their sales price with
Amazon, or they would refuse to be part of Amazon. This comes in direct response to the
iPad device, which offers a new platform for customers to view their books. With
customers being given more choice of different platforms for their purchasing habits, the
B2B scenario will also need to evolve to reflect this.
Another issue companies need to consider about the distribution networks is that
other devices may be able to copy their functionality. In March 2011 Google bought a
price comparison site, BeatThatQuote (Williams, 2011) and since July 2013 has been
competing with aggregators for car insurance. This shows that companies must always
look at other avenues and the evolving market to keep up to date. Price comparison sites
are still new and evolving, but they need to keep an eye on different platforms that may
offer the same functionality, but may charge the financial companies less money, thus
making the comparison sites themselves redundant. All of these scenarios demonstrate
how customers choose how they wish to contact a company. More contributions to the
informed decisions for the case car insurance company are covered in Chapters 4-7 of the
thesis.
In summary, the above literature review highlights the need for gathering richer
datasets (see section 3.2.1) which will enable (insurance) companies to perform further
analyses including the effects of branding within an aggregator environment, wider CRM
studies which incorporate employee morale and satisfaction, possible cannibalisation
effect of using aggregator channels, monitoring social networking sites, and effective use
of external and internal data on customer surveys (McCarty and Hastak, 2007), for
example.
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CHAPTER 3: Data and methodology
3.1 Introduction

This chapter details the research methodology required for the research summarised in
the conceptual framework in Chapter 1 and literature review in Chapter 2. Firstly, the
following section contains a brief description of the data and selected data analysis
software. This is then followed by the research objectives and questions which are
recalled in this chapter for easy follow-through of the methodology. The final section
summarises the chapter.
3.2 Data and computer program s
3.2.1 Data

The data provided by the case company can be considered as secondary data. ‘Secondary
data are data that have already been collected for purpose other than the problem at hand'
(Malhotra et al. 2012, pi 15). The data used is derived from the data warehouse, which
can be considered structured, regularly updated, reputable and trustworthy (Malhotra et
al. 2012). The use of the secondary data is important as the case company was able to
provide data that cannot be effectively duplicated by another researcher, while also saving
time and money
The main disadvantage of the data is the lack of price comparison site data, as this
belongs to different companies and not the case study. Also, price comparison data
contain additional information such as where the insurance company is located, their
ranking on the websites and who their competitors are. Additionally, competitors can
affect their prices by changing their excesses, which makes it even more difficult to
compare the effectiveness of the brand on the aggregators website. Furthermore, the case
insurance company only sells car insurance, whereas aggregators sell numerous products.
In this scenario, it is difficult to track any brand effects from a company selling other
types of insurance product, e.g. house and motorcycle.
The results from the data used can be used to help other industries considering
implementing price comparison sites into the acquisition channel mix. The results show
how the business model has to change to implement price aggregation and how
conducting business ‘as normal’ will not suffice.
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The researcher notes that despite the lack of richer data sets from price comparison
sites noted above, other insurance companies can use similar approaches in the research
to explore how to grow their companies by appropriately modelling the effects of price
comparison sites on their businesses. It is not expected that other companies will obtain
the same results as in this research, so that it is the approaches and model can that can be
applied to other companies. Given that the research is the first to develop the IBRM, it is
also expected that both the case company and other companies will benefit from using
the model as a basis for further studies which will help the companies to continue to grow
the companies profitably in the future, although with appropriate modifications as more
data are accumulated.
Two datasets from an established UK car insurance were provided for this research.
The first dataset contained monthly figures (between the dates of Jan 2006 to August
2009) detailing spend, quotes and sales from the different media channels of acquisition
to be investigated. These date periods are relevant as they cover the dates before the
company joined a price comparison site, and afterwards. The data provided by the
company show that until April 2007 the company only functioned as a ‘click button’ tool
to retrieve a quote. That is, a potential customer had to: go to the aggregator; fill in their
details; get a list of quotes; click on this company banner which did not have a quote next
to it; go to the car insurance company directly, and then complete their details again on
the car insurance web site. Between May 2007 and August 2007 the company was in its
testing stage to make sure that its systems and infrastructure could manage with this new
channel. From September 2007, the company was fully incorporated with the aggregator.
The second data set contained customer specific data between January-May 2010
(inclusive). The data set contained 189,798 rows of data from policies that were due for
renewal. The data contained the fields: age group; allowed to contact policy holder; car
age; car colour; claimed on insurance; gender; married; marketing cost; marketing source;
no claims bonus (years); no claims bonus protected; number of drivers; pay method;
renewal year; social grouping; total claims costs; total premium; type of insurance cover;
UK region; customer value, and vehicle group.

3.2.2 Selection o f software programs

The main statistical software package used for this research is SAS supported by Excel
spreadsheet analysis. The justification for the use of SAS is that it is an industry-wide
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accepted software capable of modelling large data sets. SAS also has an add-in tool for
data mining called Enterprise Miner. It is these tools that allow data interrogation and
model building.
3.3 Overview of the research methodology by objectives and research questions
3.3.1 Linking the research objectives and questions

Figure 3.1 below visualises the overall methodology for the research discussed in this
thesis. It illustrates the links between the research strategy, objectives, questions and the
thesis chapters.
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results f o r acquiring and retaining
custom ers in the context o f reinterm ediation

Main Results and Suggestions for
further studies (chap 8)

1: Overall methodology for the research with links among the research strategy, objectives, questions and thesis cl

It should be noted that not all of the data is suitable for all chapters. Hence, the chapters
specify what data is relevant for specific aspects of the data analysis.
3.3.2 Summary o f the research methodology by objectives and questions

The approaches for investigating specific objectives of the research are as follows:

Objective 1 and 3 (RQ1):
Investigating this objective will require the use of the information gathered from the
literature and applying statistical models. The interaction between marketing variables is
complex, which is why a vector-autoregressive model will be used to measure these
interactions (Chapter 4). Also, by comparing different statistical and data mining
techniques, the research can discover the most suitable method to predict customer
lifetime value and probability to renew (Chapter 6).
With a recommendation of a method to target the ‘right’ customer, the research also
considers best practices on acquiring new customers. Using the 7P’s and hypothesis
testing for new marketing framework will be developed (Chapter 7).

Objective 2 (RQ2):
This objective involves a literature review of the car insurance business model
with/without price comparison. The research will demonstrate how the introduction of
price comparison sites has affected the UK car insurance industry as a whole. The ‘what
i f scenario will need to cover the quotes, sales, premium and marketing spend aspects of
the insurance company. The issues covered would include:

•

If the insurance company did not join a price comparison site

•

The optimal marketing spend

•

If the company chose to abandon a certain media type

The ‘what-if scenarios will need to follow the different stages of the customer journey,
from marketing, enquiring about a price (a quote), purchasing car insurance and customer
retention. Also for this objective, time series statistical methods are to be used to
understand the underlying relationships between marketing and different acquisition
channels (Chapter 5).
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The statistical models applied in the data analysis and modelling Chapters (4-6) are
summarised below.
3.3.3 Summary o f methods in key chapters

RQ1 - How reintermediation relate to strategic marketing planning and implementation
via the marketing mix?

This research question is spread across three different chapters, 4, 6 and 7. For example,
Chapter 4 considers the overall effect of aggregators and channels on each other. Chapter
6 considers targeting specific customers using customer segmentation, while Chapter 7
considers the strategic marketing aspects.
Chapter 4 reviews the concepts and the importance of measuring shocks to a business
environment using market response models, for example introduction of price
comparison sites into the marketing mix. For this, the Vector Autoregression (VAR)
approach to market response modelling is used to examine the direct and indirect effects
of customer aggregation on channels and other marketing metrics including the marketing
spend, compared to traditional channels, such as TV, radio and the press.
Chapter 6 considers segmenting customers by their value and likelihood to renew.
To determine the most predictive tool, decision trees, neural networks, general linear
models, quantile regressions and logistic models were constructed for detailed
comparison. To limit the influence of outliers, this research also considers Winsorization
within the statistical and data mining models for completeness.
Chapter 7 reviews different marketing techniques, to develop a new marketing
framework for the UK car insurance industry. The framework would need to consider
how different marketing practices affect customer acquisitions and renewal rates.

RQ2 - How has the performance o f existing models been affected by the advent o f
aggregators?

Chapter 5 begins to develop the IBRM business model in order to explore the key aspects
of insurance marketing that are affected by the introduction of aggregators. Different
time series techniques were constructed: autoregressive; moving average, autoregressive
integrated moving average, and GARCH models. These models are applied to different
scenarios to establish a deeper understanding of the mechanics within the business model.
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3.4 Summary

This chapter describes the overall methodology used in this research by linking it to the
research objectives and questions. It provides detail of the data and some of the core
themes that require different levels of aggregated data, monthly and at customer level.
Also, the chapter summarises the different types of statistical models and data mining
tools used in the descriptive analysis of the effect of price comparison environment within
a price comparison environment.
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Chapter 4: Price comparison and market response modelling in car
insurance

4.1 Introduction

The introduction of financial price comparison sites (aggregators) has had a major effect
within the car insurance company. By looking at different customer acquisition channels,
acquisition rates, retention rates, and marketing spend, the effects of aggregators was
monitored by using a vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling approach. An application
within the car insurance industry reveals that aggregators have a long lasting positive
effect on future acquisition. Comparative results on other market response factors which
potentially influence customer acquisition and business performance were explored in the
chapter. Hence, the chapter uses the VAR approach to market response modelling to
examine the direct and indirect effects of customer aggregation on the marketing spend,
compared to traditional channels, such as TV, radio and the press. The results have
strategic marketing implications for the UK car insurance industry, by way of optimal
allocation of marketing spends on the different customer acquisition channels.
The purchasing of car insurance has changed dramatically in the last 30 years. The
Road Traffic Act 1988 (c. 52), requires that ‘a person must not use a motor vehicle on a
road... unless there is in force in relation to the use of the vehicle by that person such a
policy of insurance’ (UK statue law database, no date). This law makes it a legal
requirement for drivers in the UK to purchase car insurance and as such car insurance is
often viewed as price inelastic, so that ‘the overall demand for these products does not
decline significantly when the price increases’ (Hoyt et al., 2006, pp.8). This does not
mean that the market is not competitive, as with all purchased products/services, price is
important.
The way a customer can contact a UK car insurance company is always evolving.
Direct channels involve phones and internet and indirect channels include brokers and
price comparison sites (aggregators). Aggregators are relatively new phenomena which
operate by comparing many car insurance companies for their car insurance quotes from
the information provided by the customer. Aggregators have had ‘a major effect on both
the way people buy their car insurance and the car insurance industry itself (David,
2008).
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How a company operates in a new distribution channel environment will have an
impact on old established as well as new companies. Although an established company
will have built up its brand equity which will enable it to attract customers more easily
compared to newer entrants, some customers will shop on price alone, which may give
new entrants a quick start for less marketing. Keller (1993, p. 19) noticed that ‘marketing
activity can potentially enhance or maintain consumers’ awareness of the brand or the
favourability, strength and uniqueness.’ Research into brand equity and customer choice
has shown that ‘consumers are likely to be more receptive to trying on-line offerings from
a trusted brand name’ (Delgado-Ballester and Munuera-Aleman, 2005, pp. 193). A
company that has developed a good reputation off-line can expect the reputation to be
transferred to the internet. Building brand trust will help brand equity, which could give
an insurance company a better standing when being compared against a different
insurance company with a cheaper price.
A review of marketing literature shows that the effects of online price aggregation
have not been studied in the car insurance industry, compared to many studies of other
effects, for example brand equity (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1995). Indeed, given the
competition among insurance companies, it is important that management optimizes its
marketing decisions in order to ensure sustained business performance. For this reason,
management needs to understand how such marketing decision factors as customer
acquisition channels, price, marketing spend, acquisition costs, and retention,
interactively influence the profitability of the companies over time. In modelling these
effects in this study, the focus is on the effect of the aggregator channel of customer
acquisition on business performance indicators, for example acquisition costs, marketing
spend and retention.
As mentioned above, the rationale for this study is that there is a dearth of such
quantitative modelling in the car insurance industry particularly targeted on
understanding the effects of aggregators on marketing performance. To the researcher’s
knowledge, this is the first study to explore these effects in the UK car insurance industry.
Modelling the effect of marketing decisions and price aggregation on business
performance variables such as marketing spend, customer retention and acquisition costs,
is important for a number of reasons. First, it explores the effect of aggregators on
customer acquisition. Second, the approach examines the direct and indirect effects of
customer aggregation on the insurance company’s marketing spend, compared to
traditional channels, such as TV, radio and the press. Thirdly, the results have strategic
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marketing implications for the UK car insurance industry, by way of optimal allocation
of marketing spends on the different customer acquisition channels.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the general
literature on marketing response variables for example brand equity and distribution
channels, and persistence (market response) modelling. Section 4.3 discusses the
theoretical background to the statistical models used in implementing marker response
modelling and justifies the choice of the VAR methodology for this study. Section 4.4
presents the empirical analysis and the interpretation of the modelling results, with
implications for marketing action. Section 4.5 summarises the main results and concludes
the chapter.

4.2 Literature review and theoretical framework

As hinted in the introduction, customer acquisition in car insurance industry includes
direct purchase of car insurance from companies through telephone and internet, indirect
purchase through intermediaries (broker) and more recently through aggregators such as
price comparison sites. Direct Line is one of the first companies to start selling car
insurance directly to the customer in 1985, thus removing the intermediation role of
insurance brokers (intermediaries) from customer acquisition, (a process referred to as
disintermediation).
The growth of online marketing in different industry sectors has introduced shock
effects on the business strategies and performance indicators of companies in different
industry sectors, including mature companies. Examples include the impact of Amazon
as an online aggregator in the book market, impact of Netflix in the film industry, and
online shopping/home delivery of supermarket groceries by the likes of Tesco,
Sainsbury’s and Asda.
Similarly in the car insurance industry, online reintermediation through aggregators
introduces shocks in the marketing of car insurance policies which have not been closely
studied, hence this UK case study. These shock effects extend to mature channels of car
insurance business e.g. direct marketing. As noted above, this research explores similar
effects in light of key marketing preforming dynamics and indicators such as impacts of
different channels on acquisition rates marketing spend, customer retention and win-back.
When a company experiences a shock, it has been shown that marketing can play ‘an
important role in turning around declining performance’ of the company (Pauwels and
Hanssens, 2007, p.307). If the company were to keep its advertising the same and remain
non-adaptive to its new environment, then this could cause the company’s market share
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to decline and/or reduce its profitability. Marketing departments therefore need to
evaluate the impact of aggregators on market performance and adapt their marketing
strategies accordingly. For example, a company may choose to join the aggregators or
fight them. Whichever scenario the company chooses, they must change their marketing
strategy.
In support of the above points, marketing decisions affect the different channels
through which the customers make contact with the company. For example, if a company
informs customers that they could save 10% on-line, this will drive them to use the
internet channel. It is noted that within marketing there are three channel types:
communication; transaction; and distribution channels (Peterson et al.,

1997).

Communication channels include TV, door-drops, and advertisements; transaction
channels include telephone and online purchases; and distribution channels include
purchases through telephone, web sites, and in some cases intermediaries.
Measuring the effectiveness of marketing within a company is not new, with
marketing response models being a common tool to monitor such effects. Marketing
response models are statistical frameworks for monitoring customer behaviour and
responses in light of business performance variables such as marketing spend, retention,
profitability and sales. Majority of market response studies have focused mainly on the
direct customer channels which have been in existence longer compared to the online
channels.
Even so, the studies have also concentrated attention on the non-insurance markets
such as effects of print versus TV/radio advertising on sales of home improvement
products (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1995), pharmaceuticals and fast growing products
(Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1999) and myriad studies of the marketing-finance interface
(Dekimpe and Hanssens, 2000). The above studies show that as well as the effects of
different marketing channels on marketing spend and related business performance
variables (acquisition and retention), market response models explore the interaction
effects of these channels as single factors and each other. Therefore, as explained in more
detail in section 4.3, this study examines the interaction effects on car insurance marketing
with a special focus on the aggregator channel. In the researcher’s view, this study will
be the first market response modelling into the effects of online price aggregation or re
intermediation in the (UK) car insurance industry.
The rest of the literature review discusses the key input variables into the
marketing response model, such as word-of-mouth, price comparison sites, retention and
win-back.
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4.2.1 Word-of-mouth (WOM)

Word-of-mouth is the marketing term for the influence that other people’s stories of their
experiences with purchases of services/products have on their social group. Before the
advent of the internet, this was mainly limited to relatives and friends talking to each other
about their experiences, but is now transmitted through the social media sites. Social
network sites allow more people to influence prospective customers in their social circle
based on their experiences, even if network relationship are not that strong (Lampe, et al.,
2007). In addition, social network sites can be a low-cost channel to keep customers up
to date with a company’s communications and enable many visitors to the sites to voice
their customer experiences about the company, which influence far more prospective
customers than traditional word of mouth (WOM) can achieve.
The use of social networks sites as a WOM channel has been researched previously
with an application within marketing. Trusov et al. (2009) use impulse response functions
derived from Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models and find that WOM referrals have a
stronger acquisition impact, compared to traditional marketing and media appearances,
on new customers. VAR models are statistical models used for market response analysis
which will be investigated in section 4.3. Villanueva et al. (2008) explored word-ofmouth (WOM) acquisitions, for example friends and websites and found WOM will
double the number of acquisitions compared to traditional marketing.
This differential channel effect of WOM compared to other channels is the kind of
insight that market response modelling provides in this line of research. Consequently,
the analysis in section 4.4 of this chapter will focus on the effects of WOM aggregators,
direct channel on customer acquisition and retention and marketing spend. Lampe et al.
(2007), Trusov et a l (2009) and Villanueva et al. (2008) demonstrate how important
personal referrals are, whether from social network sites or from other avenues, since they
provide a cheap accessible way to communicate to their audience how the market views
the company.

4.2.2 Price comparison sites

In the early stages of research into online price comparison sites, such aggregators were
thought to be time consuming such that they 'may not be worth much given the small
differences in price between different vendors' (Li et al., 1999, online). Later research
offers a different view with Gorman & Brannon (2008, p.60) noting that 'buyers benefit
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both in the short run through search cost savings, and in the long run through faster
equilibration process to lower transacted prices'. These remarks suggest the need for more
studies into the effects of online price comparison sites on customer behaviours and
business in different industry sectors, particularly car insurance which this research
addresses.
Indeed, it is likely that insurance customers acquired through aggregator channels
will behave differently from other customers because of a number of reasons. Aggregators
have their own marketing budget to stop customers going to insurance companies directly
and it has been shown that 'more price-sensitive customers will gravitate to channels with
lower search costs and higher price comparison capabilities' (Granados et al., 2011). The
lower search cost tends to highlight that consumers are less likely to contact multiple
insurance companies, when they can just visit one price comparison site. Also, through
aggregators customers may compare companies more regularly on just price alone,
especially among the companies which meet key requirements of the customers.
The previous sections clarifies the need of a study of price aggregation effects in the
car insurance industry. Consequently, the empirical analyses in this chapter and thesis
could be interpreted in light of their implications for marketing decisions by management
of aggregator and insurance companies.
4.2.3 Retention

Retaining customers that can generate the most value is an important business goal for
any company. Pauwels and Neslin (2008) found that adding a new customer channel
affects customer retention. Also, Yoo and Hanssens (2008) researched customer equity
based on a single product using six vector endogenous variables, one of which was
customer retention. Among other findings, the authors notice a channel effect on customer
acquisition and retention behaviours. This shows the need to investigate the differential
impacts of different channels when considering market response models, as is the
approach in this study.
Given the centrality of retention to customer value which underpins business
performance, it is not surprising that customer retention features in most market-based
analysis of such performance. A review of the literature on market analyses shows that
such customer value metrics as retention are used as multivariate inputs into statistical
models that enable marketing modellers to measure the effects of marketing decisions on
these metrics, in addition to other marketing and profit-related variables, for example
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advertising, promotions, own and competitor prices and price differentials, sales calls,
and break-even margins (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1995, 1999 and 2000).
Other studies listed in Dekimpe and Hanssens (2000) model such input/output
variables as economic value (profits and brand equity), and customer value (customer
intimacy, retention, and acquisition). Shafer et al., (2005, p. 201) list the following
variables as key components of a business model which different authors examined in the
period 1998-2003 - customer targeting, relationships and benefits, revenue and pricing,
sustainability, and transaction costs. Winer (2001, pp. 90-91) notes that the relative
improvements in business value of the studied companies, which are attributable to 10%
improvements in the customer attraction, conversion, and retention factors are
respectively 0.7%-3.1%, 0.8%-4.6%, and 5.8%-9.5%. This shows that customer retention
is an especially important sub-variable of the customer value component of a business
model, and accounts for why analyses of the marketing-finance interface uses retention
as an input variable, where appropriate.
The above studies also show, as we shall see later in Section 4.3 of this chapter and
Chapter 7 of the thesis, that market response modelling is a form of applied marketing
research which uses the marketing mix to determine strategies for improving business
value of companies. The sense in which the marketing mix concept is used in this chapter
is similar to these studies, which are empirical applications of the standard 7Ps of
marketing, which is the theoretical marketing mix with the elements product, price, place
(distribution), promotion, people, processes, and physical evidence. Clearly, this research
is focused more on place (as with customer acquisition channels) and promotion (as with
marketing spend and acquisition costs).
In further support of the above points, other marketing response analyses which
explore the cause-and-effect relationships in the customer relationship management
literature use variables which are strongly related to customer value, for example
improved customer loyalty, customer acquisition and retention, decreased customer costs,
and increased profits (Kim et al., 2005, pp. 8-9) and pricing in order to achieve
profitability (Smith et al., 2000, p. 539).
The above points justify why this study focuses on similar variables that capture the
customer-economic value potential of marketing decisions in the context of online price
comparisons, for example customer retention, win back and marketing spend. These ideas
are revisited more technically in Section 4.3 of this chapter, which looks at the statistical
underpinnings of market response models, and in Chapter 5 of the thesis which focus on
business modelling.
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4.2.4 Win-back

Win-back refers to marketing practices used by companies to bring back customer who
have left them. Within the car insurance industry, it has been found that winning back
customers is more cost effective than acquiring new customer (Evans, 2002). Gee et al.
(2008, pp. 370) note that 'previous customers are less costly to win-back compared to the
costs of acquiring of new customers'; win-back costs can sometimes be cheaper than half
the costs of new customer acquisitions; see also Thomas et al., 2004). A plausible
explanation for this point is the fact that a company does not have to spend more in a winback scenario, since it has already attracted the customer before and may only need to
address particular complaints which made the customer leave. In other words, a customer
under a win-back scenario will have experience of the company and thus would have
heard of the company before.
In a nutshell, the studies show that win-back customers thus tend to behave
differently than retained or newly acquired customers and that having win-back
customers potentially improves the effectiveness of marketing decisions significantly.
Since these findings are not based entirely within the insurance sector, it is important to
explore the win-back scenario in the car insurance industry; hence, the examination of the
effect of price aggregation on win-back in this chapter.

4.2.5 Persistence modelling: using market response models to explore long term effects
o f marketing decisions

An important objective of market response analyses which has implications for the design
of marketing strategies that deliver sustainable competitive advantage is finding out how
long-lasting the effect of marketing decisions on business performance are (Dekimpe and
Hanssens, 1995, 1999). Villanueva et al. (2008) note that word of mouth marketing will
acquire double the number of acquisitions than traditional marketing, but the effect is
long term rather than short term.
Dekimpe and Hanssens (1995) study the persistence of marketing effects on sales
using multivariate time-series models of sales and marketing expenditures. These models
enable them to determine whether sales are ‘stable or evolving (trending) over time’ and
if observed evolution is associated with persistence effects of advertising. Continuing this
line of research, Dekimpe and Hanssens (1999) use persistence modelling to explore
long-term marketing profitability across four highly insightful strategic scenarios
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determined by temporary versus permanent marketing effort and response. These
strategic scenarios are:

•

business as usual, for which shocks in marketing effort have short-term impact after
which the business performance reverts to pre-intervention levels;

•

escalation o f marketing mix activities without compensating long-run persistence in
business performance;

•

hysteresis whereby ‘temporary marketing action causes sustained sales changes’; and

•

evolving business practice in which ‘sustained marketing effort leads to persistent
[business performance] results’. The authors provide real-world illustrations and
explanations of these scenarios which inform similar applications in different industry
sectors.

The strategic choices provided by the scenarios are such that in the case of business as
usual, a company may achieve marketing profitability by timing and harvesting
marketing actions in short enough periods before the business impact peter out, and
repeating such actions in the future at carefully chosen time points. With escalation, a
company should again escalate marketing action in the period when the business impact
outweighs the marketing costs. With hysteresis, a company typically realizes sustained
business value and should identify the winning short-term marketing actions. Finally, in
the case of evolving business practice, a company should identify and sustain the
profitable marketing actions.
In this study, the above mentioned importance of persistence modelling motivates
the analyses of over-time effects of customer acquisition channels and marketing spend
on selected business performance variables, for example customer win back, retention
and acquisition costs, subject to the limitations of the available case data. Section 4.3 of
this chapter takes a closer look at the species of multivariate time series-based market
response models which support this line of analyses, namely vector autoregression (VAR)
models and vector error correction (VEC) models. These models are respectively suitable
for modelling stationary versus evolving marketing and financial time series such as used
in this study.
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4.2.6 Usefulness o f market response models and their strategic marketing implications

Related to the above points (word of mouth, price comparison sites, retention and win
back) on the strategic marketing choices available to companies based on modelling
scenarios and insights, we note that market response models can be difficult to understand
for non-statistically literate company staff, which can cause implementation problems.
For instance, there are many different advertising outlets in this study such as TV, radio,
and magazines. To address all these in a response model may prove problematic in
implementation. Simplicity and robustness are two essential usability characteristics of
such models (Hanssens et al., 2005, pp. 433). As further noted by Little (2004, pp. 1852),
the model needs to be ‘simple, robust, easy to control, adaptive, as complete as possible,
and easy to communicate with’. These points raise the issue of whether a trade-off needs
to be considered between complexity and usability. This research will address this trade
off for the benefit of effective marketing decisions in a car insurance business.

4.3 Theoretical background on market response modelling

This section provides a theoretical background on the types of multivariate time series
models typically used in modelling the marketing-financial performance interface as
foreshadowed in the above notes on persistence modelling. These VAR (Vector
Autoregressive) and VEC (Vector Error Correction) models extend standard univariate
autoregressive models, by juxtaposing a simultaneous set of such models in which all the
input variables depend on each other according to specified intensity coefficients.
Aspects of the models of interest and their (marketing) applications include: their
formal specifications and what the model parameters measure; when and how they are
used, for example VAR models for stable (or stationary) time series and VEC models for
non-stationary (evolving or trending) series; and key steps in their diagnostics and
applications such as statistical tests of model stability and suitable time lags. These
aspects are explained in this theoretical background under the subsections ‘Model
specifications’ and ‘Empirical Analyses’. Before expatiating on the model specifications,
the following notes brief introduce the measurement of some key variables used in the
chapter and enable the researcher and reader to make a connection between ideas in the
model specifications and the variables.
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4.3.1 The method taken to model the effects o f price comparison sites within the UK
car insurance environment

Using an econometric time series model, the dynamic relationship between the marketing
mix and the introduction of price comparison sites can be explored via a vector
autoregressive (VAR) model (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1999). Firstly, the different
endogenous variables need to be considered as reviewed above.

The endogenous

variables can be considered as the main effect a customer encounters that prompts them
to get a quote from the company. Secondly, the various tests to develop the appropriate
VAR model needs to be conducted. Finally, the short and long-term impact of the
introduction of aggregators is investigated.
The acquisition rate can be calculated by the total number of car insurance purchases
divided by the total number of people who received a car insurance quote within a given
time period. For car insurance, consumers may not purchase the same day as getting a
quote, which could lead to numerous dates being available. In this instance, to calculate
the acquisition rate the researcher will be use the original date the prospecting client first
enquired.

acq =

Np
Na

(4.1)

where N p is the number of purchases and N Q is the number of quotes (enquiries) during
a particular period of time. The acquisition rate equation (4.1) will be amended for
aggregator, win-back, word-of-mouth and other direct channels, but the same logic
applies to all four.
To calculate the retention rate, the channel of purchase will not be considered.
Retention rate will be calculated using the total number of people who renewed their car
insurance divided by the total number of customers’ who were due for their renewal
during a given time period. As renewal date would be the same date as the renewal
purchase date, there will be no date confusion.

. DJ7T —

—___

~ N r + N nr ~ N t

(4.2)
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Here, RET is the retention rate, N R is the number of customer who renewed their
policies, N nr is the number of customer who did renew and N T is the total number of
customers who were due for renewal within a given period of time. Since the ratios are
valued between 0 and 1, they are transformed using a logit operator, for example for
retention
R E T = In

ret.
l ~ret,

(43)

The second stage involved carrying out different tests to develop the VAR model,
including
•

The suitable lag order

•

Stationarity tests for each endogenous variable, and

•

Cointegration tests.

The first step in the model approach is to find the lag order which is calculated using
Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The AIC
test will show the lag order required for the VAR model and the BIC will not only back
up the AIC test results, but will also test whether a Vector Autoregressive Mean Average
(VARMA) model will need to be developed.
When modeling a time series scenario, if the mean and the variance of the underlying
process are stationary, we can presume that the model will just require a time lag, but in
many time series scenarios, the variables tend to be non-stationary. To test for stationarity,
Dickey-Fuller unit root test that Enders (1995) proposes and the Kwiatkowski-PhillipsSchmidt-Shin (KPSS) (Kwiatkowski, 1992) tests will be carried out. The KPSS tests are
carried out to verify the Dickey-Fuller results.
If two or more time series, to a limited degree, share a certain type of behavior they
can be thought of as cointegrated. Murray (1994) expanded the drunkards walk to explain
a non-stationary process, which as a rule tend to be unpredictable, to encompass
cointegration. The scenario entails a drunk with an addition of a puppy walking home
from a pub.
I f one were to follow either the drunk or her dog, one would still find them wandering
seemingly aimlessly in the night... [but] if you find her, the dog is unlikely to be very
fa r away. I f this is right, then the distance between the two paths is stationary and
the walks o f the woman and her dog are said to be cointegrated o f order zero
Murray (1994), pp.37
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The existence of cointegration implies that Granger causality (Granger, 1969; Hanssens
et al., 2001) exists between the variables, thus making the endogenous variables not
independent. If a variable can be predicted more accurately using the histories of two or
more variable histories, rather than itself, then this means that variables exhibit a Grangercausality. If cointegration exists, then error correction terms are added to correct the
cointegrating variables. To test for cointegration, Johansen (1988, 1995a) and Johansen
and Juselius (1990) proposed the cointegration rank test by using the reduced rank
regression.
By completing the tests for stationarity and endogeneity, the Vector Error Correction
model (VECM) was developed in equation 4.5 (Yoo and Hanssens D, 2005). In this
model, retention rate, word of mouth rate, aggregator rate, win back rate, their acquisition
rate and marketing spend are the endogenous variables, as they can be explained by their
own history and the history of the other endogenous variables (Dekimpe and Hanssens,
1999). In the VAR model, exogenous variables need to be included as they affect the
model without being affected by it. Three variables which may be included in the model
are: time when the insurance joined first price comparison site; seasonal adjustment; and
premium/price index.

.
current month avereage price
price change = ------------------------------------previous month average price

S r i =c + i l <bl1S Y _ + 'V Z ,+ A X „ + e ,
(4.5)

where
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RETt is the Retention rate; WOM, is the Word of mouth rate^G G ,; is the Aggregator
rate; WB, is the Win back rate; ORAT, is the Other acquisition rate; M , is the Marketing
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vector of intercepts; ® and W are coefficient matrices; k is the lag order and S t is a vector
of white noise processes with a zero mean and covariance matrix E. The above concepts,
equations and notations are clarified in Section 4.3.3 below.
To capture the dynamic interactions among endogenous variables the coefficient
matrix

is used. The coefficient matrix <D only contains the lagged effects of the

variables within the VAR system, so existing relationships are acquired by placing
restrictions on the residual covariance matrix E.
The next stage in the modelling involves using impulse response functions (IRFs)
that are developed from the VECM Model. IRF are shown to be ‘invariant to the
reordering of the variables in the VAR [model]’ (Pesaran and Shin, 1998, pp.20).
Dekimpe and Hanssens (1999) used the IRF derived from VECMs, as the VAR model
parameters are not decipherable by themselves (Sims 1980). The IRF will be used to
capture the shocks of the introduction of the price comparison sites. Again, the notes in
Section 4.5.1 explain in more detail the meaning of IRFs.
The final stage in persistence modeling uses the chosen model to estimate the short
and long-term effects of aggregators. From these results, the implications are concluded.

4.3.2 Model specifications

Marketing response modelling enables a company to derive the long-run (input and
output) effects of marketing actions by a) capturing the complex interactions of different
factor effects and b) interpreting what the short-run effects mean for long-run business
performance (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1999, p. 402). In this research, the marketing
variables of interest have been presented above as RETt , WOMt , AGG(, WBt , ORATt , M t.
This section describes the statistical models, Vector Autoregressive (VAR) and
Vector Error Correction (VEC) models, which are typically used in modelling the
persistence (long-run) effects of marketing interventions, for example an insurance
company’s decision to join and aggregator (AGG) or reduce the marketing spend. The
key business performance variables such as retention (RET), marketing spend or
profitability (if data on this are available) can be considered as output variables in the
models, while the other variables which are known to influence them are considered as
input variables. Hence, such statistical models are potentially useful for this study.
VAR and VEC models are species of multivariate multi-equation models in which
each equation relates one of the variables in the system as autoregressive and/ or mixed
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autoregressive moving average regression functions. The idea is that every variable is
potentially capable of influencing other variables, and the direction of influence or
causality may or may not be known from marketing or economic theory, for example. In
this study, for instance, RET and WOM may co-influence one another since this year’s
WOM could impact next year’s retention, and last year’s retention may impact the base
number of customers who could tell other customers of their experience and thereby
impact future WOM effect. In a basic VAR model, because of the cross-variable effects,
all the variables are treated symmetrically as joint influencers without the need to specify
which are outputs (dependent) or inputs (independent) (Enders, 2010, p. 272).
In a nutshell, there is provision in the character of VAR and VEC models for
incorporating prior knowledge or theoretical assumptions in the modelling.

The next

section presents the models in some detail in order to explain the key model features
which justify the choice of model forms and tests used in this chapter.
4.3.3 Multi-equation times series and intervention analysis

Intervention analysis uses a time series to explore short- and long-run impacts of a
business decision through changes in the mean of a tine series. Consider the simple
example of an autoregressive tine series used in Enders (2010) as follows:

y t = a o + ai y t- 1 + coZt + s t >h I < 1 •

(4.6)

Here, Zt is a dummy variable which takes values 0 for periods t before an intervention
and 1 for periods after an intervention (which in that example is the introduction of metal
detector technology on the number of skyjacking incidents in the US from the first quarter
of 1973 onwards) and Gt is a white noise disturbance or innovation term with a normal
distribution iV(0,<7^).The model is autoregressive because successive y-values depend
on previous y-values, which applies to the variables in this study.
Using the lag operator L'y, = yM, yM = Lyt so that (equation 4.6) is rewritten as

( \ - a lL)yt = a0 + c 0zt +£t which gives yt = (a0 + c 0zt + s t) / ( l - a ]L)

(4.7)

From the properties of lag operators (Enders 2010, pp. 39-42) it is known that
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so that using L! ao = a0(lags of constants are constants) and sum to infinity of a
convergent geometric series

y,

= a al ( \ - a l) + c0Y j a[zl. i +a\£ti= 0

(4.9)

i= 0

Equation 4.7 is an impulse response function (IRF) which enables us to measure the over
time response of y to the intervention z or the effect of z on y. From equation 4.6, the
immediate (contemporaneous) effect of z(t) on y(t) is

dyt / dzt = C Q. To see the effect of z

on y for 1, 2, ... and j periods after the intervention, use recursive substitution in 6 to
obtain y(t+l) as

y,+i

= a»+aJ ,

+v,+
i

+ s»i

=

ao

+aM o

+v, +£,)+v,+
i

+

= a0 +a^(a0 + a j l_] + c 0z,
(4.10)

since zt+i = z, = 1for all i > 0. Hence, dyt+] / dzt = c0 + c0ax.

Clearly, the combined effect consists of the immediate effect of z(t+l) on y(t+l) given by
0 and the effect of z(t) on y(t) also given by cO multiplied by the effect of y(t) on y(t+l)
given by al. By successive substitutions in the same way, it is the j-step ahead impulse
response of y(t) to z(t) is given by

dyHj ldz, = c 0(l + a] +... + «/).

This is the short-run impact measure for different lags from the start of the intervention.
Taking limits as j tends to infinity, and using the sum to infinity of the geometric series
in the bracket

- 1/(l - ax),

iong_run impact of the intervention becomes C° ^

If 0 < al < 1, the impact of the intervention increases with j towards this long-run value,

but if -1 < al < 0, the impact induces a damped oscillation of y(t) toward the long-run
level co /( l“ a i)The above notes used a single autoregressive time series of order 1 to explain
intervention effects which typically combine effects of past and future values of y(t) and
z(t) on the values of y(t) at different time lags. In a simultaneous equation VAR model,
instead of one equation, each variable in the system is expressed as an autoregressive time
series model of all the other variables, say of order p as follows.

4.3.4 Some notes on VAR analysis

Suppose it is not known which of two variables x and y are dependent or independent
only that each variable potentially influences the other. Treating each variable
symmetrically, we set up a 2-variable equation system as follows:

Tf =Cio+0117,-1 T ^12^7-1 ^ £yt

(4 12)

y t = C 2 0 + a 2 l y t - l ^ a 22Z t - l + £ zt

(4 . 13)

In this system, each variable is a function of its lag and that of the other variable and since
the maximum lag is of order 1, it is called a VAR(l) model. The error terms are assumed
2
2
to be white noises with means zero and respective variances (T and C z . In matrix form,
the equations can be rewritten as:

_ ~yt~ + au

. zt.

_an

an ~yt-1 + V
a22_
- £

Z , _

To extend the system to more than 2 variables n (for example the 6 variables modelled in
this chapter) and more than one lags k so that each variable is a function of the past k lags
of itself and the other variables, we add more terms in (4.10) to obtain

X t - C 0 + A i X,_l + A i X l_2 + A 3X t_z + . . . . + A kX l_t + s , =

C0 +^A,X,_,

+ e,.

/-I

(4.15)
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In this chapter, we use a 6-variable VAR(k) system which mimics equation 4.11 as
follows:
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where the superscript / identifies the matrix of interaction model coefficients

for each

lag k. In this specification, the variables on the L.H.S. which are, respectively, retention,
word of mouth, joined or did not join market aggregators, customer win-back strategies,
other channels, and marketing spend, can potentially affect each other. The VAR model
relates the values of these variables at time t to those at k time points in the past including
the immediate time point t-l. The mediators of this relationship are a set of initial constants
or average values of these variables captured as the first vector on the R.H.S. of the model,
and a series of matrices with i-j elements that capture the different time-varying forceeffects of one variable upon the other, and a vector of error terms which model the
deviation of predicated and actual model results. Since these mediators are intrinsically
vectors or matrices and the relationships are regressions of a bunch of variables on
themselves and each other (outo regressions), the label vector autoregression (VAR) is
applied to this species of structural time series models.
The VAR model assumes that the variables are stationary and integrated of order zero
1(0), so that the system can be estimated using least squares applied to each question.
However, if the variables are nonstationary, integrated of order one 1(1), and not
cointegrated in the sense that there is no relationship binding all of them, ‘the variables
are differenced once to make them stationary’ (Hill, et d l 2012, p. 499-500). That is, the
interrelations among them are examined using a VAR framework in their first differences.

If the variables in the model are non-stationary, 1(1) integrated and jointly cointegrated in
the sense that there is a linear relationship among them, then a special form of the VAR
model is used. This special form of a VAR model introduces successive error term from
the linear relationship and is known as a ‘Vector Error Correction (VEC) model’ (Hill et
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al 2012, p. 500-501). A general VEC model is of the form earlier specified in equation
4.5 above and recalled below (equation 4.17) for easy follow through,

k

AY, = c + £ 4 , ^

+ YZ, + A X + s,
(4.17)

In this study, it is not easy to know apriori the relationship among 6 marketing variables.
Hence, a standard VAR model of the form in Equation 4.12 is used to estimate the impulse
response function (IRF) effect of every variable on the others, which is the main focus of
this research, particularly the effect of aggregators AGG(t) on other variables. Also, as
argued in Sims (1980), VAR analysis should be conducted where necessary without
differencing, since the main goal of the analysis is to determine the relationships among
the variables, not the parameter estimates. This is because differencing ‘’throws away”
information about the possible comovements or cointegration relationships in the data
sets.
Implementing VAR analysis involves a number of steps which are summarised in
the empirical analysis below.

4.4 Empirical analysis and interpretations of modelling results
4.4.1 Data description and exploratory data analysis (EDA)

The data for this research was provided from an established UK car insurance company
between the dates of Jan 2006 to August 2009. The data contained monthly figures of
spend, quotes and sales from the different media channels of acquisition to be
investigated.

The different channels investigated are: Retention, Word of mouth,

Aggregator, Win back, and Other direct channels (this includes all direct web and phone
channel).
When gathering a quote from the car insurance company, the company requests the
customer to choose where they had heard the company, which provides the Word-ofmouth and other direct channels acquisition routes; for aggregator, this information is fed
directly via the price comparison site; retention uses the retained flag from the system,
and for win back, the customer has to respond to an email sent to them. For customers
that may have contacted the company on more than one different channel, e.g. directly
and via a price comparison site, the data uses the initial contact channel, which also
contains the initial contact date.
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4.4.2 Data

When investigating the effect of aggregators on price comparison sites, certain customer
acquisition channels need to be investigated: win-back quotes, where a customer had
previously left and has since returned; word-of-mouth, when a customer had
recommended the company; renewed, where the customer has renewed their car
insurance; aggregator, where the customer contacted the company via an aggregator and
finally, all the other direct channels to get a quote whether online or by telephone.

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics fo r quote channels prior and post aggregator
Month

Win

Word of Other Direct Marketing

Back

Mouth

Channels

Feb-07

1821

13453

Mar-07

1950

Apr-07

Average

Renewal

Spend*

Premium

rate

161033

£857,210

£487

71.5%

13933

169642

£970,420

£499

71.3%

1695

13738

149075

£518,864

£494

72.0%

May-07

1907

13999

143331

£527,128

£477

71.6%

Jun-07

2280

12854

123387

£415,724

£489

72.0%

Jul-07

2698

13523

122563

£295,158

£483

70.1%

Average 2059

13583

144839

£597,417

£488

71.4%

Joined Aggregator August 2007
Feb-08

939

8316

61552

£317,871 £452

69.6%

Mar-08

1188

11841

79921

£293,482 £456

69.9%

Apr-08

1238

11042

75584

£285,194 £471

69.5%

May-08

1081

10786

73773

£264,978 £458

70.7%

Jun-08

1031

10481

68290

£170,769 £446

71.1%

Jul-08

1119

11146

67695

£297,372 £436

72.2%

Average

1099

10602

71136

£271,611 £453

70.5%

-21.9%

-50.9%

-54.5%

-1.3%

% Difference -46.6%

-7.2%

^Marketing spend excludes any payments made to aggregators
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Using a month-on-month comparison, seasonal effects can be disregarded. As can be
seen from the above table 4.1, apart from renewal rates, aggregators have had a dramatic
impact on all channels as well as marketing spend and the average car insurance premium.
Win-back channel has dropped by 47%, word-of-mouth by 22%; other channels by 51%,
marketing spend by 55% and average premium 7% (£30).

This demonstrates that

aggregators have a negative effect on all channels and can also affect car insurance
premiums.
The above facts are demonstrated graphically below for a full two year period, from
August 2006 to July 2008. The year prior to joining a price comparison site (2006) and
the year following joining (2008) are used to demonstrate any changes recorded. It is
noteworthy that aggregators had been established prior to the company joining
aggregators and that the insurance company had also witnessed some degradation in their
total quote volumes prior to joining.
Figure 4.1: Descriptive Statistics o f win-back quotes before and after joining aggregator
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1.40
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The company involved did not appear on aggregators when they first appeared so some
degradation can be observed prior to joining.

Since joining aggregators, it can be

observed that the win-back channel is not as effective as it was.
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Figure 4.2: Descriptive statistics o f other channel quotes before and after joining
aggregator
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Prior to joining aggregators the ‘other’ direct channels were decreasing. After 6 months
of joining, the trend had started to plateau. The graph above represents the main channel
for contacting the company directly, thus the effects are more visible, especially when
viewing quote volumes, Jan 2007 (183757) and Jan 2008 (84792) a decrease of nearly
100,000 quotes.
Figure 4.3: Descriptive statistics o f word o f mouth quotes before and after joining
aggregator
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The word of mouth metric has been one of the least affected in terms of in the number of
quotes since joining aggregators. This could be due to the rise of social media, such as
Facebook, that encourages word-of-mouth recommendations.
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Figure 4.4: Descriptive statistics o f renewal rates before and after joining aggregators
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From the graph above a slight decrease in renewal rates can be observed. If customer
think that their renewal price is cheap enough, then this may not cause them to investigate
other companies and more efficiently with lower search costs, using aggregators.
Figure 4.5: Descriptive statistics o f aggregator quotes before and after joining
aggregators
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Prior to joining the aggregator, the company was testing its quote process to establish
whether its systems could manage with the increase in quote numbers. August 2007 is
when the company went fully live with aggregators. Before this, the main acquisition
channel (other) had its largest number of quotes (183,757) in January 2007 (largest
number). However, aggregators managed to gather 941,951 quotes in March 2008. This
clarifies why the company had to test its quote engine process and why the other
acquisition channels have been affected so dramatically.
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Figure 4.6: Descriptive statistics o f average premium before and after joining aggregator
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As well as quotes, average premium can also be seen to be affected. The insurance
company had not joined aggregators as soon as they were formed and decided to wait.
The effect of aggregators can be seen at the beginning of the time period chosen in the
graph, with a slight downward trend. When the insurance company decided to join
aggregators, did their average premiums truly started to decrease.

The decrease in

premium could be attributed to the way that customers can easily compare different
companies, where being the ‘cheapest’ means a better placing on the aggregator site.
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4.4.2 VAR Test results

The reason for the numerous tests required before producing the IRF is that if there exists
unit roots and/or cointegration, then the IRF loses its predictive power.

Step 1
The first part of the model developments used the AIC and BIC tests to verify the lag
order and to also check that a VAR model would produce the necessary results, instead
of, for example, a vector auto regressive moving average (VARMA) model. The results
verified presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show that a lag order of 4 should be used.

Table 4.2: AIC results fo r the lag order o f the model
Order 1

Order 2

Order 3

Order 4

AIC -20.2714

AIC -20.5659

AIC

AIC -21.2219

-20.6251

Table 4.3: BIC Results fo r the order o f the model

Lag

MAO

M AI

MA 2

MA 3

MA 4

MA 5

ARO

13.85663

13.82101

13.76469

13.83584

14.61243

13.76066

AR 1 19.67225

19.16311

18.59353

18.45116

18.85895

17.42494

AR 2

19.3296

18.60412

17.97094

17.91678

16.01783

AR 3 20.06206

19.24973

18.17964

16.82996

16.49364

13.22352

AR4

20.71461

19.45398

18.0062

16.36999

13.38679

9.198823

AR 5

19.62387

17.97812

16.02435

13.10496

8.796386

1.834561

19.88681

As shown in table 4.2 and table 4.3 the tests show that the model should have a lag order
4 due to order 4 having the lowest value. Using the BIC results, table 4.3, it can also be
shown that a VARMA model is not required (due to the highest value being found at AR4
MAO) and a VAR model should be the one to use.

Step 2
The second part of the analysis tested for stationarity for each endogenous variable. The
Dickey-Fuller test along with the KPSS found that they are not stationary and seasonal
differences will need to be taken. In Addition, the KPSS test statistic provides proof that
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we cannot rely on the Dickey-Fuller Unit Root test alone. The tests are presented in Tables
4.4,4.5 and 4.6 below.
Table 4.4: Dickey-Fuller unit root test
Variable

Type

Tau

P r < tau

Other

Zero Mean

0.89

0.8981

Other

Single Mean 0.49

0.9853

Other

Trend

-1.10 0.9211

Word of Mouth Zero Mean

-0.63

0.4403

Word of Mouth

-1.45

0.5537

Word of Mouth Trend

-1.08

0.9249

Win back

Zero Mean

0.26

0.7580

Win back

Single Mean

-2.70 0.0797

Win back

Trend

-2.73

0.2280

Aggregator

Zero Mean

0.48

0.8154

Aggregator

Single Mean

-1.43

0.5626

Aggregator

Trend

-2.70 0.2398

Retention

Zero Mean

-0.65

Retention

Single Mean

-2.84 0.0580

Retention

Trend

-3.50 0.0470

Spend

Zero Mean

-1.29 0.1791

Spend

Single Mean

-0.31

0.9169

Spend

Trend

-2.79

0.2059

Single Mean

0.4307

The results from Table 4.4 shows that the retention channel may be stationary, the KPSS
test will be carried out to verify this. The null hypothesis of the KPSS states that the time
series is stationary. As the model has an intercept, it performs two tests: single mean
(mu) and trend (tau). The null hypothesis of stationarity is rejected if the KPSS test
statistic exceeds the respective critical value.
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Table 4.5: KPSS test

Variable

ETA (mu)

ETA (Tau)

Other

0.8131

0.4231

Win back

0.3519

0.2099

Word of Mouth

0.6407

0.3963

Aggregator

1.1765

0.1240

Retention

1.1365

0.1391

Spend

1.5539

0.2399

Table 4.6: KPSS critical values
Type

ProblO pr

Prob5pr

P ro b lp r

Mu

0.3470

0.4630

0.7390

Tau

0.1190

0.1460

0.2160

From tables 4.5 and 4.6 the stationary and linear trend all exceed 10%, so we can say that
they are not stationary and seasonal differences will need to be taken. The KPSS test
statistic provides proof that we cannot rely on the Dickey-Fuller Unit Root test alone.

Step 3
The third section involved testing for the cointegration. If cointegration exists then error
correction terms are added to correct the cointegrating variables depending on its trend.
The tests results had shown that there is a separate drift and no separate linear trend. Due
to evidence of cointegration, a Vector Error Correction model (VECM) will need to be
developed as in equation 4.5.
To test for any exogeneity between the endogenous variables, after the VECM was
created the Granger-Causality Wald Test was carried out. By rejecting the null at 10%
mark, we conclude that there are no significant exogeneity effects upon each of the
variables, so the impulse response function can be developed from the parameter effects.
The test results are presented below.
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Cointegration test results

If cointegration exists, then error correction terms are added to correct the cointegrating
variables depending on its trend. The following alternative test scenarios are explored:
• Case 1 - there is no separate drift
• Case 2 - no separate drift, but a constant enters with theerror correction term
• Case 3 - a separate drift with no separate linear trend
• Case 4 - a separate drift with no separate linear trend,but a linear trend appears
with the error correction term
•

Case 5 - a separate linear trend
(SAS, 2008)

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 demonstrate that there is cointegration, either Case 2 (the hypothesis
HO) or Case 3 (the hypothesis HI) and the significance levels need to be considered (table
4.8).
Table 4.7: Cointegration rank test using trace
HO:

H I:

5%

Drift in

Drift in

R ank=r

Rank>r

Eigenvalue

Trace

Critical Value

ECM

process

0

0

0.6179

152.706 93.92

Constant

Linear

1

1

0.5053

91.1282

68.68

2

2

0.2628

46.0871

47.21

3

3

0.2427

26.5724

29.38

4

4

0.1281

8.7779

15.34

5

5

0.0001

0.0065

3.84

Table 4.8: Cointegration rank test using trace under restriction
HO:

H I:

5% Critical Drift in

D rift

R ank=r

Rank>r

0

in

Eigenvalue Trace

Value

ECM

process

0

0.6189

154.9596

101.84

Constant Constant

1

1

0.5057

93.2272

75.74

2

2

0.2684

48.1334

53.42

3

3

0.2446

28.1301

34.8

4

4

0.1281

10.176

19.99

5

5

0.0217

1.4026

9.13
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From table 4.8 the cointegration rank is chosen to be 1 by the result previously, and the
p-value is 0.8353, the Case 2 can be rejected at the significance level of 10%. So we can
say that there is a separate drift and no separate linear trend (case 3). Due to evidence of
cointegration, a Vector Error Correction model (VECM) could be developed, but as
argued in the notes on VAR and VEC modelling, for interest in determining relationships
among the marketing variables, a standard VAR model is adequate.
Table 4.9: Hypothesis test o f the restriction
Restricted
Rank

Eigenvalue Eigenvalue

DF

Chi-Square

P r > ChiSq

0

0.6179

0.6189

6

2.25

0.895

1

0.5053

0.5057

5

2.1

0.8353

2

0.2628

0.2684

4

2.05

0.7272

3

0.2427

0.2446

3

1.56

0.669

4

0.1281

0.1281

2

1.4

0.4971

5

0.0001

0.0217

1

1.4

0.2374

Table 4.10: Granger-Causality Wald test
Test

DF

Chi-Square

P r > ChiSq

1

20

58.63

<.0001

2

20

59.02

<.0001

3

20

95.73

<.0001

4

20

72.71

<.0001

5

20

140.21

<.0001

6

20

31.21

0.0525

The complete VAR model is displayed in appendix 4.2.
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4.5 Empirical Results
4.5.1 Using impulse response functions to measure the impact o f price comparison sites
on marketing mix components

To measure the impact of the different customer channels (endogenous variables) on each
other, impulse response functions (IRFs) are used. IRF’s can be used to graphically
represent a time path of the effects of dependent variables on other variables. The IRF
will be used to investigate the effect of one of the variables towards another when an
unexpected shock enters the system (introduction of price comparison sites). Adopting a
15-month lag, the short and long term effects can be measured.
The graphs will use an accumulated IRF, so we can monitor the trend over a
particular period of time for each of the different channels. Should the shock become
stable then we would expect the graphs to level off and plateau, any increase or decrease
in the gradient of the graph would demonstrate a longer lasting effect. The elasticity
between the variables is comparable, as they have been transformed with a logit function.

Short and long-term effects

Figure 4.7: IRFs for other channel ratio effects
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The other ratio effects can be considered as the main direct channels for the customers.
From Fig. 4.7 it can be seen that customers acquired via other direct routes, have a long
lasting positive effect on word-of-mouth, aggregator, spend and on itself, due to the
gradient of the graph increasing. The spend increase confirms results in Ambler (1997,
pp.290) that ‘demonstrating effective leads not only present budgets being better spent
but bigger budgets being made available’. Fig. 4.7 also provides insight into how new
acquisition targets behave differently with respect to retention and win-back. As for both
retention and win-back, both types of customers have heard of the company before, the
figure demonstrates different attitudes to new and old customers. This demonstrates that
customers who regularly shop around for their car insurance may influence others for new
acquisition, rather than going back to their old company or renewing their car insurance.
The majority of the effects can be considered weak, when considering the scale of
the axis.
Figure 4.8: IRFs for Word o f Mouth (WOM) advertising
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From the Fig. 4.8, the customers acquired through WOM have a strong positive effect on
future word-of-mouth acquisition. The other channels react negatively, with the other
channel exceptionally negative, which differs from the view in Trusov et al. (2009) that
there are increases in acquisition across all channels when using word-of-mouth. As
expected, word-of-mouth acquisition has virtually no effect on marketing spend.
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WOM also has little or no effect on aggregator acquisition rates, which demonstrates
that people who contact the company via word-of-mouth tend to contact the company
directly rather than compare the company on aggregators.
WOM provides a good value channel for businesses, and its strong acquisition rate
takes the good leads from the other channels, thus having a negative impact on these
channels

Figure 4.9: IRFs for Win Back
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Win Back customer are communicated with via email campaigns. The customers are
targeted between 11 and 12 months since leaving the company so the timings of the
campaign should target the customer when they are in the market of acquiring car
insurance.
From Fig. 4.9, the effects of Win Back acquisition seem quite erratic short term
within the first 6 months, but the long-term effects demonstrate a strong negative effect
on the other channel acquisition rates, a negative effect on retention rates and a slight
negative effect on aggregator rates. What is noted is the strong positive effect on the
WOM channel, which demonstrates that customers that have been won-back may
influence their friends to purchase their car insurance from the same company.
Gee et al (2008, p.370) note that ‘A win-back strategy is recommended as previous
customers are less costly to win-back compared to the costs of acquiring of new
customers’. We can also extend this to include that they also influence word-of-mouth

acquisitions, which are free, and may stop customers from using price comparison sites
which saves even more money for the company.

Figure 4.10: IRFs fo r Retention channel
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Figure 4.10 demonstrates that retention has a slight positive effect on aggregator and winback rates, which shows that people who stay with the company may slightly influence
those people who purchased via price comparison sites and returning customers.
Retention also has a strong positive effect on other customers who stay with the
company and renew their insurance. This may show that people who stay with the
company tend to influence the other direct channels and those customers that renew, tend
to keep renewing.

For customers who renew, they tend to stay away from price

comparison sites compared to people who use the other direct channels. Customers who
renew have a negative effect on word of mouth acquisition rates, which may mean that
even though the customer stays with the company, they may not be telling other people.
The graph also agrees with the common mantra that it is cheaper to retain a customer
than acquire a new customers (Rosenberg and Czepiel, 1984; Blattberg and Deighton,
1996) as the effect marketing spend is negative.
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Figure 4.11: IRFs fo r Aggregator channel
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As it is the price comparison sites marketing that brings the customer to their site and not
to the company directly, ‘the indirect measure of [brand] equity... should be linked to
objective measures of consumer choice whenever possible’ (Leuthesser et al., 1995
pp.65). Figure 4.11 shows the effect of customers who use aggregator sites and are given
customer choice. Figure 4.11 demonstrates that customers acquired via price comparison
sites tend to have a strong positive over other users of aggregators sites, which also
demonstrates strong brand equity. After 12 months, price comparison sites have a positive
effect on retention and other ratios, which shows that some customers may not use the
price comparison site when their renewal for car insurance appears.
The cost of customers purchasing via aggregators comes from the marketing budget,
so the negative impact is demonstrated, i.e. as more people are acquired through the price
comparison sites, this cost is taken from the marketing budget. The graph also shows that
certain win-back customers would prefer to try out a price comparison site rather than
going straight back to their old insurance company.
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Figure 4.12: IRFs fo r Marketing Spend
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The results show that the marketing spend seems to be concentrated mainly on acquisition
channels rather than retaining and winning back lost customers. The strong effect on
acquisition is clearly seen due to the continuing increase in the gradient of the slope. The
graph also shows that its strategy may be based on building customer size based on
acquiring customers from other companies.
The results differ from Yoo, S., and Hanssens D. (2005) who found that retention
rates are not affected by advertising, but as we can see the marketing spend (the
advertising) has a strong negative affect on customer retention.
Figure 4.12 also mimics the behaviour as in Figure 4.7 with new acquisitions always
on the increase and retention/win-back on the decrease. This demonstrates a strong link
between advertising and direct channel customer contact, which is expected.
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4.6. Summary and conclusion
4.6.1 Discussion o f the results in light o f the research objectives

The main purpose of this chapter and study is to increase the understanding of the effect
of aggregators within the UK car insurance industry. This research results presented
above provides an insight of how re-intermediation relate to strategic marketing planning
and implementation via the marketing mix, in helping us to reposition the case company
with regards to its future growth and profitability. This objective will be explored in more
detail in Chapter 6 of the thesis which will focus on business modelling. The following
points relate the findings to previous work and present further insights which will inform
the in subsequent analysis chapters, for example Chapter 7.
Firstly, the market response model findings agree with Pauwels and Neslin (2008)
that adding a new channel does affect customer retention. Aggregators make it easier for
the consumer to shop around and get the best deals when considering car insurance, but
the results provide insight that customers who used aggregators initially, may be more
inclined to renew.
Aggregators have a strong effect on the main acquisition channel. This may
demonstrate that customer may be going to the company directly first to get a quote, then
use the price comparison site to compare prices. People who shop on-line are more
impulsive and are more responsive to direct marketing (Brashear et al., 2009). If the
insurance company used their marketing spend on DM, this may limit the number of
customers using aggregators, thus saving the company the commission it has to pay for
each sale to the price comparison site.
The market response models demonstrate the cannibalising effect on win-back and
word-of-mouth with the introduction of price comparison sites, which are both cheap
acquisition channels. These channels are not the main sources of customer acquisition,
but do demonstrate that price comparison sites do not affect the car insurance sites
positively as a whole. It is also worth noting that aggregators have a negative short-term,
but a positive long-term effect on customer retention. This may be because a customer
who already purchases a price-competitive quote through an aggregator will be more
likely consider the insurance company cheaper than competitors in the future, having
observed the differences in prices at the time of searching for the competitive quote.
This research shows that aggregators negatively impact win-back customers, but
have a positive effect on retention and support other channels' acquisition, although these
effects are only apparent in the long term. Also, this research shows that win-back,
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retention and word-of-mouth require little spend so represent a good source of customers.
Finally, the results also show that traditional marketing is still needed to generate new
customers.
Car insurance companies in the UK should not be treated as a standard company.
Due to the legal requirement needed to purchase car insurance, the companies must be
aware of their ideal customers. Aggregators can give the car insurance companies access
to a wide range of customers if they choose to adopt them. Thus, this work may contain
some important implications for such companies considering the usage of price
comparison sites. It may provide insights into the effect of aggregators on customer
acquisition and the effects of marketing spend on retention and other channels.

4.6.2 Future research and limitations

This chapter has some limitations for future work. Firstly, this chapter only considers
those companies that have joined an aggregator, so neglects the use of such customers
who chose not to join aggregators. Secondly, this chapter only considers one car insurance
company; it does not review the impacts of aggregators for other car insurance companies.
Lastly, this research only considers the car insurance market and neglects other insurance
products that may be affected by aggregators.
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Chapter 5: Price comparison sites, car insurance business modelling
statistical analysis and scenario modelling

5.1. Introduction

Financial price comparison sites (aggregators) are instigating considerable changes
within the UK car insurance industry. Regardless of whether a car insurance company
decides to join an aggregator, or not, their impact has changed how their business
operates. To fully understand the impact of aggregators within the car insurance
environment, business models can be used. Business models break down complicated
components of the business into easier to understand processes. Even though business
models may lack 'theoretical grounding in economics or in business studies (Teece, 2010,
p. 175), used correctly they can be used to look at the business processes for creating value
(Petrovic et al., 2001). This chapter provides analytical support for this logic and
economic value with regards to the case company.
Although business models have been researched for different scenarios, there is little
research on the effect of the adoption of an aggregator within the UK car insurance
industry. The claims processes for car insurance have been researched before (Telang &
Singh, 2009; Oliveira et al., 2007), but aggregators do not directly affect these processes,
so cannot be further considered. This leads to an absence of a business model detailing
the effects of aggregators, which needs to cover the aspects that are directly affected by
aggregators. In modelling these effects in this study, the implications within the business
model will be observed, such as sales, customer retention, return on investment and
marketing.
Investigating different aspects of the business model such as marketing, sales,
retention and return on investment, the effects were monitored by using different
statistical modelling approaches. An application within the case company reveals that
aggregators have a dramatic effect on the number of customers contacting the company
as well as its return on investment (ROI). Hence, the chapter uses general linear models
as well as time series techniques such as autoregressive, moving averages, autoregressive
integrated moving average and GARCH models, in order to explore the effects of
insurance companies implementing aggregators. The results have strategic implications
for the UK car insurance industry, with regards to whether or not companies should use
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aggregators in their distribution channel mix, by using key aspects of the new business
model.
The main focus of this chapter is to begin to develop a business model which includes
the implementation of aggregators. This will be achieved by reviewing relevant literature
regarding business models within the insurance industry and other industries that are
affected by aggregators. The second aim is to map different scenarios with regards to the
adoption of a price comparison site, and the effect this will have upon the business model.
The final aim is to provide further insight into the sales, retention and return of investment
by statistical modelling techniques.
The outcomes of the research will produce a deeper understanding of the case
company and UK car insurance that will benefit future research, senior managers within
the car insurance industry and other industries considering adopting an aggregator to their
business.
The remainder of this chapter has the following layout. Section 5.2 reviews the
general literature for the development of the business model which will cover different
types of business and will also need to include the role of aggregators. Section 5.3
discusses the theoretical background to the statistical models used in providing the
necessary insight into the business model. Section 5.4 presents the empirical analysis and
the interpretation main results and concludes the chapter.

5.2. A business model framework and alternative scenario development

Research into companies adopting new technology and encompassing a new channel into
their marketing mix has been accomplished using a variety of theoretical frameworks.
Reviewing relevant different business models based on relevant research will help
construct a business model (Figure 5.1). From this review, the key constructs of the
business model can be defined, using the relevant research to support the outcomes.
Aggregators are still a relatively new phenomenon and their emergence within the UK
car insurance has yet to be fully researched. Firstly, by reviewing the price comparison
site industry, this chapter will be able to delve into the effect they have had within the
UK car insurance industry.
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5.2.1 Price comparison sites

Since the advent of the internet, the acquisition process of most products has been
affected, with aggregators changing the purchasing landscape even more dramatically.
Aggregators have evolved from screen scraping ‘whereby the aggregator accesses the
target site by logging in as the customer, electronically reads and copies selected
information from the displayed webpage(s), then redisplays the information on the
aggregator’s site’ (E-banking, nodate), to using XML which connects straight to the car
insurance quote engines. This produces a faster response for the customer, thus saving
the customer even more time. The rise of the price comparison sites being the channel of
choice of the customers is seen in the fact that they ‘instigated 25% of all private motor
insurance sold in 2007’ (BBC, 2008) and in 2010, 73% of online consumers had used a
price comparison site (OFT 2010).
Aggregators allow the customer to view many prices from many different car
insurance providers at the same time. This process reduces the customer’s buyer search
costs. This transparency of costs can benefit the customer in three ways:

•

Search costs decrease as more information is made available at no additional cost

•

The value of a purchase is more apparent

•

Information may become available that allows a consumer to transact at a lower
price for a given product.
(Granados et al., 2006, pp. 154-155)

The decrease in search ‘costs’ can also be seen in the time saved which would have
been spent searching numerous companies either by phone or the internet. The value of a
product increases, as a product may offer more benefits for the same amount of money,
this being the decisive factor for a potential customer. The transparency of the aggregators
may also encourage companies to lower their prices, both to attract new customers and to
retain current customers.
Aggregators make their money when the customer purchaces their insurance via the
comparison website and the insurance company gives the aggregators a certain rate. The
rate charged differs between the different insurers’ companies (Simon, 2011). Usually,
the insurance companies have to sign a contract saying that the price viewed on the price
comparison site, is the same as if the customer went directly to the insurance company
themselves. Competition between the aggregators is prevalent, each site wanting a
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particular company to be on their site and on no one else's. Due to this scenario customers
would have to use more than one price comparison site if they wish to probe more of the
car insurance market.

5.2.2 Business models

The ability to break down complicated components into easy to understand processes is
the main strength of business models. Different industries require different types of
business models, as there is no ‘one size fits all’ scenario. For this reason, a selection of
papers was used to develop the proposed IBMR business model in this research:
(Osterwalder and Pigneuir, 2002; Shafter et al., 2005; Bouwman et al., 2005; Chesbrough
and Rosenbloom, 2002; Haaker et al., 2006; and Hamel, 2002).
Although the research papers listed above use different components, they all tend to
agree on the importance of creating value for the brand and for the customer. They also
provide valuable insight into the development of a business model. This research will use
a four-segmentation approach (Figure 5.1) with an emphasis on a car insurance company
joining an aggregator: value proposition; value relationship; customer relationship, and
financial costs. The four main segments will contain module areas that make up the main
segments.

Figure 5.1: Business model components

Value Proposition

Value Relationship

Product/Price

Value chain

Marketing the product/brand

Relationship building with partners

Distribution channels

Infrastructure

Customer Relationship

Financial Costs

Locating profitable customers

Costs of the other segments

Creating relationship with customers

Profitability

Satisfying customer needs

Competitor cost strategy

The business model needs to be adaptable to sudden shocks in the market. The
business model proposed in this research will provide a framework for the UK car
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insurance industry within a price comparison site environment, and using the case
company as the focus of related statistical analysis. It is these four segments that will
provide the basis for the statistical models, which will be discussed in more detail in
section 5.3.
The next section discusses the key segments within the business model: value
proposition; value relationship; customer relationship, and financial costs. These four
segments also provides the basis for the scenarios proposed within the following section.
5.2.3 Value proposition

In the UK, car insurance is a legal requirement under the Road Traffic Act 1988. The
more comprehensive the insurance cover, the greater the premium. Within these levels,
there could be a monetary excess to be paid by the customer towards any claims costs.
The greater the excess the lower the customer should expect to pay for their car insurance
and vice-versa. Within a price comparison site scenario, the different levels of cover and
excess can make a car insurance company appear at the top of a price comparison site
with the cheapest price, but with fewer benefits. The pricing strategy within car insurance
can affect the type of customer the company attracts. Comparing price sensitive customers
with loyal customers, ‘the former can expect to pay a lower price while, somewhat
counter-intuitively, the latter can expect to pay a higher price’ (Morgan et al., 2006,
p. 135). So a company could increase their rates without losing loyal customers, but they
should expect the price sensitive customer to leave or negotiate any further premiums.
Customers prefer to get value for their money, and although initial low prices may
first attract the customer, it is the further benefits which are more important (Granados et
al., 2008). This scenario does not however mean that companies can charge as much as
they want, as customers will ‘balance the benefits of the purchase against the costs’
(Grewal et al., 1998, p.56). If a company chooses to target the price sensitive customers
only, this would not suit customers who need a more comprehensive cover. This would
create a dilemma for the car insurance company as price sensitive customers may be ideal
for quick growth, but for long profitable relationships then a more expensive but
comprehensive product should be considered.
The way a company targets their customers can provide an insight into how they
conduct their business. The creation of a customer through marketing and innovation
that manages a business must always be entrepreneurial in character' (Drucker, 2007,
p.40). A company must therefore consider the pros and cons when considering whether
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or not to join a price comparison site and the effect this will have on their marketing
strategy.
Marketing gives the company its identity, its equity. The brand equity gives the
company its value e.g. ‘when certain outcomes result from the marketing of a product or
service because of its brand name that would not occur if the same product or service did
not have that name’ (Keller, 1993 pp.l). People’s perception of a company is mainly
derived from marketing, so the more familiar costumers are with the company, through
advertising, the more likely they will trust the brand (Keller and Lehman, 2006).
If a company chooses to join a price comparison site, then their marketing strategy will
need to change as they could be proved incorrect in quoting that they are ‘the cheapest’
quite quickly. As aggregators tend to sort the insurance companies by price, how a
company propositions itself, its brand equity, will become important. When a company
has a strong brand it becomes less vulnerable ‘to competitive marketing actions, ... [and]
greater intermediary co-operation’ (Delgado-Ballester and Munuera-Aleman, 2005, p.
187). A company with strong brand equity could gain customers from companies with
a weaker brand equity (Leuthesser et al., 1995; Lim et al., 2012), so the marketing
strategy will need a clear set of goals ‘derived from the corporate strategy’ (McDonald
et al., 2001, p.342). Adjusting the marketing to a branding perspective from a direct
perspective puts the company in a more competitive, stronger position from both a price
comparison site and direct-approach point of view. This section leads to consider the
scenario:

Scenario 1: - the effect on marketing if a company does not join a price comparison
site

Marketing within the insurance industry provides the customer valuable information
about the company itself, the service they provide and how to contact them. This scenario
will provide insightful information in how the insurance company should position itself
in the future.

5.2.4 Value relationship
The value relationship segment considers the process of creating relationships with the
aggregators and how aggregators can affect the customer relationship. The aggregator
would affect the direct relationship a customer may have had previously when contacting
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the insurance company to get their car insurance, by adding an extra link of chain between
the customer and the insurance company.
If a new channel is introduced into the mix, the company will need to consider how
people search, purchase and behave after sales. The researcher adapts the general model
of customer choice (Blattberg, et al., 2008) to include a triple channel strategy instead of
a duo channel strategy as follows.
Figure 5.2: Framework o f triple acquisition channel strategy
Channel Attitude

Purchase

Search / quote

After Sales

Channel

Channel

Channel
Evaluation
Channel

Channel

Channel

Marketing effort

Key: Channel A = telephone, Channel B -ow n web site, Channel C = price comparison
site

Figure 5.2 demonstrates how a consumer can use multiple channels for their research to
get a car insurance quote. A customer can easily phone, visit the company’s website, go
to a price comparison site or use a combination of all three to get a quote for their car
insurance, but can only purchase from one of the channels of the insurance company. The
way that the customer can only purchase from the insurance company can be likened to
a car sales person showing the car, taking the car for a test drive, then before the contract
is signed, the car sales leaves the customer to complete the process themselves. This
leaves the aggregator in a strange position as being able to complete the sales process
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themselves. For the case company, after sales is conducted by telephone only, so for a
customer to make any amendments to their policy or if they need to report a claim, this is
conducted by phone, as shown in figure 5.2, after sales.
To drive people to make contact with the insurance initially, we would need to
consider the marketing. Without the insurance company marketing, the customer would
not have contacted them. Marketing create the opportunities for the customers to become
aware of the company and its purpose. Marketing also affects the search/quote, purchase
and after sales segments of Figure 5.2. To fully understand the marketing impact,
customers are asked ‘where did you hear about the company?’ This leads to the

‘evaluation’, which provides insight for the marketing department to enable their
marketing strategy to be more profitable.
The final part of the diagram specifics the channel attitude. This segment
encompasses the marketing activity and the distribution channel of choice. This will allow
company to budget their staffing levels more accurately, that there are enough staff to
maintain the website, as well as to answer the important telephone calls.
Cooperation between a car insurance company and an aggregator is an important tool
when building a relationship.

Using a cooperative approach benefits both parties

involved, more than working independently (Bruhn et al., 2013), or as the common saying
goes ‘a problem shared is a problem halved’. If either the price comparison site or the car
insurance company thinks that they could function better alone, then this may cause some
conflict. As well as cooperation, trust is also required. In some instances a car insurance
company may need to provide the price comparison site with the full figures of purchases
made via their website, so that billing can be self-regulatory. In this scenario, ‘trust
becomes even more important for relationship and loyalty development’

(Lages et al.,

2008, p.6 8 8 ).
When a company joins a price comparison site they need to consider the
organisational arrangements. There are two such arrangements:

•

the closed model, in which there is a relatively fixed consortium of partners,

•

the walled garden model, in which new partners are only allowed to join the value
network if they comply to a certain rule
(Reuver and Haaker, 2009, pp.242)

The main reason why a UK car insurance company may wish to join an aggregator is that
they may give the insurance company wider exposure in the market. The most common
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jurisdiction for a price comparison site is that the quote you get from them would be the
same as if you contacted the car insurance directly. If this rule does not satisfy the car
insurance company then this may cause some conflict between both companies. A price
comparison site enforcing a walled garden approach, may give a sense of exclusivity, but
since they make money by customers purchasing via their web site, this could mean losing
money and customers using other sites to get a fuller range of quotes from more UK car
insurance companies.
It is not in the best interests for an aggregator to favour one insurance company over
another, as this may drive other companies away from the website; therefore the price
comparison site needs to be fully transparent. A fully transparent site will need to provide
accurate information about the product, as well as price (Granados et al., 2006). Having
full transparency will strengthen the comparison site by attracting more customers,
however one adverse effect could be that the company may lose sales due to the customer
being more informed (Porter, 2001).
The relationship between the aggregator and the car insurance company must involve
many different departments to see how the two companies can be aligned.
Communication between all parties involved in setting up the compatibility between a
price comparison site and a car insurance company is very important. As more
information is shared between the members of a supply chain, this reduces the uncertainty
and enhances the performance between the suppliers (Sirinivasan et al. 1994). The
flipside to this argument would be that if either party withholds information from the
other, this could lead to delays and a poor working relationship.
On the basis of the previous section we would need to consider the following
alternative scenario, with a recall of the first scenario for easy follow through:

Scenario 1: - the effect on marketing if a company does not join a price comparison site
Scenario 2: - the effect on the number o f customers contacting the company by not
joining a price comparison site

This scenario will provide the company important information about potential customers
and more vitally, if they will still generate the same number of customers. If company x
notice a steep decline in customers, then this could mean that the company may not be as
profitable as before, thus potential job losses. If the company discovers no effects, then
they could proceed as before, without considering extra costs to the aggregators.
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5.2.5 Customer relationship

Car insurance companies tend to give six weeks’ notice of the customer’s renewal price
before the renewal date. Potentially, this could lead to customers searching for cheaper
car insurance quotes, for a cheaper price. For a company that concentrates on new
customer sales, this may have an impact on customer retention. Joining a price
comparison site may introduce new customers to the company, but it may have a negative
effect on loyalty (Laffey, 2009). Price comparison sites have the potential for car
insurance companies to lose their loyal customers due to the ease of comparing their car
insurance renewal quotes. This does not mean that the car insurance company should not
try to maintain their most profitable customers. Reichheld (1996, p. 57) notes that the best
way to locate such customers is to answer three questions:

1. Which of your customers are the most profitable and loyal?
2. Which customers place the greatest value on what you offer?
3. Which of your customers are worth more to you than to your competitors?

Knowing whether a profitable customer is going to defect or not can cause some concern
to car insurance companies, as they will want to adjust their pricing to keep the most
profitable customers. Knowing what makes a customer defect ‘can point to common traits
among customers who stay longer’ (Reichheld and Sasser, 1990, p. 109). The more the
company knows about their customers, the easier it will be to try to stop them from
defecting. A customer who bought their insurance directly from the insurance company,
for example may be easier to retain, as they could have been influenced by the insurance
brand, rather than the aggregator brand. Although to fully understand all of thedifferent
mechanisms that may make a customer leave would require big dataanalysis and
qualitative research, within car insurance the most common reason tends to be increase
in premiums (Cohen, 2012). Only when this factor has been attributed, other patterns may
occur for richer customer insight.
Knowing your customers’ wants and fulfilling their needs can enhance a company’s
profits. Satisfying a customer’s needs has a positive effect on retention (Lam et al., 2004).
It has been shown that in many different industries a reduction in people defecting by 5
% has generated extra profits for many different companies e.g. ‘85% more profits in one
bank’s system, 50% more in an insurance brokerage and 30% more in an auto-service
chain’ (Reichheld and Sasser, 1990, p. 107). This demonstrates that customer loyalty
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programs work across many different industries and that customers do respond to them
positively.
Retaining profitable customers is just as important in the insurance industry as in
other industries. When the insurance company embarks on a loyalty programme it has to
gives the customer a sense of belonging and that they can see the relevance of the
offerings to the product (Brophy, 2013). Insurance companies will need to consider the
processes and their channel functions to enhance the customers’ convenience and to
satisfy their needs.
Customer relationship building is important, so we would need to consider the impact
of customer retention, which leads us to the next scenario, again with the previous
scenarios recalled for easy follow through:

Scenario 1: - the effect on marketing if a company does not join a price comparison site
Scenario 2: - the effect on the number o f customers contacting the company by not joining
a price comparison site
Scenario 3: - the effect o f customer retention if a company does not join a price
comparison site

As mentioned in chapter two, business growth can occur in two ways for company x, new
acquisitions and customer retention. Scenario two focuses on customer acquisition and
scenario three considers customer retention. If customers are renewing at a much smaller
rate due to aggregators, then this will cause the company to consider its core strategy.
Without customers, new and returning, the company should expect a decrease in profits,
which would create anxiety with their shareholders.

5.2.6 Financial costs

When considering implementing a price comparison site in the business, costs will need
to be considered. Aggregators will affect many areas of the insurance departments, e.g.
sales, marketing and IT. The IT systems may need to be updated so that they can work
with the aggregator sites and the protection of customer sensitive data. The changes
within the IT department may include new staff, software and hardware so that the project
can take place. To join a price comparison site the IT infrastructure needs to be informed
and updated. IT infrastructure can ‘account for more than 58 percent of the total IT budget
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of large firms’ (Broadbent and Weill, 1997, p.77). This demonstrates that joining a price
comparison site will affect the budgetary requirements for the company.
Not only are the costs relevant to the company, but also to the customer. When a car
insurance company joins a price comparison site, the insurance company has to be aware
of the switching costs, the time and effort required by the customer when changing
providers (Porter, 2004). As a customer does not need to download any new software or
invest in new hardware, the switching cost of using a price comparison is almost zero
(Chircu and Kauffman, 2000). Aggregators tend to benefit the customer when considering
switching cost strategy more than the car insurance company, but the company may reach
customers that would not have gone to them initially.
Whether or not a car insurance company joins a price comparison site, the insurance
company’s profitability needs to be considered. The two essential factors that establish
profitability are:

•

Industry structure, which determines the profitability of the average competitor; and

•

Sustainable competitive advantage; which allows a company to outperform the
average competitor
(Porter, 2001, pp.6 8 )

Competitors keep their future strategies a closely guarded secret, to make sure that their
competitors do not beat them to it and become potential market leaders. It has been shown
that established companies are more inclined to embrace a wait-and-see strategy to
electronic mediation opportunities (Granados et al. 2013). This risk-averse approach may
mean that established companies might lose out on early potential gains at a cost to their
customer base.

Another reason why an insurance company may not join a price

comparison site is so that the insurance company does not become too reliant on them
(Chung et al., 2012).
The price of the insurance affects the profitability of the company. The arrival of the
internet and customers purchasing from the websites did not affect the premium too much
as the customer needed to contact the different companies individually. The internet
benefited the insurance companies more than the customer as it meant employing less
staff to answer numerous phone calls for a car insurance quote. What has been shown
though is that when a company is on a price comparison site, this does have a reducing
effect on their premiums (Brown and Goolsbee, 2002; Baye et al., 2004). With the search
costs lower, car insurance companies need to be aware of their competitors’ quotes, and
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would need to at least match them, thus reducing the premiums. Lower premiums may
not mean less profit though, as the company could gather more customers.
Aggregators give car insurance companies a wider basket of potential customers, but
they must not neglect their core principles. Even though aggregators may give some
companies some competitive advantage, total reliance on IT will not sustain this
advantage (Mata et al. 1995). Customers may go to companies that are not on price
comparison sites, if their original insurance company only concentrated on the IT side
instead of the human and relationship side.
This section considers the financial costs of joining a price comparison site, which
prompts us to consider scenario 4 highlighted below with previous scenario shown for
easy follow-through.

Scenario 1: - the effect on marketing if a company does not join a price comparison site
Scenario 2: - the effect on the number o f customers contacting the company by not joining
a price comparison site
Scenario 3: - the effect o f customer retention if a company does not join a price
comparison site
Scenario 4: - Is it worth investing in extra resource and expenditure to enable
aggregators?

As with all projects major projects in companies, they have to be cost effective. Such
recent IT disaster projects where costs have spiraled and were no longer cost-effective
have been the BBC digital media project that cost £100 million (Ghosh, 2013) and the
£10bn abandoned NHS IT project (Syal, 2013). These two examples demonstrate the need
to fully understand the complete project with costs, so that the company can still function,
even if they do enable aggregators into their distribution channels.

5.3 Theoretical background on regression models

This section explores the methods taken to model the effects of price comparison sites
within the UK car insurance environment, regarding sales, retention, marketing and return
of investment (ROI).
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Linear regression

To test the impact aggregators have had on total sales a linear regression model was
constructed. A simple linear regression model (equation 5.1) is used to test if there is a
relationship between a dependent variable (y) and an exploratory variable (x).

Y = a + fix + e

(5.1)

In this scenario Y is calculated by fi multiplied by x, plus a constant (sometimes referred
to as the intercept) a. This relationship is not always exact, so an error term needs to be
introduced into the equation s. The error term s tends to have a zero mean and a constant
standard deviation o. The variance a 2 (equation 5.2) is calculated by squaring the standard
deviation, which calculates how far the observations are from the mean. Equation 5.1
presents provides a trend line between the dates and the total sales.

* 2

= ^ E f-iC y t-y

)2

(5.2)

where y is the mean and n is the number of observations

Time Series

The linear regression model provides a straight-line curve which does not always suffice
in a time series environment. Within time series modelling the variance has to be
considered. If the variance is constant and independent of x, then this is known as
homoskedasticity, but if the variance varies with the size of x, it is known as
heteroskedasticity. The variance is important when considering time series as it can
dictate which time series technique to use.
This research uses four different time series modelling techniques to provide further
insight into the sales behaviour and to forecast future sales: autoregressive (AR); moving
average (MA); autoregressive moving average (ARMA); and generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH).
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Autoregressive models

Autoregressive models are a very common time series technique. Autoregressive uses
the variables history with its present figure to predict the dependent variable and is usually
dictated AR(p). The p represents the period up to which the historical data will be used
and is usually referred to as the order of the autoregressive process.

Yt = EF=1 9i Yt-i + St

(5.3)

where (p±, ..., (pj are the parameters of the model
Due to autoregressive models using their history, autocorrelation will need to be
considered. Autocorrelation refers to the correlation of a time series with its own past.

Moving average models

Another common method in time series is the moving average model, usually dictated as
MA(q) (Equation 5.4). The moving average uses the mean of the previous ‘q’
observations to smooth out any fluctuations.

MA =

q

(5.4)

where the 0 i, ..., 0 q are the parameters of the model and q represents the order of the
moving average process

Autoregressive integrated moving average model

Box and Jenkins (2008) combine the AR(p) and MA(q) techniques to produce an
autoregressive integrated moving average model, usually dictated as ARTMA(p,d,q).
These models may contains a mixture of autoregressive terms (p), moving average terms
(q), differencing terms (d) or use all three. Different types of ARIMA models are shown
below to demonstrate their versatility.

An ARIMA(0,1,0) model is sometimes considered as a random walk model as it
concerns with the differencing aspects only
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y(o - y(t-D = m

(5.5)

where \i is the constant term
If a series is said to follow a random walk, the series itself is not random, but the
changes from one period to the next are. This means that the past cannot be used to predict
the future.
Sometimes, using differences could lead to the terms being autocorrelated, therefore
autoregressive and/or moving averages are used to fix such problems. An ARIMA( 1,1,0)
is a differenced first-order autoregressive model, which tend to be used if the errors of the
random walk model are autocorrelated.

yet) =

n + y(t-D

+ 0O(t-1) - ya-2))

(5.6)

where p is the constant term and 0 is the autoregressive order
An ARIMA(0,1,1) uses the moving average to correct the autocorrelated errors in the
random walk.

y(t) =

H+ y(t-i)

- 0e(t-D

where e(t_X) is the error at period t - 1 and

(5.7)

0

is the coefficient of the lagged forecast error.

For a ‘mixed model’ that has all terms ARIMA (1,1,1) we have

y(o = m + 0(y(t-D - y (t- 2 )) + y c t- i) - 0 % - 1)

(5.8)

Normally, an unmixed model is used because including both terms could lead to over
fitting, thus making the model unsuitable for use.

Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity model

When using ARIMA models, researchers assume constant volatility (homoscedasticity).
For time series models that have a non-constant volatility (heteroscedasticity), Engle
(1982) derived the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model. This
model was then developed further independently by Bollersev (1986) and Taylor (1986)
to produce the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity, usually denoted
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as GARCH(p,q). Volatility loosely refers to the variance from the sample observations
(Equation 5.2).
The GARCH (p,q) can be expressed as follows

(5.9)

y t = x t + et

Et =

(5.10)

J h f Z t

where zt = is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables with
zero mean and ht (the variance) is expressed as

ht = o)+

+

(5.11)

p 2h t

The GARCH (p,q) uses the conditional variance and is also a linear function of its own
lags. ‘The most widely used GARCH specification asserts that the best predictor of the
variance in the next period is a weighted average of the long-run average variance, the
variance predicted for this period, and the new information in this period that is captured
by the most recent squared residual’ (Engle, 2001, p. 160). GARCH (p,q) models have
been used for financial forecasting in the past, (Datta et al., 2007) so to develop one for
the insurance industry would deem appropriate.
The GARCH(1,1) model is most commonly used, as it uses a normal distribution and
denotes the fact that its volatility component incorporates

1

return variance term (or

autoregressive lag) with 1 volatility term (or ARCH term) reads as follows:

h t+1 = a ) + p 1h t £ f

+

p 2h t

(5.12)
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5.4 Measurement and data
5.4.1 The data
To test the different scenarios, an established UK car insurance company was used. As
it had recently joined a price comparison site, its effects could be measured. Two data
sets provided from the car insurance company for this analysis. The first contained dataset
contained relevant information aggregated at the monthly level covering the dates
between 2006 and 2008 inclusively (table 5.1). The second dataset contained relevant
information aggregated at the monthly level covering the dates between 2005 and 2009
inclusively (table 5.2).
The first data set contained

•

Policy Inception Month

•

Direct premium

• Direct channel marketing spend
• Direct channel sales
• Direct channel cancelled policies
• Direct channel retained policies
• Aggregator premium
• Aggregator channel marketing spend
• Aggregator channel sales
• Aggregator channel cancelled policies
•

Direct channel retained policies

From policy inception month, original inception date can be derived. Original inception
date is the date the company first started to insure the customer. People who quoted with
the insurance company and then purchased are called customers. People who quoted and
did not purchase are known as prospectors. To limit the impact of returning customers
appearing as a prospector, original inception date is used. If a customer first had a quote
in April 2007 and purchased and then proceeded to quoted again in April 2008, this would
not be used as he first purchased in April 2007.
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Table 5.1: Snapshot o f data set 1 (excludes aggregator information)

Policy

Direct

Direct

Direct

Inception

Premium

Spend

Sales

month

Direct

Direct

Renewed Cancelled
1 Year

I year

Jan-06

£9,302,864

£535,711

14623

8950

5673

Feb-06

£8,354,070

£597,194

14515

8743

5772

Mar-06

£9,287,437

£637,455

18181

11194

6987

Apr-06

£8,697,362

£577,327

17176

10506

6670

May-06

£8,814,488

£494,644

17485

10568

6917

Jun-06

£8,546,649

£508,889

17169

10420

6749

Jul-06

£8,171,530

£520,002

16629

9754

6875

Aug-06

£8,176,305

£482,807

16593

9827

6766

Sep-06

£8,030,591

£570,675

17407

9960

7447

Oct-06

£8,044,128

£615,200

15934

9253

6681

Nov-06

£6,697,540

£389,417

13885

8140

5745

Dec-06

£5,168,480

£243,855

10992

6376

4616

Jan-07

£8,779,279

£685,647

13753

8147

5606

Feb-07

£7,539,943

£857,664

14019

8080

5939

Mar-07

£8,600,331

£970,998

16894

9870

7024

Apr-07

£8,031,444

£519,181

15186

8484

6702

May-07

£7,332,181

£527,901

14826

8459

6367

Jun-07

£6,304,683

£416,555

12498

7130

5368

Jul-07

£6,259,833

£296,067

11960

6927

5033

Aug-07

£4,773,418

£472,752

10170

6013

4157

Sep-07

£4,106,008

£543,292

9225

5584

3641

Oct-07

£3,870,732

£317,317

7845

5378

2467

The data was created to monitor first year renewal rates. This means that policies that
were created in January 2006 will have they policy renewal and policy cancelled numbers
attached to that month. The second data set provided was aggregated at a monthly level
detailing:

•

Month of insurance quote enquiry

•

Marketing spend

•

Number of direct car insurance quotes

•

Number of direct car insurance Sales
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•

Number of Aggregator car insurance quotes

•

Number of Aggregator car insurance Sales

Table 5.2: Snapshot o f table (excluding later months and aggregator information)

Month

Marketing

Direct

Direct

Direct

Spend

quotes

Sales

Premium

Jan-04

£1,152,850

213223

9648

£4,126,671

Feb-04

£1,156,962

218867

13688

£5,872,840

Mar-04

£1,304,980

241085

15375

£6,566,116

Apr-04

£1,064,349

214256

14838

£6,547,028

May-04

£1,254,696

219658

17065

£7,519,854

Jun-04

£1,149,435

194767

12393

£5,467,834

Jul-04

£1,084,320

208591

12900

£5,698,880

Aug-04

£1,363,891

209871

13862

£6,168,909

These date periods are relevant for the study as they cover the dates before the company
joined a price comparison site, and afterwards. The data provided by the company details
that until April 2007 the company only functioned as a ‘click button’ tool to retrieve a
quote. That is, a potential customer had to: go to the aggregator; fill in their details; get a
list of quotes; click on this company banner which did not have a quote next to it; go to
the car insurance company directly, and then complete their details again on the car
insurance web site.
Between May 2007 and August 2007 the company was in its testing stage to make
sure that its systems and infrastructure could manage with this new channel. From
September 2007, the company was fully incorporated with the aggregator.
The data provided were in CSV files, which were then converted into SAS data sets for
data cleansing and summarised. This data was then transferred into Excel for further
analysis and graphs.
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5.4.2 Measurement

The data provided was rich in detail and had only required little data cleansing. The data
came from the data warehouse developed by company x. The data provided had been
used for many management information reporting, thus its reliability has been paramount
for the company. The data provided insight into the direct effects of price comparison
sites on:

•

Sales

•

Retention

•

Marketing

•

Quotes

As an indirect measure we could hypothesise and formulate the impacts on the business
itself and the strategy the business had to apply to adopt the aggregator into their business.

Quotes and Sales

To assess the effect aggregators have had within the car insurance industry, graphical
analysis was produced detailing the percentage split of quotes between the aggregator and
non-aggregator channel (direct).

For Aggregator

AGG(q)

(5.13)

AGG(q) + DIR(q)

For Direct quotes

DIRfq)

(5.14)

AGG(q) + DIR(q)

Where DIR(q) = direct quotes and AGG(q)= Aggregator quotes

Secondly, a graph detailing the number of quotes that aggregator versus direct channels
achieved by month is constructed. Customers who contacted an aggregator and contacted
the company directly would be counted twice. The next scenario would investigate the
effect of aggregators on the company’s new business sales, which is the company’s
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primary choice of metric for customer growth size, a graph was produced investigating
the total number of new sales the company had experienced. The graph will detail four
different plots

1)

Aggregator sales

2)

Direct sales

3)

Total sales (aggregator + direct)

4)

A trend line to investigate the overall effect on sales

The trend line was produce using a simple linear regression (Equation 5.1). If a customer
acquired a quote from more than one channel, the initial contact channel was used.
Further analysis was also conducted on the total sales to see if time series modelling
was suitable for forecasting future sales. Three different modelling techniques were
considered:

•

AR (1)

•

MA (1)

•

ARIMA (1,1,0)

A graph was produced to compare the different techniques. Two graphs were produced
to measure the impact of the marketing on aggregator sales. The first graph contains a
double axis graph with one axis measuring the number of direct and aggregator sales, and
the other axis measuring the marketing spend. The graph will potentially investigate the
relationship between marketing spend with aggregator and direct sales. The second graph
is to calculate the efficiency of the marketing by using a return on investment (ROI)
metric.

ROI = (Total Premium - Total marketing spend)

(5.15)

Total marketing spend

Advanced forecasting methods were used for further analysis for the ROI metric. ROI
behaviour has a time varying volatility, so a GARCH(1,1) model, with a lagged value of
was developed, that enabled the volatility to be calculated. The results of the model were
plotted upon a graph, which also included the actual figures for comparison.
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The final scenario to be investigated would be the effect aggregators have on
retention. First, a graph was constructed with four different plots:

1) Aggregator retention rates
2) Direct retention rates
3) Trend line of the aggregator retention rate
4) Trend line of the direct retention rate

Retention rates are calculated as
For Aggregator

AGG(r)
AGG(r) + AGG(nr)

For Direct quotes

(5.16)

DIR(r)
DIR(r) + DIR(nr)

(5.17)

where: AGG(r) = Aggregator customers renewed; AGG(nr)= Aggregator customers did
not renew; DIR(r) = direct customers renewed, and DIR(nr) = direct customers not
renewed
To decide whether the customer belonged to an aggregator or direct channel route,
the customer’s initial quote channel was used. For the trend lines, a simple linear equation
will be used as demonstrated with equation 5.3. The problem when considering a simple
linear model is the assumption that all the error terms, when squared, is the same at any
given point. When this is not the case then the model is said to suffer from
heteroskedasticity. A GARCH(1,1) model with a lagged value of 1 was developed and
plotted against actual data to verify its forecasting accuracy.
When analysing whether or not a customer has renewed, the customer will have to
have had their policy for the full term, and it will have had to have been due for renewal.
If the customer prior to their renewal date cancelled any policies, then these policies were
excluded for final analysis.
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5.5 Results

To investigate the different scenarios different graphs are produced highlighting key
components that are affected by the aggregators:

•

Quotes

•

Sales

•

Marketing

•

Customer Retention

Figure 5.3: % quote split between direct and aggregator channel
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Figure 5.4: total number of quotes split by direct and aggregator channel
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The results for all periods are summarized in table 5.3 below.
Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics o f aggregator and direct quotes fo r different periods
Period /
statistics
% direct quote
(Jan04-Jun07)
% agg quote
(Jan04-Jun07)
Direct quote
(Jan04-Jun07)
Agg quote
(Jan04-Jun07)
% direct quote
(Oct07-Sep09)
% agg quote
(Oct07-Sep09)
Direct quote
(Oct07-Sep09)
Agg quote
(Oct07-Sep09)

mean

Std. dev.

max

min

skewness

kurtosis

97.05%

0.02%

99.00%

93.34%

-1.02

0.08

2.95%

0.15%

6.66%

1.00%

1.02

0.08

202,891

34,345

254,541

107,140

-0.86

0.68

6,209

3552

15,271

1,452

1.19

0.88

6.70%

0.03%

11.12%

1.65%

-0.32

-1.70

93.30%

0.03%

98.35%

88.88%

0.32

-1.70

68,988

15,413

97,039

46,015

0.19

-1.19

1,238,268

644,561

2,736,920

456,796

0.78

-0.76
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Figure 5.3 and table 5.3 demonstrates the proportion of quotes that arrive to the insurance
company via the price comparison site and answers scenario 2 , the effect on the number
of customers contacting the company by not joining a price comparison site. Figure 5.3
also illustrates how rapidly a price comparison site can dominate a customer’s choice of
channel. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the actual figures and the extra coverage aggregators
provide an insurance company. The shape of the distribution of the aggregator quotes can
be considered exponential, thus demonstrating the input aggregators can have for the
business. In 2009 direct channels had a total of 547,083 quotes, which is less than half
the amount of quotes achieved by an aggregator in one month (January 2009 received
1,936,986). The insurance company cannot directly influence customers to go to a certain
price comparison site: that will always remain within the remit of the aggregator and their
marketing team/budget.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 demonstrate that aggregators can increase the amount of
potential customers gathering a quote from the company, but the actual number of sales
needs to be investigated.
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Sales

Figure 5.5: Total sales by month split by aggregator and direct channel
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Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics o f aggregator and direct sales fo r different periods
Period / statistics

mean

Std.

max

min

skewness

kurtosis

dev.
16,055 3,159

21,897 8,730

-0.50

0.00

Agg sales (Jan04-Jun07)

561

2,364

2.01

3.54

Total sales (Jan04-Jun07)

16,620 2,972

22,382 9,205

-0.64

0.36

Direct sales (Oct07-

5,093

7,954

2,362

0.01

-1.62

Direct sales (Jan04Jun07)

615

1,875

24

Sep09)
Agg sales (Oct07-Sep09)

14,537 3,026

18,911

7,302

-0.88

0.13

Total sales (Oct07-

19,630 4,120

25,822

10,747 -0.36

-0.55

Sep09)
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Table 5.5: Correlation statistics between direct sales and aggregator sales Jan 04-Jun
07
Direct sales

Aggregator sale

Direct sales

1

-0.392 (0.012)

Aggregator sale

-0.392 (0.012)

1

Table 5.6: Correlation statistics between direct sales and aggregator sales Oct 07-Sep
09
Direct sales

Aggregator sale

Direct sales

1

0.379 (0.067)

Aggregator sale

0.379 (0.067)

1

From Figure 5.5, it can be shown that prior to the company fully adopting the
aggregator into its channels mix, the direct channel had started a downward trend. This
pattern is even more extreme when the company is fully integrated with the aggregator.
What is prevalent are the number of sales via the aggregator channel not only makes up
for the shortfall of direct sales, but also increases the overall customers. Also from Figure
5.5 the trend line shows that the extra sales generated from the aggregators have reversed
the sales decline. Finally, figures from tables 5.5 and 5.6 shows that there is no correlation
between direct sales and aggregator sales. From these statistics and graphs we can
partially answer scenario 4, is it worth investing in extra resource and expenditure to
enable aggregators. Without aggregators, we can presume that the number of sales would
continue to drop, so for maintained customer growth, aggregators could provide the
answer.
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Figure 5.6: Comparing different time series techniques fo r sales
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From Figure 5.6, the plots of any of the three time series techniques could be used, but
for forecasting, the ARIMA( 1,1,0) plot tends to provide further insight. The plot does
demonstrate that even though a trend line can provide some insight, to get a clearer view
of the sales pattern, autoregressive moving average time series analysis would need to be
considered for more accurate monthly forecasting.
Figure 5.7: Marketing spend and aggregator sales
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Table 5.7: D escriptive statistics o f marketing spend fo r different periods

Period /

mean

Std. dev.

max

min

skewness

kurtosis

£726,610

£317,032

£1,431,977

£243,855

0.83

-0.57

£207,085

£119,852

£515,638

£27,022

0.58

0.10

statistics
Marketing spend
(Jan04-Jun07)
Marketing spend
(Oct07-Sep09)

Table 5.8: Correlation statistics between direct sales, aggregator sales and marketing
spend Jan 04-Jun 07
Direct sales
Direct sales
Aggregator sale

Aggregator sale Marketing spend

1

-0.392 (0.012)

-0.274 (0.087)

-0.392 (0.012)

1

0.670 (<0.001)

0.670 (<0.001)

1

Marketing spend -0.274 (0.087)

Table 5.9: Correlation statistics between direct sales, aggregator sales and marketing
spend Oct07-Sep09
Direct sales

Aggregator sale Marketing spend

Direct sales

1

0.379 (0.067)

0.659 (0.005)

Aggregator sale

0.379 (0.067)

1

0.352 (0.091)

0.352 (0.091)

1

Marketing spend 0.659 (0.005)

100

Table 5.10: Descriptive statistics o f aggregator and direct sales fo r different periods

Period /

mean

Std. dev.

max

Min

skewness

kurtosis

114.0%

3.17%

1 2 0 .2 %

108.8%

-0.441

0.742

111.7%

1.32%

117.7%

109.9%

1.655

2.383

114.1%

3.14%

119.8%

107.8%

-0.578

0.558

115.2%

9.50%

147.2%

104.8%

1.943

4.611

109.4%

0.41%

110.5%

108.7%

0.762

0.611

1 1 0 .1 %

1.38%

107.1%

112.9%

0 .0 2 2

0.047

statistics
ROI direct
(Jan06-Jun07)
ROI agg
(Jan06-Jun07)
ROI all
(Jan06-Jun07)
ROI direct
(Oct07-Sep09)
ROI agg
(Oct07-Sep09)
ROI all
(Oct07-Sep09)

The company for this research uses the marketing budget to pay for their price comparison
sales. Figure 5.7 demonstrates that a lower marketing spend and an introduction of
aggregators may also contribute to lower direct sales. The pattern of aggregator sales
follows the pattern of marketing spends, which suggests the branding effect. From tables
5.8 and 5.9, it was shown that a correlation occurs between marketing spend and
aggregator sales pre integration but not post integration. Also, before aggregator
integration, marketing spend on direct sales were not correlated, but they are post
integration. This demonstrates that when the case company x has a link on an aggregator
website, the advertising was strong enough to make customers complete the quote process
again. Finally, from tables 5.8 and 5.9, marketing does influence direct sales in an
aggregator environment.
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Figure 5.8: Return o f investment (ROI) split by direct and aggregator channel
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Figure 5.9: Predicted ROI rate v actual fo r direct and all
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From Figure 5.8, as expected, the ROI ALL plot was historically influenced by ‘direct’,
but is now mainly influenced by the aggregator due to the majority of the business coming
from this channel. The ROI used is a premium-based, not a value-based metric. The direct
channel does produce a better ROI when considering premiums only, but aggregators
provide more sales, thus potentially facilitating company growth. Figure 5.8 also
demonstrates that the ROI for aggregators is stable, with little fluctuation across the mean,
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thus should not be considered with a GARCH(1,1) model. From table 5.10, it can be
shown that aggregators have a slight negative effect on the total ROI (114% to 110%).
This is predominantly driven by the lower ROI attributed to the aggregators.
Figure 5.9 compares the GARCH(1,1) model of Direct ROI and All ROI against
actual ROI. The graph demonstrates that ROI behaves in a stochastic manner and that
GARCH(1,1) could be considered for forecasting ROI.

Figure 5.10: Retention rates split by direct and aggregator channel
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Table 5.11: Descriptive statistics o f aggregator and direct renewal rates
Period / statistics

mean

Std. dev.

max

Direct renewal

60.1% 0.03%

70.2% 56.8% -2.48

8.73

Agg renewal

58.9% 0.04%

74.2% 55.1% 2.86

10.65

min

skewness

kurtosis

Table 5.12: Correlation statistics between direct and aggregator renewal rates
Direct renewal Aggregator renewal
Direct renewal

1

Aggregator renewal 0.833 (<0.001)

0.833 (<0.001)
1

From Figure 5.10 and table 5.11, scenario 3, the effect on customer retention can be
observed. The figures show that renewal rates have stayed consistent with aggregators,
but have been decreasing for customers who contact the business directly. The reduction

in direct channel retention rates suggests that customers may be more willing to research
their renewal quote, thus leading more such customers to aggregators. From table 5.12, it
shows that the renewal rates between direct channels and aggregators channels are highly
correlated. This gives rise to suggest that renewal rates may be driven by additional
factors and is not purely channel specific, which is outside the scope of this research.

Figure 5.11: Predictive and actual retention rates
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Figure 5.11 demonstrates that direct renewal rates behave in a GARCH(1,1) manner,
unlike aggregators. From Figures 5.10 and 5.11, aggregator renewal rates may produce
the same error around the mean, thus making it difficult to impose a GARCH(1,1) model
to predict it. From viewing the figure 5.11, it can be observed that the aggregator renewal
rate seems erratic, with its peaks and troughs, compared to the actual predicted rate. As
aggregators are relatively new there is limited information available, so it would be
difficult to know if this will be the aggregator renewal rate long term behaviour or not.

5.6 Summary and conclusion
5.6.1 Summary

Figures 5.3 to 5.11 and tables 5.4 to 5.12 provide insight into a company’s behaviour in
an aggregator environment. Considering the four different scenarios of a company not
joining a price comparison site, the following table was constructed
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Table 5.13: Results o f scenarios

Scenario

Description

Results

1

Effect on Marketing

A Good Return on Investment

2

Customer Contacting

Reduction in new business

3

Customer Retention

Reduction in customer Retention

4

Extra resource/expense

Increased sales will make this feasible

From the graphs, it can be shown that time series modelling can be used in a number of
scenarios within the car insurance industry. Although sales can use simple time series
techniques, for ROI and retention rates, more advanced modelling techniques need to be
considered.
5.6.2 Discussion

The findings provide insights into the UK car insurance market within an aggregator
environment, by producing a new business model and investigating alternative scenarios.
For scenario 1, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 with table 5.12 have shown we would expect
marketing to produce a stable return of investment if the company did not join an
aggregator site as time progressed. The number of new business sales had been declining
prior to the company joining the aggregator, as more potential customers are being driven
to price comparison sites. If the company chose to reduce its marketing to try and improve
its ROI, this may lead to more potential customers not contacting them directly, thus being
counter-intuitive. Also, the graphs had shown that marketing may influence customers’
choice on price comparison sites, but table 5.9 showed this effect to be weak with a
correlation statistic of 0.352. The results also show that aggregators are taking customers
away from contacting the company directly. The results correspond with the findings of
Coelho and Easingwood (2003, p.32) in that price comparison sites ‘generate a source of
variable costs and provide a much faster and wider market coverage’.
From Figure 5.7, it is also noted that the direct ROI is greater than the aggregator
ROI, which could be caused by price transparency. The reduction in ROI could be due to
the way that aggregators display all the available prices, which may narrow price
discrepancy, which follows the findings of Stigler (1961).
For scenario 2, we could see from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 and table 5.4 that if a company
decides not to join a price comparison site, then we would expect fewer people to contact
the company. Prior to joining an aggregator, the number of customers contacting the
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company for a quote had been decreasing, even though the marketing budget had stayed
quite consistent. By employing a multi-channel strategy, the results generated more
customers, supporting Neslin et al. (2006) and Blattberg et al. (2008). The extra
customers may have been gained from lesser known brands (Leuthesser et al., 1995), but
this would need further research.
As aggregators tend to have a bigger marketing budget than car insurance companies,
the channel choice of the customers tends to be the aggregator site, which is consistent
with Ansari et al (2008).
Scenario 3 considers retention (Figure 5.10 and table 5.11), price comparison sites
have a lower rate of renewal then direct channels, but the trend of the direct channels was
decreasing. When switching costs are set higher it is easier to retain customers (Gronhaug
and Gilly, 1991), but with reduced switching costs, the company should expect a lower
retention rate. The lower retention rate with aggregators could be due to the fact that they
are a web based tool (Ansari et al., 2008).
Another issue that would need to be considered with the renewal rates is the
relationship building process with the customer. If the first contact with the insurance
company is via an aggregator and the person then purchases via the aggregator, then this
limits the possibilities of building that initial relationship with the customer, which is
consistent with Coulter and Coulter (2002)’s research.
Finally, scenario 4, as all the extra quotes are completed online the infrastructure
costs need to be considered in order to ensure all customers receive a quote. Figure 5.3
and table 5.3 demonstrates that aggregators do take customers away from contacting the
company directly, which corresponds with the research conducted by Granados et al.
(2008). The number of quotes the company achieves does grow significantly, so the IT
systems will also need to be updated, even if only to ensure that the quote reference ID’s
do not exceed the current company limit of unique references. This highlights one of the
issues of why infrastructure is so important and can use 60% of the budget requirements
(Broadbent and Weill, 1997).
For insurance, companies that notice that their sales and retention are decreasing,
price comparison sites could potentially provide a solution, but they come at a cost. As
shown from the business model and analysis, for a company to encompass aggregators
not only can they not influence the type of customer who goes there, they may also notice
a decrease in customers contacting them directly. This scenario may lead to the price
comparison site gaining more influence on the insurance company. What a company can
gain from joining an aggregator is a wider exposure to the customers they usually do not
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reach but want, with a possibility of an increase in sales. Price comparison sites could
also reduce the need for extra staff to cover potential bigger sales volumes, as all the
processes can be carried out online.
The findings show that GARCH(1,1) is indeed a suitable specification for
describing return and risk behaviour of the insurance companies.
5.6.2 Conclusions

Aggregators impact insurance companies on all the different mechanisms of the business
model. If an insurance company does not join a price comparison site, then it can expect
its sales and size to reduce. Joining a price comparison site requires a change in the
business model to encompass the extra complexities of a new channel; IT infrastructure
to deal with the numerous additional quotes and provide accurate information to the price
comparison site; staff training, and a change in marketing.
Joining a price comparison site may not provide a ‘quick fix’ for a company that is
noticing its sales volumes dropping, but could provide further insight into their current
strategies. The different scenarios contribute to the development of the IBRM as shown
in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Developing the Integrated Business Reintermediation M odel (part 2)
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5.6.3 Further work

This chapter provides a foundation for further research into the field of price comparison
sites and the car insurance industry. It could be extended to review a longer time period
of retention rate to see if the retention for direct channels keeps on decreasing and to
investigate practices to increase customer retention. Research into the purchasing habits
during the car renewal period, for example whether a customer uses aggregators, would
also provide some interesting findings.
The results also provide insight into customer behaviour and renewal rates, return of
investment and sales, using time series and stochastic models. This area could be extended
to model the percentage quote split between direct and Aggregator Channel. This pattern
sees a dramatic shift between both channels which would provide some further insights
into implementing a price comparison site into the acquisition channel mix.
Although the ROI provides an initial insight into the pricing structures of the
company, if claims data was available then value analysis could also have been
incorporated, as even though price comparison site have a lower ROI, they may produce
a higher customer value. In this research, the company did see a rise in customers when
they joined a price comparison site, but without knowing at what cost, e.g. lower retention
rates, new drivers or poaching customers from competitors.
Finally, all of this research is based on a company joining an aggregator, so research
into a company that does not join an aggregator would provide a balance. In this vein,
comparison of the prospects of the case company before and after joining and aggregator
provides vital clues to the effects of not joining.
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Chapter 6: Customer segmentation in an aggregator environment

6.1 Introduction

Customer relationship management (CRM) has the power to generate extra value for the
company as well as its customers. The UK car insurance environment has gone through
some turbulence with the introduction of price comparison sites (aggregators). This
chapter uses this new environment as the premise of this research to promote a powerful
segmentation technique based on predicted customer value, actual customer value and
predicted renewal rate. The predicted value model used a different modelling and data
mining techniques and as well as Winsorization on the data source. Winsorization is a
robust regression technique designed to control the influence of outliers by setting
extreme values a specified percentile. For all the different data mining and modelling
techniques, quantile regression produced the most accurate model, which, coincidently,
is the only modelling technique in this research that is unaffected by Winsorization. These
results will have important strategic repercussions for the UK car insurance industry, by
way of focussing their customer retention plans on profitable customers.
The arrival of price comparison sites (aggregators) has changed the shopping habits
of people purchasing car insurance. Price comparison sites have made it easier for
customers to compare numerous car insurance companies by using one internet site,
instead of approaching each company individually. Aggregators make their money every
time someone purchases their car insurance via their website, so they would want
customers to leave their current car insurers, at a cost to the car insurance company. It is
generally known that keeping new customers is more cost effective than acquiring new
customers. This has led to the creation of customer relationship management (CRM),
where targeting the most profitable customer is commonplace.
The literature for CRM within the insurance industry tends to include customer
lifetime value (CLV) for its customer segmentation. Previous research has used potential
value as a means to target customers who could generate the most profit for the insurance
company (Verhoef and Donkers, 2001; Ryals and Knox, 2005; Guillen et a l , 2011). Data
mining tools have been used within the car insurance industry with Smith et al. (2000)
using them for retention and to predict the likelihood of a customer making a claim. The
most common absentee from this research is the UK car insurance.
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Customer campaign modelling is used for customer relationship management (CRM)
to help reduce churn and increase their profit from the customer. One of the most common
customer segmentation techniques involves customer lifetime value (CLV). Customer
lifetime value is important to companies as if it is used correctly, it can lead to more
intelligent campaigns. For customers with a large CLV, it may be preferable to use a
more valuable promotion to keep their business. Insurance CLV needs to be considered
differently from catalogue/product CLV, as with insurance there is potentially a risk of
the customer costing the company a great amount of money through claiming.
This study considers customer segmentation techniques which go beyond the use of
statistical models and data mining, but also consider the outliers that appear on the dataset.
The models developed are more relevant to the prediction of the subsequent period
customer behaviour, rather than to the predicted CLV, so CLV is deduced from the
customers predicted performance.
As mentioned above, the rationale for this study is that there is a dearth of such
quantitative modelling in the car insurance industry particularly targeted on
understanding, the effects of aggregators on customer retention. To the researcher’s
knowledge, this is the first study to explore these effects in the UK car insurance industry
The remainder of this study is organised as follows. Section 6.2 reviews the general
literature on CRM. Section 6.3 discusses the theoretical background to the statistical
models and decision trees used in implementing the methodology for this study. Section
4 describes the data used in this study. Section 6.5 presents the empirical analysis and
the interpretation of the modelling results with implications for marketing action. Section
6.6 summarises the main results and concludes the study.

I ll

6.2 Review

From chapters 4 and 5 customer retention has been measured and investigated. This
chapter expands the previous work into a framework that can be implemented within the
car insurance industry. Hence, this review will delve into the mechanics of retaining the
most profitable customers.

6.2.3 CRM

Companies that concentrate on building their company size need to think beyond just new
acquisitions. It has been shown that ‘customer defection has a surprisingly powerful
impact on the bottom line’ (Reichheld and Sasser, 1990 pp. 105), as the cost of acquiring
a new customer can be as much as five times the cost of retaining an existing one (Pfeifer
2005). Ignoring customer retention could lead to an increased cost in building the
company's customer base by just focusing on acquisition only. To maintain customers
through retention, customer relationship management (CRM) strategies are applied.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) can be defined as:

Business strategy and mode o f operation deployed to maintain and develop
relationships with profitable customers, and manage the cost o f doing business
with less profitable customers.
Stone and Foss, 2002, p. 14

Insurance companies, like any other industry, can grow their customer base by taking
customers from their competitors, so retaining their customers is important. Customer
retention is therefore important, and has become a major factor as ‘the competitive nature
of the insurance industry continues to evolve ... and the importance of relationship
marketing practices and customer retention continues to grow’ (Taylor, 2001, pp.32).
Increasing customer loyalty practices should be as standard in all industries along with a
clear indication of which customers it would be profitable to retain.
When a company decides to embark on a customer retention strategy, they will need
to consider who to maintain, as not all customers are equal (Peppers and Rogers, 1998).
Certain customers will generate more money for a company than others and within
insurance this is no exception. Where the insurance industry differs from other industries
is that its losses could go beyond just marketing costs. Kim et al (2006) note the costs of
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customers not fulfilling their payments on a monthly basis, but ultimately it is claims
costs that demonstrate whether or not a customer is truly profitable. ‘The core value
proposition of the insurance industry is risk control and risk financing. At the same time
these are the two core competencies that are of utmost value to an insurance company’
(Muller & Zimmerman, 2003, pp.3). The risk aspect within insurance is balanced by the
quotes given by the company. Insurance needs to consider any potential claims made
against the company which in some, although rare, cases may exceed £1,000,000.
The advent of aggregators has meant that car insurance companies within the UK
have had to adapt their customer retention programs. With price-to-price comparison sites
(aggregators), customers who used the internet to compare prices incurred low search
costs (Verhoef and Donkers, 2005). The traditional search process still involved the
customers going to numerous different web sites to input their data, which was possibly
preferable to phoning the insurance company, but aggregators have reduced this search
cost even further. A customer can easily compare their insurance quote by visiting just
one web site, instead of contacting the different insurance companies directly. This could
lead to customers leaving, if they do not feel valued and think they can get a better deal
elsewhere. The difficulties of potential huge claim costs along with car insurance quotes
being compared so easily has made CRM practices more relevant, especially in terms of
which customers it is in the company’s best interest to keep.
In insurance the customer with the lowest premium will not initially generate the
biggest profit. The reason to improve retention is that the ‘profit earned from each
individual customer grows as the customer stays with the company’ (Reicheld, 2001,
p.37). The profit generated by the retention of low premium customers needs to be
balanced against the risk of someone making a claim - this is usually carried out through
the medium of a pricing model. This means that if the company does not want to keep a
particular type of customer and wants to inflate their renewal price, this can cause
problems with marketing. A clear line of communication must be established between the
pricing and marketing departments, so that marketing stops targeting customers that the
pricing department thinks are bad risks.
A customer’s reaction to marketing or the channel they use to contact a company can
affect their behaviour, for example acquisition channels affect retention and customer
value, but ’much of the heterogeneity across the various channels disappears] after the
first year’ (Verhoef and Donkers, 2005, p.40). The more price-sensitive customer may
leave after the first year of purchasing car insurance, so in this instance it may seem better
practice for the insurance company to wait until the first year renewal cycle has completed
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before embarking on a CRM strategy. Knowing how the customer contacted the company
may be of benefit to the company- for example a customer who contacted the company
via the web could arguably be more inclined to respond favourably to an email promotion.
6.2.2 Recency frequency monetary (RFM) methodology

Companies, regardless of their industry, soon realise that not all customers are equal and
that certain customers may need to be treated differently. Applying a customer
segmentation strategy enables companies to group customers based on certain attributes
in which they may be similar. Analysing the ‘different customer segments allows
marketing spend to be proportioned to deliver maximum return on investment’ (Gee et
al., 2008, p. 370). For a company to understand their customers, they have to know their
data and be sure that this data is accurate. Only by knowing the data can the company
produce appropriate and logical customer segmentation.
Recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) methodology is a very simple and powerful
segmentation technique. Recency details how long ago the customer had bought from
the company; frequency, how many times they purchase from the company in a given
time; and monetary represents how much money they have spent with the company.
Using RFM for marketing is not new and it has been used for over 30 years (Sohrabi and
Khanlari, 2007). RFM models are used to represent the behaviour attributes associated
with the customer (Chan, 2005). This implies that the more the company knows about the
customer, the more insightful the RFM segmentation.
Within the insurance industry, especially within the UK car insurance industry, RFM
may not seem the appropriate segmentation approach as insurance is purchased on annual
basis, so frequency will be consistent amongst the majority of the customer. Yet, RFM
has been shown to be useful in the insurance industry ‘to help identify valuable customers
and develop effective marketing strategy’ (Wei et al., 2010, p.4205). When considering
the different offers a company may use in targeting its customers, it is worth considering
that the simpler the segmentation the easier it would be to implement.

RFM is a simple segmentation technique which can nevertheless be modified for
different purposes. Donkers et al. (2007, pp. 173) derived the following RFM variables:
‘purchase recency dummy and a cancellation recency dummy; ownership dummies for
each service; customer profitability; and relationship age.’ The adaptability of the RFM
segmentation, with its ability to provide more insight into a customer’s relationship with
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the company, can also lead to a more complex segmentation technique. For an insurance
company that only provides car insurance, the RFM segmentation would need adapting.
Recency could dictate how long someone has been with the company, especially for
first year customers. A special welcome email should be used, with more introductory
emails during the first year. After the first year, the Recency ‘R’ should no longer be
considered and frequency should be applied, or the number of times the customer has
purchased their insurance with the company. Monetary would need to consider using
actual value, predicted value or both.
6.2.4 Customer lifetime value

Customer lifetime value (CLV) is a powerful segmentation technique for companies to
focus on which customers it would be more beneficial to retain. Focussing on customers
who may produce the greatest value for the company and not contacting everyone is a
view contradictory to Reicheld (1996) (Ryala and Knox, 2005). If an insurance company
decides to focus on high premium customers, this could be counterintuitive as these
customers tend to be high-risk and could generate a loss to the company due to their
claims costs, therefore a long-term strategy should be implemented.
CLV can be defined as the ‘present value of the future cash flows attributed to the
customer relationship’ (Pfeifer et al., 2005, pp. 10). This variable is therefore determined
for insurance if we know the probability of a customer leaving the company (Guelman et
al., 2012) and therefore utilising the company’s historical data could prove beneficial
when calculating CLV. As mentioned previously, customer value within insurance needs
to consider claims cost, as some customers can have a serious negative effect on the
business and should be considered for CLV (Ryals and Knox, 2005; Hawkes, 2000;
Guillen et al., 2011).
Different statistical techniques have been used to predict customer value. The main
goal for these statistical models is to find ‘who are profitable customers?’ (Wu et al.,
2009, p.4). Statistical regression analysis based on the mean (Verhoef and Donkers,
2001), regression based on the median (Benoit and Poel, 2009) and data mining tools
(Wang et al., 2005; Shen and Chuang, 2009) have been used to predict CLV, but research
on comparing these different techniques is still new.
For companies not familiar with CLV, a cost ratio technique (cost of claim by total
premium) could be applied (Smith et al., 2000). The main implication, Smith et al. (2000)
noted, is the willingness of the company to use data mining tools. For the company this
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would provide another useful tool in their armoury, but without knowledge and an
acceptance for data mining, they may well turn away from the idea.

6.2.5 CRM measurement

As with all projects, the result of the CRM needs to be measured, since without
appropriate measurement, it would be difficult to judge the benefits of CRM. The
company would need to look into their future applications, instead of their infrastructure,
to monitor their results (Goodhue et al., 2002). If the company was to focus solely on the
infrastructure, the benefits of the CRM may be overlooked when considering customer
retention and recommended new acquisitions from satisfied customers informing their
friends.
A company cannot judge their own CRM success by comparing against different
industries. Within insurance, car insurance cannot even be compared against other types
of insurance, as when compared against other insurance types the retention rates tend to
be more negative (Verhoef and Donkers, 2005). This scenario enables the company to
produce a less complicated analysis as they should just need to concentrate on their own
customers, instead of other industry standards.
When a CRM strategy has been implemented, the company should not expect an
unrealistic turnaround of retention. No company can satisfy the needs of all customers
and ‘customers who are worth more to a competitor will eventually defect’ (Reichheld,
1996, p. 6). If the company sets an unrealistic retention rate, this could lead to the CRM
project being classified a failure. Time scales must also be considered, especially if
statistical models have been used to develop CLV. The company would need to ask
themselves ‘does customer lifetime value... turn out to be as predicted?’ (Rust et al.,
2004, p.84). This demonstrates that a long-term strategy needs to be considered when
considering CLV to ensure that the models perform efficiently.
As well as customer performance, company performance needs to be considered.
Although company performance may not be so easily measurable, Doyle (1989, pp.78)
notes it is ‘not what the producer puts in, but what the customer gets out’. If the company
does not perform adequately, then they should not expect customer value to increase. This
performance is expected to be enhanced by effective customer marketing and service
strategies which insights from statistical analyses in this chapter support.
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6.3 Theoretical background on regression models and decision trees

The section describes the different modelling and data mining tools used for customer
value and retention. Different methods were used so that a comparison could be
conducted to discover the more predictive model in this research.

6.3.1 Statistical models

General linear regression and quantile models
General linear regression models (GLM) are common tools used in statistics in which it
is aimed to predict the relationship between a dependent variable Y and a set of predictor
variables X as specified in equation 6.1 below. In this equation, the betas are parameters
which measure the individual effects of each X-variable when other variables are assumed
constant and S is an error term which is assumed to have a normal distribution with
constant variance across different values of the X's. Hence, the GLM presumes a normal
distribution where the mean medium and mode are the same, and the dependent variable
Y as well as most X's are assumed to be continuous variables. An example of Y is
Customer Value. General linear Models (GLM) have been used to predict CLV (Verhoef
and Donkers, 2001).

Y = (to + fiiXi + p 2X2 +. .. + PpX p + e

(6.1)

In circumstances when the distribution is not normal, then an alternative model
should be considered, e.g. quantile regression (Koenker and Bassett (1978)). Quantile
regression is a type of regression analysis, but instead of using the mean, the median (or
other quantiles if required) is used.

Due to CLV not always containing a normal

distribution, Benoit and Poel (2009) used quantile regression for their research into
predicting CLV.

Customer retention

Unlike customer value, which has a continuous target, customer retention is a binary
target or dependent variable, which depicts whether the customer renewed their insurance
or not. For this reason a logistic model was used such that if the logistic model dependent
variable is denoted by Y and the vector of predictor variables by X, what is regressed is
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the odds-ratio of probability to renew or be retained P to the probability not to renew
given by p/(l-p) so that the logistic regression equations are given by

e ( b o + b i x 1+ - b n x n )

log

= b0 +blX l +...+bnX n o p =

1 + e ib o + bl X l + - b nx n )

( 6 *2 )

\i-p j

Where b0 is an intercept, b v . . . , b n are the coefficients of the predictor variables X l , . . . . , X n
are observed values of the predictor variables X.

Data mining

Two data mining techniques were involved in predicting customer value and customer
retention:
•

Neural networks

•

Decision trees

Data mining is an interdisciplinary field that brings together techniques from machine
learning, pattern recognition, statistics, databases and visualization to address the issue
of information extraction from large databases.
(France et al., 2002)

Neural networks are data mining tools that work by training a network of neurons linked
by connections to learn rules.
Figure 6.1: Diagram o f a neural network
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(Rygielski et al. 2002)

The most commonly used neural network is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which can
be trained using the back-propagation learning rule (Han et a l, 2011). Neural networks
have been used in different scenarios with large datasets, including CLV (Drew et al.,
2001).
Some of the key concepts which determine a Neural Network (NN) are nodes,
interconnections and architecture. A node is connection point which links input variables
X's to other variables and ultimately the dependent variable Y. They are represented by
the first, second and third columns of circles above. The complete design of a NN as
shown in the above example is referred to as its architecture. A simple-perceptron NN is
a connection of one column of nodes X's whereby each connection has a weight that can
be varied as the NN uses information from an input dataset X to obtain desired values of
Y. The multilayer perceptron includes the main input layer in the first column of nodes
and a number of hidden or middle layers similar to the second column in the above
example, which relate each variable to other variables within the set, and are such that the
layers nearer to the final output layer are lumped-up variables, similar to principal
component bundles of factors which account for most of the variation in the outcome
variable Y. The output layer is typically a single node that captures the dependency of Y
on the predictor variables, given these structures, the output Y is expressed as weighted
sums of the X's as follows, respectively, for a simple and a multilayer NN
Y = f jWiX i ^ Y
(=1

where

= f j wijX i
1=1

are weights for the middle-level node connection from input i to contributing

nodes/. NNs generally use back-propagation to learn the true values of the weights which
produce the y-values to a reasonable degree of accuracy from the input dataset (X, Y).
Back-propagation consists of calculating model estimation errors backwards from the
outcome layer and continually adjusting the weights at each layer based on the equation
wn = w 0 + A ( d - y ) x
where d is the desired outcome Y, y is the estimated outcome, e = (d-y) is the error, Wnis
the new or updated weighting, W0is the previous weighting, X = x is the vector of
predictor variables going into the NN model and A, is a leaming-rate parameter which is
in the interval 0 < y £ < l.ln effect, the NN continually processes the data modelling
algorithm at each interconnection by refining the weightings in order to minimize the
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errors to a negligible level when the learning process ends. This way, NNs avoid over
learning from the given data and approximate the Y-X relationship closely.
As well as neural networks, decision trees will also be used. A decision tree is another
data mining technique where each branch node represents a choice between a number of
alternatives, and each leaf node represents a classification or decision. Three different
decision tree techniques were used

■ Chi-square CHAID (Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection)
■ Gini Reduction - CART (Classification And Regression Trees)
■ Entropy reduction - C5.0 algorithm

CHAID is one of the oldest tree classification methods, originally proposed by Kass
(1980). CHAID can build trees with two more branches, based on a simple algorithm,
where WSS is the total sum of squares after the split and TSS is the total sum of squares
before the split.

wss = Y.3jmXiUyu - yj¥

(6-3)

Tss=Yfj=XiL1(yiJ- y f

(6 -4 )

where yj is the mean value of yij in node j, for g groups and y is the overall mean.

The test or splitting criteria are the p-value of the F statistic for the difference in mean
values between the g nodes generated by the split:

t?

B S S /(g

1)

F ~ 5r»75= 5

( 6 '5 )

where BSS=WSS-TSS
CART (Classification and Regression Trees)
Another popular decision tree technique is CART which was developed by Breiman, et
al. (1984). CART uses Gini impurity, which measures how often a randomly chosen
component would be labelled incorrectly. CART then applies a goodness of split criteria,
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at each split point and then evaluates the decrease in impurity (heterogeneity) caused by
the split. At each given node, the probability distributions are:
f

\
PilkPjlk

k

( 6 .6 )

\a lli,ji* j

Where P k is the proportion o f the I C h leaf and P i/ k is the proportion o f observations in the
category I (of the dependent variable) in leafK

Entropy reduction - C5.0

The C5.0 models works by splitting the dataset based on which field provides the
maximum information gain, the difference in the entropy of a node and the entropy after
a node splits. The split criteria for these, is a measure of Entropy or gain ratio.
Entropy at a given node t:

E ntropy (t) = - £ ;P 0 1 0 1 o g ( p ( /l0

(6.7)

Where p(j\t) is the frequency o f class j at node t
Information gain:

GAINsput = E n tropy(p) -

E n tro p y(i))

SplitlNFO = - Z U ^ l o g ^

Where parent node P with n records is split into k partitions;

(6.8)

(6.9)

is the number o f records

in partition node i.
The GAINsplit measure the reduction in entropy achieved due to the split.

GainRATIOs„iit = GA'Ns”,u
s P llt

S p l i t I NF O

(6.10)
v

'
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6.4 Measurement and data
6.4.1 Data description

The data used comes from an established UK car insurance company between JanuaryMay 2010 (inclusive). The data set contained 189,798 rows of data from policies that
were due for renewal. Customers that had cancelled their insurance mid-term were not
considered in this analysis. The data provided from the insurance contained the
explanatory variables in Table 6.1 below.
Smith et al (2000) used the premium difference between the renewal premium and
old premium. This is not available for targeting customers mid-term, but a customer value
metric can be calculated.
As price comparison sites are a new phenomenon, a graph will be produced to
measure the impact of the marketing communication (media source) on renewal rates.
Apart from online and aggregators (which are computer generated), the media source is
recorded by the company when the customer answers a specific question during their
quote process i.e. ‘How did you hear of the company?’ The marketing campaign choices
are as follows:

Table 6.1: Explanatory variables

Variable

Category

Age group

<=23, 24-28, 29-32, 33-37, 38-46,47+

Allowed to contact policy holder

Yes or No

Car age

1-2, 3-5, 6-9, 10 +

Car colour

Blue, black, brown, green, grey, pink, red, silver, white,
yellow, other

Claimed on insurance

Yes or No

Gender

Male, Female, other

Married

Single, married, cohabiting

Marketing cost

£’s (continuous)

Marketing Source

TV, Directory, Print, radio, win back, door drop, aggregator,
online, personal referral

No Claims Bonus (years)

1 ,2 -3 ,4-5, 6-8, 9-10,11+

No Claims Bonus Protected

Protected or No
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Number of drivers

1, 2, 3 and 4+

Pay method

Direct Debit, Credit Card, in Full

Renewal year

1 , 2 , 3 4+

Social grouping

1-wealthy, 2-prosperity, 3-comfortably off, 4-moderate means,
5-Hard pressed, 6-other

Total claims costs

In £ ’s (continuous)

Total premium

In £ ’s (continuous)

Type o f insurance cover

Comprehensive / Third party fire and theft/ third party only

UK region

East Anglia, East Midlands, Greater London, N Ireland, North,
North West, Other, Scotland, South West, Wales, West
Midlands, Yorkshire & Humber, Other Southeast

Value

In £ ’s (continuous) (equation 6.11)

Vehicle group

1-4, 5-6,7-12, 13-20,21+

Table 6.2: Marketing source
M edia source

Description

AGGREGATOR

Price comparison site

DIRECTORIES

Telephone Directory

ONLINE

Web based search and banner ads

OUTDOR

Ambient (e.g. Poster, back of bus)

PRESS & MAGS

Newspapers and magazines

RADIO

Radio

REFERRAL

Recommendations from a friend/family

TV

Television advertising

UNKNOWN

Unknown

WIN BACK

Ex-customers who have returned

These choices gives some insight into customer channel behaviour, as online and
aggregator are internet based channels, with aggregator being the intermediary, and the
other sources representing a mixture of internet and telephone channels.
6.4.2 Targeting valuable customers

The segmentation strategy will apply two different scenarios, RFM and a three
dimensional strategy based on actual value, CLV and predicted renewal. The RFM
strategy will need to be amended as ‘R’ will not be relevant as all customers would be on
an annual contract.
The CLV strategy would be extending Verhoef and Donkers (2001)'s twodimensional approach of customer segmentation (potential and customer value) to include
predictive retention rate (Kim et al., 2006; Hwang et al., 2004 and Guelman et al., 2012).
Using predictive figures as well as actual figures provides a powerful tool in customer
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analysis. Predictive statistics figures are never 100% accurate, so using actual customer
value would highlight customers that have a negative equity. This analysis will use a
mixture of data mining and statistical techniques to predict the probability of the customer
retaining their car insurance policy as well as calculating their customer lifetime value.
This information will enable policy decision analysis and help marketers with their
customer targeting.

Customer value

Cross-selling products is not an option for the company, as they focus on car insurance
only, whereas ancillaries purchased are not considered important enough by the company
for the value metric to be used.
To calculate the value of a customer within an insurance company, claim costs as
well as marketing costs need to be considered. Claim costs can be calculated as:

claim s _ Total _
Total
+ P aym ent _ R ecovery
costs
Paid
Recovered
reserve
R eserve

('6 11')

Total paid refers to any outgoings incurred from the policyholder, either through an
accident or a car being stolen. The total recovered would be the amount recovered from
the claim, typically from the third party’s insurance company where the car accident was
not the policyholder’s fault. If a claim has not been settled, then payment and recovery
reserves will have values that need to be considered. Staff employed by the insurance
company, initially calculate the claim pay out reserves and recovery reserves. With the
claims costs considered, customer value will be calculated as:

Custom er _
Total _
A cquisition
_ Claim _
R etention
Value
P rem ium m a rketin g costs
Costs
m a rk e tin g costs

Total premium will be the total premium gathered. Acquisition marketing costs are
calculated on a direct basis, depending on the media choice the customer quoted when
purchasing. Claim costs will be the total cost of the claim (equation 6.11). Retention
marketing costs cover any marketing costs associated with the customer to maintain their
custom. The value metric can be applied to each individual customer, which can be used
to predict customer lifetime value. As retention marketing has not been implemented,
these costs would be £0.
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Variable selection fo r value model

To determine which variables should be used to predict customer value from table 6.1 Ftests were carried out. F-tests are significance tests used to determine whether the variable
contributes to the accuracy of the model.

I.ini(Yl-Y)2
F=

(ft-1 )

Zij(Yij-Yi)2
(ft-ft)

(6.13)

Where Yl is the sample mean in the ith group, n, is the number of observations, Y is the
overall mean, k denotes the number of groups, Yjj is the jth in the ithout of K groups and
N is the overall sample size. The final variables were applied to all of the value variables
in Table 6.1 to obtain the list of significant variables in Table 6.3 below.

Winsorisation
As well as different statistical techniques, this study will also consider Winsorization.
Winsorization is a robust regression technique designed to control the influence of
outliers. Values greater than the 98th percentile are set equal to the 98th percentile,
therefore the top 2% become £3903 and the bottom 2% become -£2239.

The 98th

percentile was chosen as this made commercial sense to remove any extreme negative
values, while using as much actual data as possible.
For the validation tests, the data was split into two (using a simple random technique),
70% for training and 30% for validation. The explanatory variables were then used for
general linear regression, CHAID analysis and neural networks. Due to there not being
an option to use different decision tree techniques for a continuous target variable, both
neural networks and decision trees will use the default settings. Decision trees will use
F-test with a significance level 0.2 whereas for neural networks, ‘this is a multiplayer
perceptron with no direct connections and the hidden layer is data dependent’ (SAS, 2003,
p.67).
Comparing their statistical errors and residuals, the most predictive technique will be
found to predict customer value. Statistical errors are the amount the observed error
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differs from its expected value, whereas the residuals are the deviations of the dependent
variable observations from the fitted function.

Value performance metrics

Quantile regression uses the median, so using the mean absolute error (MAE) and root
mean square error (RMSE) statistics to measure model performance, as used by Verhoef
et al. (2007) and Leeflang (2000), is not feasible in this instance. Therefore to measure
the accuracy of the predictive value against the actual value, the hit-rate criterion
proposed by Donkers (2007) will be used.
The hit rate criterion categorizes all of the customers, based upon their actual value,
into four equal segments with decreasing level value. These segments are then used to
compute the percentage of predicted values which fall into the same category as their
actual value (top quarter = £1373 +, second quarter £1372 to £665, third £664 to £322
and bottom quarter = £321 and less).

Retention analysis

Data specification

To predict the probability of a customer renewing their insurance with the company, three
data mining tools were used: neural networks, decision trees and logistic regression. As
value was one of the explanatory variables for retention, there would be cause for outliers
affecting its distribution (e.g. customers having a claim for over £100,000). To reduce the
influence of outliers a 2% Winsorization was applied, as before i.e. values greater than
the 98th percentile are set equal to the 98th percentile. The data was split into two, 70%
for development and 30% for validation. This means that 70% of the data will be used to
build the model, with 30% of the data to test for stability.
To test for stability and accuracy for the different data mining techniques the root
average squared error (ASE) will be used. The root ASE represents the standard deviation
of the differences between the predicted and observed values.

Root ASE = Af f i l(*0l,sl~*m°deu)2
n

(614)

where X 0bs is observed values and X modei are modelled values.
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Retention model variable selection

The next stage involved using a variable selection node to pick out the variables that have
a significant impact on whether a customer renews or not (Table 6.5), which entailed
using chi-square (equation 6.5).

Modelling techniques

For the data mining exploration of the data, an off the shelf application was used, SAS
Enterprise Miner, to ensure the application of neural networks and decision trees on the
data set. The data mining techniques will be used to compare against logistic regression.
For neural networks a multilayer perceptron (MLP) will be used. MLP is a feed forward
artificial neural network, which consists of multiple layers of nodes, each one connected
to the next. The research will use three different neural network techniques: LevenbergMarquardt; Conjugate gradient, and Quasi-Newton). So that the most predictive decision
tree technique is used for comparison with neural networks and logistic regression, three
decision tree techniques will be compared against each other: Gini; Entropy and, Chisquare.

These different decision tree techniques were compared with each other,

respectively. Lift charts were produced to discover which decision tree and neural
network technique produced the strongest discriminatory power between those who
renewed and those who did not. Finally, the explanatory variables chosen from the
variable selection process were used for logistic regression, decision tree analysis and
neural networks, based on the likelihood of a customer renewing their car insurance
policy.
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6.5 Results
6.5.1 R enewal rates by media channel

Figure 6.2: Retention rates by marketing communication across various channels
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From Figure 6.2, customers gathered via aggregator sites during their first renewal cycle
(rnyear 0), are less likely to renew than those gathered through other acquisition channels
(excluding radio). This trend does not carry on in subsequent years as the aggregator
channel performs more favourably compared to the other acquisition channels. This
differs from Verhoef and Donkers' (2005) research, which found that the effects do not
carry on over a number of years.
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6.5.2 Custom er value results

Figure 6.3: Customer lifetime value distribution
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Figure 6.3 shows that CLV does not exhibit a perfect normal distribution. The distribution
tends to be positively skewed, so the linear regression model and the quantile regression
model should produce different statistical models. Descriptive statistics of actual
customer value are displayed in table 6.4.
From figure 6.3, there is a peak at between the £200 and £300 value mark. This peak
can be attributed to the company’s average value for customers who did not renew. These
people have most probably not claimed, so have generated a positive value for the
company. For this peak to move to a higher positive figure, more customers will need to
renew.
The median customer value on the full population is £661, whereas the mean is £790.
When applying Winsorization, using the lower and upper 2 % (-£2239 and £3903), the
median stays the same, £661, but the mean changes to £907. The change in mean
demonstrates that outliers on the negative side affect the mean more than those on the
positive side. This confirms the view in section 6.2 regarding high value claim costs.
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Variables used for the neural networks, GLM and quantile models

For the value model, each variable from table 6.1, F-test criteria was used.
Table 6.3: Variables used fo r value models
DF

Type III SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

Age group

5

4769857792

953971558

33.94

<.0001

Car age

3

1281991382

427330461

15.2

<.0001

Claimed on insurance

1 83074922897

83074922897

2955.55

<.0001

Type of insurance cover

2

297159141

148579571

5.29

0.0051

Married

3

356830564

118943521

4.23

0.0053

Marketing Source

10

733522463

73352246

2.61

0.0036

No Claims Bonus

5

4190869720

838173944

29.82

<.0001

No Claims Bonus Protected

1

175404478

175404478

6.24

0.0125

Number of drivers

4

712576459

178144115

6.34

<.0001

Pay method

2

1187998704

593999352

21.13

<.0001

UK region

12

2880284164

240023680

8.54

<.0001

Renewal year

3 47172816759

15724272253

559.42

<.0001

Gender

1

484498819

484498819

17.24

<.0001

Vehicle group

4

3386789271

846697318

30.12

<.0001

Variable

With the variables created the quantile model (Appendix 6.1), the GLM (Appendix 6.2)
and the Winsorised GLM (Appendix 6.3) were created.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution o f the predicted customer value
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Table 6.4: Descriptive statistics o f modelled value

Value

mean

Std. dev.

max

Actual

£786

£2595

GLM

£786

Quantile

min

skewness

kurtosis

£11,683 -£178,427

-26.7

1431.3

£1059

£3,576

-£2,614

-0.36

0.164

£894

£664

£3,120

-£549

0.56

-0.80

Neural

£867

£784

£4,110

-£1,794

0.67

0.39

Tree

£912

£727

£2,100

-£437

0.41

-0.62

Actual (win)

£908

£1047

£3,903

-£2239

0.377

1.99

GLM (win)

£909

£807

£3,388

-£1,296

0.30

-0.54

Quantile (win)

£894

£664

£3,120

-£549

0.56

-0.80

Neural (win)

£910

£817

£4,575

-£562

0.82

0.07

Tree (win)

£913

£742

£2,097

-£480

0.34

-0.69

From Table 6.4, it can be observed how the extreme values of claims costs attributed to
the company and that each different technique has a different mean. When considering
actual value, it can easily be observed.
From Figure 6.4, neural networks exhibit a high number of observations at £1500,
which may contribute to the predictive accuracy model. This peak is removed when
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neural networks is applied to the Winsorised dataset. Also demonstrated in the above
chart is the effect of applying different statistical techniques to Winsorised and nonWinsorised data sets.

•

GLM model on the Winsorised data set tends to follow the actual customer population
than the non-winsorised GLM

•

Winsorization has no affect when building a quantile model and graph 6.4 confirms
this

•

For neural networks, Winsorisation provides a more stable distribution and removes
the peak at £1500

Figure 6.5: Comparison o f decision trees
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The lack of values from the decision trees does limit its overall predictive power.
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Figure 6.6: Decision tree analysis o f value
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Decision trees use the most powerful explanatory variable that will predict the target
variable, in this case customer value, to create its initial branch. From the value decision
tree (Figure 6.6), it can be shown that renewal year is a very strong predictor for value,
which is expected as the longer the customer stays with the company, the more valuable
they are. Also as expected, claim is the second strongest predictor, as customer value
would be decreased if the company had to pay money out. From the decision tree (figure
6.6) it can be shown that customers that have stayed with the company for 3 or more years
and have made an insurance claim, on average, are still worth more than people who have
been with the company for less time regardless of whether they have made a claim or not.
This demonstrates a relationship between customer retention and customer value within
the car insurance industry

Hit rate results
Figure 6.1: Overall hit rate
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Table 6.5: H it rate results

Segment 1 Segment2
(£1373+)

Model

Segment

3 Segment4

Overall

(£664-£1373) (£321-£664) (under £321) Hit Rate

Neural networks

79.0%

54.4%

35.7%

85.0%

63.5%

GLM

79.2%

42.4%

25.9%

76.4%

55.9%

Quantile

77.7%

57.6%

43.6%

79.8%

64.7%

Decision tree

63.8%

52.8%

45.6%

24.6%

46.7%

Neural networks (Win)

79.2%

50.8%

37.4%

85.6%

63.2

GLM (Win)

81.3%

52.0%

32.1%

78.5%

60.9%

Quantile (Win)

77.7%

57.6%

43.6%

79.8%

64.7%

Decision tree (Win)

79.3%

33.9%

45.6%

26.5%

46.3%

The hit rate criterion categorizes all of the customers, based upon their actual value, into
four equal segments with decreasing level value. These segments are then used to
compute the percentage of predicted values which fall into the same category as their
actual value e.g. for neural networks in the first segment, 79% of the highest predicted
values belong in the top segment. Figure 6.7 and table 6.4 both confirm that quantile
regression performs the strongest, overall, when calculating CLV, which corresponds to
the research conducted by Benoit and Poel (2009).
From table 6.5, it can be shown that the model loses most of its power in the third
segment for all models. The differences can be partially explained by how each model
treats its target variable, the mean for GLM and decision trees and the median for the
quantile regression and the different techniques applied, especially for neural networks
which uses a ‘black-box’ approach. Also demonstrated is the fact that Winsorized data
models perform better at the extremes when considering hit rate analysis. Finally,
Winsorized data only seems to improve the general linear model when considering the
overall effectiveness of the models. The top segment tends to differ from Malthouse and
Blattberg (2005), who found that out of the top 20% of the customers 55% would be
misclassified.
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6.5.3 Custom er retention

Decision tree results for retention

Three different decision tree techniques (Gini, Entropy and Chi-square) were tested to
find which provided the most powerful predictive technique.
Table 6.6: Decision trees standard errors
T re e

T e s t R o o t ASE

R o o t ASE

M isc la ssific a tio n

L eaves

R a te

Gini

0.4404

0.4413

0.2667

5

Entropy

0.4390

0.4398

0.2667

7

Chi square

0.4404

0.4413

0.2669

4

Figure 6.8: Comparison o f the three different decision tree models fo r customer retention
analysis
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From Figure 6.8, all three different decision tree techniques outperform random sampling
(baseline). Both the Gini method and the Chi square methods produce the same plot, so
chi-square is hidden behind the Gini plot. By targeting the top 30% of the customers we
would expect:
•

80% renewal rate for Entropy method

•

76.7 % for Chi-square and Gini

•

73.3% Baseline (not targeting)
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From the above statistics, and using table 6.6, the Entropy method is to be applied for
comparison against neural networks and logistic regression as it has the highest 30%
targeting figure and lowest root ASE. Also, from table 6.6 it can be observed that the
root ASE and the test ASE are similar, which shows stability between the build data set
and the validation data set (test).

Logistic regression model results

Using chi-square, the explanatory variables (from table 6.1) were reduced into the ones
that were most predictive.
Table 6.7: Variables used fo r retention

Variable

Degrees of

Wald Chi-

freedom

square

Pr > ChiSq

Age group

5

160.177

<.0001

Car age

3

491.2033

<.0001

Claimed on insurance

1

382.426

<.0001

Social grouping

18

859.9115

<.0001

Marketing Source

10

148.835

<.0001

No Claims Bonus

5

352.0623

<.0001

No Claims Bonus protected

1

24.9487

<.0001

Number of drivers

4

244.1347

<.0001

Allowed to contact policy holder

1

415.6187

<.0001

Pay method

2

143.4986

<.0001

UK region

12

702.3182

<.0001

Renewal year

3

799.0322

<.0001

Gender

1

372.2064

<.0001

Value

1

42.9459

<.0001

Vehicle group

4

38.5353

<.0001

With the explanatory variables chosen a logistic model was created (Appendix 6.4).
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Neural networks results for retention

Using the variables from table 6.7, three different neural network methods were used to
predict customer retention:
•

Levenberg-Marquardt

•

Conjugate gradient

•

Quasi-Newton

The following statistics were produced:
Table 6.8: Neural networks statistics
Root ASE Test root ASE Misclassification

Network

Schwarz Bayesian

Rate

Criterion

Levenburg

0.44568

0.44735

0.26529

157878

Conjugate

0.44593

0.44701

0.26548

158014

Quasi

0.44578

0.44730

0.26508

157931

Figure 6.9: Comparison o f the three different neural network models fo r customer
retention analysis
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From Figure 6.9, all three techniques outperform random (baseline), with the LevenbergMarquardt outperforming the Conjugate gradient and Quasi-Newton techniques. From
table 6.8, the Levenberg-Marquardt technique also has the lowest root ASE compared to
the other two techniques. Also, from table 6.8, it can be shown the model is stable
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between the build and validation data sets, root ASE (0.44568) and the test root ASE
(0.44735). Levenberg-Marquardt will therefore be the technique used to compare decision
trees and logistic regression.

Comparison o f neural network, decision trees and logistic regression
Figure 6.10: Non-cumulative profit
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With a high retention rate for the base line, targeting can still provide improved results.
All three techniques perform better than random, with neural networks and logistic
regression outperforming decision trees. Both neural networks and logistic regression
perform well and demonstrate that targeting the top 50% percentile would give a better
performance than choosing a random sample.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison o f neural network logistic regression and decision tree models
fo r customer retention analysis (non-cumulative)
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Fable 6.9: Results o f the three different techniques

Tool

Root ASE

Test Root ASE

Neural Network

664.776

671.601

Trees

746.709

751.497

Regression

656.614

665.936

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 demonstrate the comparative predictive powers of the different data
mining techniques. From the lift chart (Figure 6.11) above, all three techniques can
produce an improvement rather than just sampling a random set of customers (baseline).
By targeting the top 20% percentile, the identification rate of people who are likely to
renew is as follows:

•

Regression 23.15%

•

Tree 21.76%

•

Neural networks 23.22%

•

Random (baseline) 20%

From figure 6.11, the further down the percentiles, the more customer renewals are found,
until the 100% mark is reached.

Locating customers likely to renew compared to
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customers less likely to renew will influence how a company treats their customers and
could help them market more favourable offers.
Table 6.9 shows that a general liner model has the lowest root ASE, thus
outperforming neural networks and decision trees, and would therefore be the best
predictive technique for value. Figure 6.11 also shows that the decision tree performs
adequately, which as Donkers et al (2007, pp. 182) note, ‘will provide a comforting idea
to practitioners who use relatively simple models'. Also, from table 6.9, the root ASE
and the test root ASE do not differ too much, which demonstrates stability in the models.
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Figure 6.12: Decision tree analysis o f retention

From figure 6.12 it can be shown that value is a very strong predictor for renewal.
From the decision tree we note that:

•

Customers whose value is greater than £2,449.50 are more to renew than any other
group (82.7%).

•

Customers whose value is between £560.17 and £2499.49 are as likely to renew as
male drivers with one driver on the policy whose value is less than £560.17.

These customers are a slight improvement on picking out a random sample.
The customers least likely to renew are females whose value is less than £560.17 and
male drivers whose value is less than £560.17, and with two or more drivers on their
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policy. In other words, the more money the company has made from the customer, the
more likely they are going to renew.

6.5.4 Customer segmentation

Businesses are aware of the 80/20 rule, where 80% of profits are generated by the top
20% profitable customers and 80% of costs are produced by the top 20% of unprofitable
customers (Duboff, 1992). This awareness can lead to segmenting such customers where
possible. Within the claims department, using actual customer value can highlight the
highly unprofitable customers.
The decision tree analysis (Figures 6.6 & 6.12) highlights the power of RFM
segmentation. The strongest predictive variable for customer value (figure 6.6) was
renewal year, and for retention (Figure 6.12) was customer value. As frequency within
the insurance industry is on an annual basis, this leaves R (renewal year) and M (actual
customer value).
The second approach uses the actual value, the most accurate predictive value model
(quantile), and the strongest customer renewal model (neural networks).
Figure 6.13: Three dimensional segmentation plot

Predicted Renewal

100

33

4

Actual Value Group

Pred Value Group

Key: - Value groups were split into deciles based on value, each with the same number
o f customers in each group, with group 1 being lowest value and group 10 the highest.
Predicted renewal is grouped into deciles, so 100 equal 90-100% chance o f renewing.
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From figure 6.13 it can be observed that all of the customers have a high renewal
rate, with the customers in the highest predicted and actual value groups (10), being the
most likely to renew. Also it can be seen that as the customers’ predicted and actual value
decrease, the less likely they will renew. Using actual value also demonstrates the
limitations of using just predicted value.
Figure 6.13 is able to provide further insight into planning strategies. It can be used
so that those customers with a high probability to renew do not need to be contacted.
Another group not to contact would be those with a low actual value. A simple group to
target could be those with a mid-range of likelihood to renew with a high predicted value
and an above than average actual value.

6.6 Summary and conclusion

The main purpose of this chapter is to increase the understanding of the effect of
aggregators within the UK car insurance industry business model (objective 2).

The

different scenarios reposition the case company with regards to its future growth and
profitability.
Firstly, this chapter was created to fill in knowledge gaps within the UK car insurance
industry, within a price comparison site environment, regarding retention strategies.
Within insurance, customer renewal strategies need to focus on renewing low risk
customers, rather than all customers, which differs from Reicheld (1996)’s general view.
This chapter highlighted that customers behave differently depending on where the
customers responded to marketing with price comparison sites to be considered as just
another media type. Customers from aggregators tend to have a strong renewal rate, which
demonstrates that companies should implement or continue their customer renewal
strategy.
The starting point of any CRM project within the car insurance industry, is to locate
which customers will generate the most profit to the company. Figure 6.3 demonstrates
that a low risk customer who renews their insurance, may not initially seem to be the most
profitable, but over time, may end up being very profitable for the company.
As shown in Figure 6.6, customers that have been with the company three years or
more are more valuable than customers in their first year, even if the customers in the
three-plus years segment have claimed. This statistic should not be ignored by the
company and thus highlights the importance of renewing the ‘right’ customer. With the
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two different segmentation techniques outlined here, it is possible to propose strategies
for enhancing customer profitability. The simplicity of using decision trees to create an
amended RFM strategy (RM) provides a clear simple strategy for implementation when
dealing with the customers the company would most like to evolve into high value
customers.
CLV has been used on its own for customer segmentation, however as highlighted
by the hit rate analysis there is some uncertainty in the results. With budget constraints in
place in most businesses, the ideal would be to create more focussed segments that
incorporate actual customer value and predicted renewal rate for a more targeted
campaign.
Also, this chapter also focussed on creating a segmentation based on actual customer
value with the modelling of customer predicted renewal rates and customer potential
value. The chapter compared different statistical methods along with data mining to
produce the most accurate modelling technique. With respect to predicting customer
value, quantile regression analysis appears to have the greatest predictive capability. This
chapter used Winsorisation to remove the long tailed distribution shape, and although this
technique does improve the models using the mean, the quantile regression still
outperformed these. For predicting renewal rates, neural networks outperformed decision
trees and logistic regression, albeit slightly.
One of the main uses of CLV is for segmentation purposes and this chapter believes
that just focussing on value neglects another key metric: whether someone is likely to
purchase from the company again.

Considering this extra dimension will give the

decision maker more information for a better return of investment when focussing on
their renewal strategy.

This extra dimension may prompt the question ‘Is it worth

contacting customers that have an over 85% chance of renewing the insurance again?’
and so possibly lead the company to focus on the people in the middle range.
Finally, this chapter suggests that a combination of statistics and data mining are
appropriate depending on the strategy. For a company using an RFM technique, the
segmentation suggested from decision trees may be ideal. If a company would like to
score up all customers and have a more granular approach then neural networks would be
used for predicting customer renewal rate, with quantile regression for predicting
customer value. If the marketing team is willing to use data mining and statistical
techniques, then a more granular strategy could be implemented. If a customer has a high
potential value, then that customer could be involved in a customer retention strategy of
a deal with a free ancillary product.
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The simplicity of the RM model is based on statistical analysis, which may give some
comfort to managers proposing a strategy.

Implications of the results for car insurance modelling
The above results inform the development of an Integrated Business Re-intermediation
Model (IBRM) for car insurance as shown in Figure 6.14 below, where the rectangular
boxes denote the insights from the results in Chapter 5 and the elliptical boxes denote
those from this chapter.
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Figure 6.14: Developing the IBRM (part 2)
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using probability to renew ,
actual value and predictive
cu sto m er value

\

ROI is positive after
integrating with aggregators
Aggregators introduce new
customers to the brand

Targeting potential high
value custom ers can
maxim ise profits
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6.7 Limitations and Further Research directions

This study has limitations that future studies could focus on. Firstly, the results of this
study are focussed on the UK car insurance, so other industries have not been accounted
for. Secondly, there have been minimal discussions of customers’ reasons for non
renewal with the company. This information could provide valuable insight and enhance
the models which future research may attempt to incorporate into their strategy. Finally,
with price comparison sites still new, their full impact on CLV and retention models could
not be fully explored. Further research could study whether customers who come through
aggregators can be treated with the same retention program as customers who approach
directly, or whether a different strategy would be more appropriate.
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Chapter 7: Car insurance marketing in the price comparison
environment
7.1. Introduction

Financial price comparisons sites (aggregators) have changed the UK car insurance
industry dramatically. Whether a car insurance company decides to join an aggregator or
not, their marketing strategy has to adapt to this new environment. This chapter reviews
different marketing techniques, to develop a new marketing framework for the UK car
insurance industry. An application within the car insurance industry found that personal
referrals affect aggregator acquisition rates, whereas web marketing and DM marketing
mainly affect direct acquisitions. The research also notes that ambient marketing affects
aggregators and direct channel acquisitions as well as customer renewal rates. The
discoveries have strong implications for the UK car insurance industry by way of
focussing their marketing strategies by using the framework proposed.
Marketing provides a pivotal role in business, and the arrival of aggregators has
meant strategic marketing is more prevalent than ever. Aggregators have made it easier
for customers to compare numerous car insurance companies by using one internet site,
instead of contacting different companies directly. Marketing is important as it develops
a company’s brand equity, the value of the brand, which has been shown to increase their
marketing communication effectiveness, thus promoting further growth opportunities
(Huang and Sarigollu, 2012). Within the internet environment (online) the company’s
website presents the first contact between the customer and the insurance company, the
‘customer experience’ (Dayal et al., 2000), but aggregators have the ability to remove
this experience as they become the first point of contact.
Changes to distribution channels have been researched but tend to focus on
companies utilising the internet for customers to contact them directly (Huang and
Swaminathan, 2009; Pfiel et al., 2007; Wolk and Skiera, 2009) as well as the impact of
insurance companies using a direct channel on a brick and mortar intermediary
(Bouwman et al., 2005; Hoyt et al., 2006; Pfeil et al., (2008). This research explores how
companies should expect aggregators to affect the channel choice and pricing strategies.
Price comparison sites display the price a customer would get if they contacted the
insurance company directly, so the price strategy of contacting the company directly
would need considering. Within the UK, car insurance customers on the internet mainly
have a choice of two avenues to get a quote, either via the company directly or through a
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price comparison site (as long as the company is displayed on a price comparison site).
The main selling point of price comparison sites is that they can produce many quotes as
quickly as a customer going to one company directly. If a customer chooses the price
comparison site route and the insurance company is absent, then the company will lose
out, but if they are present on an aggregator this could lead to cannibalisation.
There is extensive research regarding marketing a company online and the effect of
price comparison sites, but these price comparison sites tend to be restricted to household
goods (Papatla and Liu, 2009: Waldfogale and Chen, 2006). Financial price comparison
sites are more complex, as they require the customer to input a lot of information about
themselves, sometimes personal, so that an appropriate insurance quote is generated. The
literature for price comparison sites within the UK insurance industry is sparse. The
research located by this researcher notes Robertshaw (2011), who investigated customer
profitability for general insurance. Also, McDonald and Wren (2009) implemented a
manual search of contacting insurance companies directly on the internet, instead of using
a price comparison site, to find that price changes depending on the person’s profile. The
absence of such research within the UK car insurance market is the basis of this present
study.
This study principally aims to create a marketing model for the adoption of
aggregators within the UK car insurance. This model is achieved by reviewing previous
literature regarding price comparison sites, across different industries and marketing
strategies, and performing key customer modelling analyses based on insights from the
literature.
The outcomes of the research will produce a deeper understanding for the UK car
insurance company that will benefit future research, senior strategic marketing managers
and possibly other industries considering adopting aggregators as part of their distribution
channel.
The remainder of this study is organised as follows. Section 7.2 reviews the general
literature on the key marketing tools available for customer retention. Section 7.3
discusses the statistical models used in this study. Section 7.4 describes the data used and
the methodology for this study. Section 7.5 presents the empirical analysis with the
marketing framework. Section 7.6 summarises the main results and concludes the study.
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7.2 Review of key concepts
7.2.1 Distribution Channels and price comparison sites

The arrival of financial price comparison sites (aggregators) has changed the way UK
insurance companies conduct their business. The UK car insurance market has had to
adapt and change its marketing, so that companies appear more relevant for their
customers contacting them directly and indirectly via aggregators. Aggregators reduce
search costs for the customer and allows comparison of car insurance prices easier. If a
company chooses not to join an aggregator, this decision would make it harder for the
customer to compare prices, due to the increased search costs, so the company can still
discriminate their prices (Ellison and Ellison, 2009). Even if a company decides not to
join a price comparison site, this would still affect their marketing, as they would need to
stop customers comparing their prices, as this could potentially lead to a loss in sales, if
a cheaper price was found with another brand.
When a company concentrates its marketing into one contact channel, this means the
focus is on the product. This focus can be strengthened, as the company is not altering its
message to appease different channels simultaneously (e.g. in the UK Direct Line
insurance will keep on using a direct method only route). This strategy can also make
companies ‘concentrate on the cheapest channel system for that product’ (Coelho and
Easingwood, 2008, p.38). This may be beneficial to the company, but unless there is an
available budget to get their voice heard over all the other distribution channels this may
lead to the company becoming smaller. Paradoxically, then, a company with a strong
marketing message may suffer financially if it is unwilling to extend its message to
encompass different channels.
The arrival of aggregators does not necessarily mean that the car insurance company
should neglect its traditional marketing strategies. Customers continue to contact the car
insurance company directly, so a strategy needs to be put in place that ‘co-ordinates
marketing activity across individual customers, channels and marketing programs’
(David Sheppard associates, 1999, p.71) The car insurance company needs to be aware
that customers are used to using multi-media platforms, which will enable the customer
to contact the company in numerous ways, e.g. phone, mobile phone, internet, internet on
mobile phone, aggregator. The marketing department has to be aware that a customer
viewing an advert on a bus can quite easily contact the company, as easily as a customer
at home reading a magazine or watching television, so all avenues of contact need to be
considered.
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Price comparisons sites like to retain the companies on an exclusive basis; that is, that
type of car insurance company is only available at this website. It has been shown ‘that
intermediaries do not like their suppliers to engage in multi-channel distribution’ (Coelho
and Easingwood, 2008, p.38), especially if the companies adopt a different pricing
structure for each individual intermediary. The more exclusive companies an
intermediary possesses, the better placing it has in the market. On the other hand the main
consequence of using a single channel for the insurance company is that they are limiting
their distribution. By using various distribution channels, including aggregators, a
company can use the advertising of the aggregator to promote its own product and make
contact with potential customers that they normally would not reach

7.2.2 Car insurance strategies within the UK

Different car insurance companies will apply different benefits, or remove certain benefits
as customers ‘balance the benefits of the purchase against the costs’ (Grewal et al., 1998,
p.56). In this instance the choice is with the customer to consider what benefits they would
appreciate the most, e.g. car breakdown cover, accidental cover and for what cost. The
effect of combining numerous products together is sometimes referred to as bundling.
Bundling numerous products together makes it more difficult for customers to compare
products between companies and so become more profitable (Linde, 2009). Hence, it is
the insurance company that has to devise the recommended strategy. The company needs
to consider what bundles should be most attractive to a particular type of customer and
with advances in the management of aggregator channels, a company should be able to
use price comparison sites to tailor different packages for the customer. In both scenarios,
both the company and the customer need to consider the relevance and appropriateness
of the product.
Aggregators can rank the product by price, or by benefits and this has led to greater
comparison. Companies based at the ‘top end’ of the search tend to generate more sales
(Arbatskaya, 2007; Haan and Moraga-Gonzalez, 2011). For a company to appear at the
top of an aggregator based on price, they can ‘create an inferior quality good that can be
offered at a very low price’ (Ellison and Ellison, 2009). This could leave the customer
with a very basic product that does not meet their needs. Within a product ranking
environment the insurance company needs to ‘refine the needs of users and match them
with the appropriate product’ (Laffey, 2010, p. 1951). This produces a conundrum for the
insurance company as if customers wish to purchase car insurance with all the benefits,
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then this will inevitably lead to a high price product which could be harder to locate if all
the low priced, basic cover policies are shown first. Aggreators increase price
transparency, but lower distribution costs, so they can sometimes be seen as both a
blessing and a hindrance.
Without any additional benefits to a car insurance price, the price shown would just
be the price attached to the potential customer. As well as customer risk being an attribute
to price, McDonald and Wren (2009) also found that a customer’s ability to search for
different insurance companies affects their price. This demonstrates that companies use
acquisition channels for their pricing behaviour (Brynjolfsson and Smith, 2000). Car
insurance companies tend to advertise that if customers go to their company via their
website, they would make a saving and with comparison sites on the internet, this
behaviour should be expected. One of the main stipulations for an insurance company to
be on an aggregator site is that the price should reflect the price of contacting the insurance
company directly, which could lead to an increase in prices to accommodate aggregator
payments.
When customers visit a price comparison site they have a perceived cost of the
product. Prices within this bracket are deemed plausible, but prices outside this bracket,
including cheaper prices, could act as a deterrent (Alford and Engellhand 2000).
Customers have a budget and like to weigh up benefits with the price.

Different

customers want different benefits e.g. some customers may prefer to spend more money
on their car insurance if they are guaranteed that all their calls are UK based. This
demonstrates the importance of marketing and the message companies need to convey.
When a customer needs to contact their insurance company, they need to know that
they are being dealt with by trained, professional and experienced staff so employee
selection/training and motivation is important. Delivering excellent customer service
‘relates to and determines the level of satisfaction the customer receives’ (Murphy et al.,
2006, p. 78). When a customer contacts their car insurance company, it could be to report
an accident and make a claim. The claim process can be quite a traumatic time for a
driver and having motivated trained staff delivering excellent service may ensure the
retention of the customer, even though their premiums may rise. In this instance, a good
customer service could also improve personal referrals.
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7.2.3 Social network sites

Aggregators belong on the internet, where customer reviews of a particular brand are
prevalent. Word of mouth (WOM) marketing has been shown to have a stronger effect
on acquisition, than just using traditional marketing techniques (Trusov, 2009:
Degraffenreid, 2006 and Libai et al., 2012). Traditional marketing, (print, outdoor, TV)
is still relevant but within an aggregator environment, insurance companies need to be
aware of the influence of social media sites. Traditional marketing can be used to give a
brand its brand equity which ‘represents the degree to which a brands name alone
contributes value’ (Leuthesser et al., 1995, p.57). Using a company’s brand equity,
alongside WOM, may generate more positive reviews and can help limit any collateral
damage encompassed from negative reviews.
Social networking sites are a powerful way of spreading relevant information to
customers and potential customers. It is easy for these to remove or ‘cull’ unwanted
friends or companies from their page, so companies need to have ‘something to say that
is meaningful, useful, interesting and has personal value’ (Tapscott, 2009, p.81). A
company should try to get their customers to share positive company messages with their
friends. When a customer recommends a product to a friend, these friends tend to convert
more efficiently (Degraffenreid, 2006: Trusov et al., 2009). This scenario indicates that
the car insurance company must keep its updates relevant and interesting, if they wish to
convert extra customers that they may not potentially have reached before.
The effect of social network sites cannot be directly analysed, but personal
recommendations can be which gives rise to the following hypothesis:

H I: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM) sales and the
aggregator conversion rate

This hypothesis will tell the company how much external factors affect their aggregators’
acquisition rates. As previously noted, the UK car insurance industry is different to other
industries as it is a legal requirement.

Each personal recommendation is a strong

marketing tool, which also gives the company a slight insight on how they are conducting
business. If the company is working positively for the customer, then this also generates
positive feedback and vice versa.
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7.2.4 Advertising in an aggregator world

Aggregators can potentially give the insurance company extra customers, so if the
company joins an aggregator the marketing strategy needs to be amended. Within the
marketing department, ‘selling via intermediaries requires that marketing effort is
directed at both the intermediaries and the end customer’ (Harrison, 2000, p.91). The
insurance company would prefer the customer to contact them directly instead of via an
aggregator, as this would save them costs, but with aggregator marketing budget greater
than the insurance company budget, the marketing strategy needs to be compromised.
The insurance company may have to demonstrate with its marketing that it is a premium
product at a reasonable price and that ‘customers pay lower prices in aggregate, but not
all customers are better o ff (Thomas, 2012, p.38). This scenario would hopefully make
more customers contact the company directly, but if the customer does purchase via an
aggregator, they should expect a high-quality product.
Certain customers have particular shopping habits, where they continue to purchase
their goods in the same manner constantly. Marketing can be used to change a customers’
shopping habits or their entrenched buying behaviour, which when ‘people get used to
buying certain products through particular intermediaries and have an inbuilt inertia to
change’ (Wilson et al., 2008, p.531). The other side to this argument is to stop customers
going to aggregators to change their insurance company. Aggregators need customers to
change their insurance each year to generate the most profit. Marketing techniques have
the potential to stop customers leaving their current insurance company and from using
aggregators to review their renewal prices. This scenario gives rise to the next hypothesis,
again with the previous scenario recalled for easy follow through:

H I: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM) sales and the
aggregator conversion rate
H2: The more money spent on advertising, the more customers will contact the
company directly instead o f going to an aggregator

As mentioned predominantly in chapters 2 and 4, marketing provides the customer
information of what service they should expect from the company and what they sell. For
every sale made via an aggregator, the car insurance has to pay them. If the insurance
company can stop customer using aggregators with their own marketing budget, this
should save the insurance company money. Aggregator advertising is not considered for
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this hypothesis, as it is reflects the factors that the UK car insurance company can
influence.

7.2.5 Internet advertising

Internet and search engine advertising is very important in this aggregator environment.
A customer who searches for the company on a search engine using the company’s name
(natural search) demonstrates that the marketing is effective. To become prominent using
a generic term on a search engine, e.g. car insurance, the company has to become
prominent/top, where the competition is fierce (Haan, and Moraga-Gonzalez, 2011).
Customers use search engines, as they can provide customers with direct access to the
products and information they require and so that firms can find their target (Shih et al.,
2012). This could potentially lead to brands spending a lot of money to appear first on a
search engine and neglecting other marketing techniques that would lead customers to
search for the actual brand instead and reduce costs. This implies that focussing
advertising on one particular medium can be counterproductive and expensive.
As well as internet search, the internet contains banner ads, which directs the
customer to the website when the customer clicks on them. The issue with banner ads is
their lack of branding capability (Vries, 2012). Banner ads act as a portal between
websites, but they tend to lack content. Only if other marketing strategies have been used,
to give the brand recognition, can banner ads be truly effective. This does not mean that
banner ads cannot change their message. Any messages on banner ads need to be truthful
as over two thirds of customers would not buy a product if they found the marketing
message to be untrue (Tapscott, 2009). This demonstrates the need to have constant clear,
concise and truthful messages in all marketing communications. Any lapse in
professionalism could spread through other acquisition channels.
This section prompts another hypothesis to test whether own marketing practices
have moved customers away from aggregators online as customers search for the
insurance company directly. This gives rise to the next hypothesis, again with the previous
scenarios recalled for easy follow through:
H I: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM) sales and the
aggregator conversion rate
H2: The more money spent on advertising, the more customers will contact the company
directly instead o f going to an aggregator
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H3: An increase o f internet marketing spend increases the likelihood o f customers
choosing direct web channel instead o f using an aggregator.

As mentioned previously in this thesis, aggregators are web based tool and do not function
off-line. This hypothesis tests that if the insurance company tries to compete with the
aggregators in their own environment, on-line, this will this drive customers away from
the aggregators.

7.2.6 Direct Marketing

For direct marketing to be effective, information about the customer needs to be correct
and relevant. Direct marketing can be used not just for contacting and transacting (Kotler,
1997) but to communicate ‘high quality and high value in building customer loyalty
(David Sheppard Associates, 1999, p.79). Direct marketing can be used to provide insight
into the insurance company’s strategy and how it wishes to perform for the customer.
Done correctly, direct marketing can give the impression of the company being
professional and reliable. The power of direct marketing can be extended to build
relationships with the customer. The main issue with direct marketing in the UK car
insurance industry is that it is an annual product and sending out direct mailing when the
customer has just purchased their insurance from another company, could lead to wastage.
Direct marketing strategies prompt the following hypothesis, again with the previous
scenarios recalled for easy follow through:

H I: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM) sales and the
aggregator conversion rate
H2: The more money spent on advertising, the more customers will contact the company
directly instead o f going to an aggregator
H3: An increase o f internet marketing spend increases the likelihood o f customers
choosing direct web channel instead o f using an aggregator
H4: Direct marketing increases direct sales but not aggregator %

Direct marketing can come in numerous forms, email, post, SMS or telephone calls.
Hypothesis 4 tests whether contacting the customer directly, by post, will make customers
contact the insurance company instead of using price comparison sites.
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7.2.7 Relationship marketing

The marketing department needs to be aware of its customers and of the Paretos principle,
also known as the 80/20 rule, where 80% of profits are generated from the top 20% of
customers. Relying on new customers for company growth is short-sighted as long term
customers can generate more profits for the company. Customer retention must not only
be part of marketing but also ‘be integral to a company’s basic strategy’ (Reichheld, 1993,
pp.64). The insurance market with in an aggregator environment has to try and stop
profitable customers defecting and searching for cheaper quotes. Focusing on renewing
profitable customers, through direct mailing offers and great customer service can help
build the company with profitable customers.
The insurance market is split into numerous products and each product must be
treated differently. Within insurance, the product and message must be integral as it has
been shown that home insurance customers behave different to car insurance customers
(Thuring et al. 2012). A home insurance customer may prefer tips and offers regarding
home insurance and a car insurance customer may prefer car tips. This does not
necessarily mean that the car insurance customer should just receive offers regarding cars,
all customers are different and with car insurance being a legal requirement, offers for
hotel trips or days out could be more beneficial for certain customers.
The effect on renewals within the marketing mix prompts the final hypothesis, is, yet
again with the previous scenarios recollected for easy follow through:

H I: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM) sales and the
aggregator conversion rate
H2: The more money spent on advertising, the more customers will contact the company
directly instead o f going to an aggregator
H3: An increase o f internet marketing spend increases the likelihood o f customers
choosing direct web channel instead o f using an aggregator
H4: Direct marketing increases direct sales but not aggregator %
H 5: Non-DM and non-web (other) marketing affects the renewal rate

Finally, Hypothesis 5, considers the renewal rate.

As shown in chapters 4 and 6,

aggregators do affect the renewal rates. This hypothesis combines all of the other
traditional marketing spend to see the effect it has on renewal rates. The different
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hypotheses proposed will provide useful insightful that will enable the development of a
marketing framework.

7.3. Statistical models used in this chapter

For hypothesis 1, the effect of WOM on aggregator conversion rate, the aggregator
conversion rate (ACR) needed to be calculated

=

i4GG (sales')______
AGG(quotes)+AGG(sales')

j.

To test their influence, correlation statistics, using Pearson Chi-Square (PCS) test, were
used. The PCS test calculates if two variables are totally independent or not. PCS is
calculated using the covariance of the two variables, divided by the product of their
standard deviations:
=

p
,y

( 7 .2 )
°x< * y

Where cov is the covariance, a x is the standard deviation of X and oy is the standard
deviation of Y
If the WOM sales increases/decreases as ACR increases/decreases, then they can be
considered as correlated. The closer the value is to one, the less independent WOM and
ACR are, therefore we can measure how much influence WOM has on ACR. For
Hypothesis 2, the effect of marketing on direct sales and aggregators, the marketing spend
is the non-internet and non-DM spend. The marketing spend used in this scenario is more
focused with the outdoor marketing, the branding of the company (TV, radio, outdoor,
print). This will test whether an increase in the ambient marketing will make more
customers contact the company directly, thus decreasing the ACR (Equation7.1). A graph
was produced of spend against sales and ACR, by month. The ambient marketing spend
and direct sales (non-aggregator) were indexed so that 1 is the average.

j

marketing spend for month
average all marketing spend

m a rke tin g spend (indexed) = ------------------- —----------

direct sales fo r month
average all direct sales

d irect sales (indexed) = -------------

(7.3)

(7.4)

Next, hypothesis 3, the effect of internet advertising against aggregators is to be
investigated. Due to timings of gathering accurate data, the dates up to and including
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March 2009 were used. A graph was produced detailing web spend, web sales and ACR
(Equation 7.1), by month. The marketing spend and the number of sales was indexed,
where 1 was the average, to track the performance more informatively.

i

j r-

web spend fo r month
average all web spend

j

web spend (indexed) = ------------ ------------

,

,

,.

,

web sales fo r month
web all direct sales

web sales (indexed) = ---------- :----------y

...

(7.5)

(7.6)

Concerning hypothesis 4, the effect of direct marketing on aggregators entails plotting a
graph of DM spend against ACR, by month. The DM spend was indexed, where 1 equals
the average, to track the performance more informatively.

DM spend (indexed) = M ? ”* for mo**
'

average all DM spend

Finally, hypothesis 5 investigates the effect of non-DM and non-web (other) marketing
spend on the customer renewal rates.

n

i n x

Number renewed
Number renewed^Number not renewed

Renewal Rate = --------------------------------------------

ON

(7.8)

A graph was produced of the marketing spend against the renewal rate, by month. The
ambient marketing spend was indexed, where 1 is the average, to track the performance
more informatively (equation 7.7)
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7.4. Empirical analysis and results
7.4.1 Data description
To test the different hypotheses, data from an established UK car insurance company was
used. The insurance company had joined a price comparison site and has been amending
its marketing budget, due to the costs of aggregator sales using the marketing budget. The
data set provided from the insurance for this analysis is at monthly levels for the period
covering May 2007 to August 2009 inclusively, containing:

•

Month of insurance quote enquiry

•

Aggregator conversion rate (ACR)

•

Word of mouth (WOM) sales (indexed)

•

Ambient marketing spend (indexed)

•

Direct (non-aggregator) sales (indexed)

•

Web sales (indexed)

•

Web spend (indexed)

•

Direct mail quotes (indexed)

•

Direct mail marketing spend (indexed)

•

Percentage of customers retained
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Table 7.1: D escriptive statistics o f data used

Value

mean

Std. dev.

max

min

skewness

kurtosis

ACR

1.51%

0.58%

2.47%

0.72%

0.09

-1.50

WOM

2603

1543

5273

642

-0.02

-1.60

Ambient

1.03

1.01

4.18

0.10

1.52

1.91

Direct

1.00

0.79

3.22

0.20

1.10

0.93

web

1.00

0.66

2.60

0.27

0.71

-0.20

webspend

1.00

0.64

2.13

0.08

-0.02

-1.31

DMquote

1.00

0.71

2.71

0.24

1.05

0.17

DMspend

1.00

0.75

2.86

0.18

0.67

-0.41

Retained

69.93%

1.60%

73.00%

67.00%

-0.04

-0.80

These date periods are relevant as they cover the dates when the company joined a price
comparison site, and after. Between May 2007 and August 2007 the company was in its
testing stage to make sure that its systems and infrastructure could manage this new
distribution channel. From September 2007, the company was fully integrated with the
aggregator.
The media source specification for the sales and spend is gathered from either:

•

The customer answering a question when gathering a quote

•

Being completed automatically if a specific web link is clicked

•

Being automatically completed if quote arises via aggregator.

The media source specifications have been broken down into the following segments:
Table 72: Media source specifications
Source

Example

Web

Banner ads and search engine

Direct Mail

Postal and email

Word of Mouth

Personal Referrals

Aggregator

Price comparison site

All Other (ambient)

TV, Radio, Print, Outdoor
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7.4.2 Framework development

To understand the new environment of aggregators marketing departments need to
develop a new strategic framework. Insurance companies need to understand the current
situation as their marketing decisions are based on their models (Leeflang and Wittink,
2000: Buckin and Gupta, 1999). Reviewing the results from the hypothesis, a detailed
informative framework can be constructed. This framework is shown in Figure 7.5 below.

7.5. Results
7.5.1 Hypothesis results

Hypothesis 1
Table 7.3: Pearson Correlation statistics ofACR and WOM

ACR
WOM Sales

ACR

WOM Sales

1

0.76771
(<0.001)

0.76771
(<0.001)

1

From table 7.3, it can be noted that WOM and ACR are highly significantly correlated
with each other, which means that WOM influences aggregator conversion rate. These
results agree with Degraffenreid (2006) who also found that people who refer products
influenced customers’ purchasing habits and with the market response modelling results
in Chapter 4.

Hypothesis 2

From Figure 7.1, it can be shown all the variables are significantly correlated, and that
marketing spend has dropped since the arrival of aggregators, which is due to aggregator
spend using the marketing budget. The graph shows that a reduction in marketing spend
affects both the direct sales and ACR negatively, also there is a lag effect, so the impact
is not observed initially. The results correspond with Leuthesser et al (1995) who found
indirect measures for brand equity to have an influence on choice. With less brand
awareness due to a lack of marketing, this conversely reduces the ACR and sales.
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Figure 7.1: Comparing direct sales and ACR by marketing spend
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Table 7.4: Correlation statistics o f direct sales, ACR and marketing spend
Direct sales
Direct Sales
ACR
Marketing spend

1
0.487
(0.009)
0.710
(<0.001)

ACR Marketing spend
0.487
0.710
(<0.001)
(0.009)
0.470
1
(0.011)
0.470
1
(0.011)
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H ypothesis 3

Figure 7.2: Web sales and ACR by web marketing spend
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Table 7.5: Correlation statistics o f direct sales, ACR and marketing spend
Web sales
Web Sales
ACR
Web Marketing spend

1
0.538
(0.003)
0.793
(<0.001)

ACR
0.538
(0.003)
1
0.679
(<0.001)

Web Marketing spend
0.793
(<0.001)
0.679
(<0.001)
1

From Figure 7.2, it can be perceived that as web spend decreases, so do web sales and the
ACR and this relationship is statistically significant. In this scenario (H3), web spend
does not take customers away from the aggregator. This corresponds with Ranfaswamy
(2005) who found that only by observing customers’ behaviour across channels can we
improve understanding of the customer. Aggregators are a web-based tool, but it seems
customers who come to the company directly via the web, may not use aggregators.
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Hypothesis 4

Figure 7.3: The effect o f DM spend on DM quotes and ACR
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Table 7.6: Correlation statistics o f DM quotes, ACR and DM marketing spend
DM quote
DM quote
ACR
DM

1
0.516
(0.003)
0.894
(<0.001)

ACR
0.516
(0.003)
1
0.678
(<0.001)

DM spend
0.894
(<0.001)
0.678
(<0.001)
1

From Figure 7.3, it can be noticed that DM does not directly affect but only moderately
influences ACR, but does influence DM quotes. Direct marketing, in this instance,
behaves differently to outdoor marketing, due to the small effect it has on ACR. Figure
7.3 also demonstrates that DM marketing does affect the DM channel, which slightly
differs from Coelho and Eastwood (2003), who found that we cannot predict channel
preference with confidence, albeit only in a limited campaign metric.
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H ypothesis 5

Figure 7.4: Marketing spend against renewal rates
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Table 7.7: Correlation statistics o f DM quotes, ACR and DM marketing spend

ACR
WOM Sales

ACR

WOM Sales

1

0.453
(0.016)

0.453
(0.016)

1

Figure 7.4 demonstrates some instability, but the drop in marketing spend along with
renewal rates can be observed. The company had joined an aggregator in May 2007 and
until September 2008, renewal rates had remained quite constant, but the drop in
marketing spend has coincided with a drop in renewal rates. The results correspond with
Leuthesser et al (1995), who found that less brand awareness, due to a lack of marketing,
reduced retention rates.

7.5.2 Development o f a marketing framework
From the different hypotheses constructed it can be shown that DM (H4) and website
(H3) by themselves moderately influence aggregators conversion rates. What has been
discovered is that WOM (HI) and a combined marketing budget (H2) will affect
aggregator conversion rates. This demonstrates that web marketing and DM should be
primarily used for customers to contact the company directly, but its secondary influence
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should not be disregarded, as the person who received the direct mail, may pass this to
one of their friends and thus become a word-of-mouth customer. Also renewal rates (H5)
can be affected by marketing, so this needs consideration when producing the framework.
Figure 7.5: Marketing framework
Maintain am b ient
marketing to drive
cu sto m er to site
Use DM to direct
custom ers straight
to site
Employ staff to
m onitor social
netw orks to reply to
a n y - 'v e c o m m e n t

Branding/Ambient
TV, Radio, Print,
O utdoor

DM
Web

Social Networks
WOM

Direct
Acquisition

Aggregator
Acquisition

Customer
Relationship
(renewal)

Implement a CRM
program to stop
profitable custom ers
leaving

Key

= Primary

— = Secondary
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Figure 7.5 demonstrates the primary and secondary actions regarding marketing in an
aggregator environment for UK car insurance companies. The branding marketing affects
all acquisition channels as well as renewals. Branding marketing along with DM and web
marketing contribute primarily for the direct channels, but DM and web can also act as
secondary effect by increasing the brands knowledge Ng (2004).
For aggregator acquisition, social networksAVOM do have an influence, which
agrees with Trusov et al. (2009), who also found that social networksAVOM have a strong
effect on acquisition. This also implies that the secondary effect on direct acquisition
should not be dismissed. Finally, from graph 7.4, it is seen that traditional marketing does
have an effect on renewal. The framework also points out that the company should not
use social networks and DM just for acquisition; they should also be used to help retain
customers. Sharp et al. (2002) consider insurance to be a “subscription-type”, which has
demonstrated strong brand loyalty that is able to satisfy the customers’ needs. The annual
cover purchased for car insurance can give such companies a chance to build a
relationship with their customers throughout the year.

7.6. Summary and conclusion
7.6.1 Summary

The different hypotheses produce subtly different insights into marketing and customer
behaviour during the re-intermediation for the UK car insurance industry.
Table 7.8: Hypothesis results

Hypothesis

Result

HI: There is a positive relationship between word-of-mouth (WOM)

True

sales and the aggregator conversion rate

H2: The more money spent on advertising, the more customers will Moderately
contact the company directly instead of going to an aggregator

true

H3: An increase of internet marketing spend makes customers choose

Moderately

direct web channel over of aggregator

true

H4: Direct marketing increases direct sales but not aggregator %.

Moderately
true

H5: Non-DM and non-web (other) marketing affects the renewal rate

True
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A combination of the different marketing techniques can influence the acquisition rates
across all the different channels and can help retain customers. Also, the marketing
framework must acknowledge the secondary effects, as well as primary effects, of the
different media campaigns.

7.6.2 Conclusion

The main purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of the marketing mix
within an aggregator environment for the UK car insurance industry and by building a
framework to represent the challenges of the marketing strategies (objective 3). To
develop this framework, impact analysis was conducted by proposing certain hypotheses
which covered direct channel acquisition, aggregator channel acquisition and customer
retention.
Firstly, this research found that word of mouth advertising has a strong effect on
ACR, whereas DM and web advertising mainly effect direct channel acquisition. Also
this research found that using ambient marketing (outdoor, TV, print radio etc.) impacts
ACR retention and direct sales.
This research proposes that aggregators should be treated as another acquisition
channel and that a multi-channel strategy should be used to its full advantage instead of
being viewed as a hindrance.

When the internet commerce first occurred, original

forecasts suggested a complete change to how a business operates, but Harris and Coles
(2004) found that a combination of old and new practices worked more efficiently.
This research also recommends that web and DM advertising ought to become more
involved in marketing strategy and be considered for use with customer retention. The
use of multi-channel communication should be used to build on the customer/company
relationship (Payne and Frow, 2005). For a company considering costs, as postal direct
mail often produces a wastage (Ng, 2005) due to its low response rate of roughly 2 %
(Stem and Priore, 2000), emails can be used to provide more direct access to the customer.
This work contains some important implications for marketing strategy teams. The
different hypotheses tested gave insight into what marketing practices impact different
scenarios. Also, the framework offers managers a tool to understand how their marketing
budget is being used. Finally this research proposes a new direction for DM and web
marketing to help with customer retention for the company.
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7.7 Limitations and Further Research directions

The limitations of this research should also be considered. The data only comes from
one insurance company, so if another company is using a different marketing budget
strategy, this presents a limitation. Also this research only considers companies using
aggregators, and does not consider companies that have not joined an aggregator.
Another limitation to consider is the personal recommendation statistic. There is not
a clear way to note if the recommendation came from friends outside or inside social
networking sites. In general, further research would be required to establish whether these
results can be applied to other companies.
When reviewing the ambient marketing techniques, the research does not take into
account any regional variations that may occur with different types of marketing being
applied.
The main goal of this research was to provide a deeper understanding the impact
price comparison sites have had on traditional marketing within the car insurance
environment. This was completed by analysing different hypotheses and developing a
marketing framework. Thus, this is among the first to review traditional marketing
practices on a price comparison site within the UK car insurance environment. In terms
of the systematic development of proposed IBRM framework for car insurance
marketing, Figure 7.9 below captures all the model elements from Chapter 5 to Chapter
7 and constitutes a major contribution of the research to knowledge, as mentioned earlier.
Figure 7.9 (the IBRM) contains a combination of figures 6.14 and 7.5, surrounded
by the key messages from this research to keep the case company profitable:
•

Integrate aggregators in channel mix

•

Amend IT structure

•

Keep using traditional marketing techniques

•

Monitor social media

•

Locate valuable customer

•

Manage costs effectively
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7.9: The IBRM
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommendations
8.1 Introduction

This study’s main aim was to understand the effects of re-intermediations within the UK
car insurance industry and how the companies can adapt to this new environment. Price
comparison sites (aggregators) belong to the cybermediation scenario, which enables the
customer to compare the prices of different car insurance companies. Their impact within
the insurance environment cannot be considered minor. They provide valuable
information to the customer as well as saving them the time of contacting numerous
companies individually. The UK car insurance industry is fully aware of this new
environment, thus this research uses strategic marketing, customer relationship and
market response modelling to explore the effects of aggregators on insurance business
success.
This research is the first study to fully investigate the effects of price comparison
sites based on core business metrics, namely marketing, quotes, sales and customer
retention within the UK car insurance industry. An understanding of these characteristics
is important to the industry given the lack of current research in this area.
The research is also the first to develop an integrated business model and a marketing
framework within this new environment (the IBRM). This will prove useful for the car
insurance industry and other insurance providers (home, van, pet). It will also be useful
for other industries that are about to become involved in an aggregator environment, and
for senior members of staff within the car insurance industry.

8.2 Main results of the research

The main results of the study are summarised below.
8.2.1 Long and short term effects

A vector autoregressive (VAR) model was developed in chapter 4 using different channel
acquisition rates and marketing spend. The key findings from this model are:
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a) Customers acquired via other direct routes, have a long-lasting positive effect on
word-of-mouth (WOM), aggregators, spend and on direct routes, but a negative effect
on retention and win-back
b) WOM has a strong positive effect on future WOM acquisition rates, no effect on
marketing spend, negative effect on win-back, retention and aggregators. WOM also
had an exceptionally negative effect on the other direct routes
c) Win-back has erratic short term effects, but the long-term effects demonstrate a strong
negative effect on the other direct routes, a negative effect on retention rates,a slight
negative effect on aggregator rates but strong positive WOM effects.
d) Retention has a strong effect on other direct routes and retention, a slight positive
effect win-back and aggregators, but a slight negative effect on spend and a stronger
negative effect on word-of-mouth
e) After 12 months, aggregators have a positive effect on retention and other direct
routes ratios and retention but a negative effect on WOM spend and a very negative
effect on win-back.
f) Marketing spend has a strong effect on other direct routes, WOM, aggregators, but a
negative effect on win-back and a strong negative effect on retention

The results presented above provide an insight into the mechanics

of how re

intermediation relates to strategic marketing planning and its implementation via the
marketing mix. The findings contributed in understanding the repositioning of the case
company with regards to its future growth and profitability

8.2.2 Business model scenarios

Following chapter 4, the investigation of the holistic impact of aggregators, chapter 5
considered the business model. Numerous scenarios were answered in chapter 5, to
address the impact of aggregators:

a) If a company does not join a price comparison site then it should still expect a good
return on investment
b) Not joining a price comparison will cause a reduction of the number of customers
contacting the company site
c) Not joining a price comparison site will lead to a reduction in customer retention
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d) It is worth investing in extra resource and expenditure to enable aggregators in the
distribution mix

Again, the different scenarios provided insight into the development of the business
model. The business model showed that even though a car insurance company can still
operate in a price comparison environment, by not including comparison sites in their
distribution channel they should expect reduction in business.

8.2.3 CRM development

Chapters 4 and 5 revealed that including a price comparison site in the distribution list
will gather more quotes and produce stronger retention rates, but this does not mean that
the UK car insurance company should not try and reduce the number of customers using
price comparison sites. Aggregators generate their money from the UK car insurance
company for every sale made via the aggregator.
A significant discovery, in chapter 6, found that customers that have been with the
company three years or more are, on average, more valuable than customers in their first
year, even if the customers in the three-plus years segment have claimed. This insight
demonstrated that customer retention can generate significant profits for the insurance
company.
To locate these customers, chapter 6 produced a framework, based on actual customer
value, predicted customer lifetime value and likelihood of them renewing. Numerous
statistical models and data mining techniques were used:
•

Neural networks (customer lifetime value & likelihood to renew)

•

Decision trees (customer lifetime value & likelihood to renew)

•

General linear models (customer lifetime value)

•

Quantile regression (customer lifetime value

•

Logistic regression (likelihood to renew)

with the following techniques being championed:
a) Quantile regression to predict customer lifetime value
b) Logistic regression to calculate the likelihood of customers renewing.
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Actual customer value was added so that the company could consider whether it is worth
renewing customers that may have cost them a significant amount of money previously.
8.2.4 Marketing framework

Chapter 7 uses the knowledge and findings from chapters 4, 5 and 6 to create a new
marketing framework for the industry. Chapter 7 answered different hypotheses to
maximise the marketing strategies:

a) The greater the word-of-mouth sales, the greater the aggregator conversion rate
b) Marketing spend will not stop the customers contacting the company directly instead
of going to an aggregator
c) Increased internet marketing spend does not make customers choose direct web
channel over aggregator
d) Direct marketing increases direct sales but not aggregator %
e) Ambient marketing affects the renewal rate

These findings enabled the production of a marketing framework that incorporated the
different channels into their primary and secondary functions.

8.3 Business implications for the case company

Car insurance is a legal requirement in the UK, so all drivers in the UK must have a car
insurance product. In 2011 the UK car insurance industry received £13.3 billion in
premiums and insured 23.8 million private vehicles (ABI, 2012). These figures
demonstrate the significant size of the industry and the business implications this research
contains.
Traditionally, gathering car insurance quotes is a time consuming process, but
aggregators have reduced this timely process. Aggregators have made it easier for car
insurance quotes to be compared against each other, whether on price or additional
benefits. In this section we link the key ideas and results from chapter 4 to 7.
Firstly, the market response model findings agree with Pauwels and Neslin (2008)
that adding a new channel does affect customer retention. Aggregators make it easier for
the consumer to shop around and get the best deals when considering car insurance, but
the results provide insight that customers who used aggregators initially, may be more
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inclined to renew. As aggregators tend to have a bigger marketing budget than car
insurance companies, the channel choice of the customers tends to be the aggregator site,
which is consistent with Ansari et al (2008).
Customers who came to the insurance company via aggregators tend to have lower
renewal rates than those who came through direct channels, but the trend of the direct
channels renewal rate was decreasing pre and post joining aggregators. When switching
costs are set higher it is easier to retain customers (Gronhaug and Gilly, 1991), but with
reduced switching costs, the company should expect a lower retention rate. The lower
retention rate with aggregators could be due to the fact that they are a web based tool,
which is consistent with Ansari et al. (2008).
Another issue that would need to be considered with the renewal rates is the
relationship building process with the customer. If the first contact with the insurance
company is via an aggregator and the person then purchases via the aggregator, then this
limits the possibilities of building that initial relationship with the customer. This is
consistent with Coulter and Coulter (2002)’s research.
When considering different statistical modelling techniques and data mining tools, it
was discovered that quantile regression performs the strongest when calculating CLV,
which corresponds to the research conducted by Benoit and Poel (2009). Secondly,
Winsorized data models perform better at the extremes when considering hit rate analysis,
but for general linear models only. Finally, these techniques improved on Malthouse and
Blattberg’s (2005) findings, which found that out of the top 20% of customers, 55%
would be misclassified as poor performers.
This research proposes that aggregators should be treated as another acquisition
channel and that a multi-channel strategy should be used to its full advantage instead of
being viewed as a hindrance. When the internet commerce first occurred, original
forecasts suggested a complete change in how a business operates, but Harris and Coles
(2004) found that a combination of old and new practices worked more efficiently.
The research also recommends that web and DM advertising ought to become more
involved in marketing strategy and be considered for use with customer retention. The
use of multi-channel communication should be used to build on the customer/company
relationship (Payne and Frow, 2005). For a company considering costs, as postal direct
mail often produces a wastage (Ng, 2005) due to its low response rate of roughly 2 %
(Stem and Priore, 2000), emails can be used to provide more direct access to the customer.
Finally, Figure 7.9 presents an integrated car insurance marketing re-intermediation
model (IBRM) which combines key insights from Chapters 4-5 of the thesis. The nature
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of contributions of this research to knowledge embodied in the model is further discussed
below.

8.4 Summary of contribution of the research to knowledge

As previously mentioned in this thesis, there is a dearth of research when considering the
UK car insurance market, especially within a price comparison environment. One main
theoretical contribution to knowledge is the creation of the IBRM which links a car
insurance business model with a CRM strategy. The IBRM incorporates a business model
to assess the way in which a firm can combine insights from value propositions for
different customer segments, customer life time values, effects of internet-based price
comparisons on marketing variables, and CRM perspectives in order to achieve profitable
growth of a car insurance company (Boons and Liideke-Freund, 2013). Girota and
Netessine (2013) note that whenever a new technology emerges, there is a lack of business
models to accommodate this scenario; hence this study develops an Integrated Business
Re-intermediation Model (IBRM) which is potentially useful to researchers and insurance
managers for enhancing the growth and profitability of insurance companies, post-price
comparison.
Furthermore, the research develops a triple acquisition channel strategy framework
(Figure 5.2). The framework of triple acquisition channels has extended Blattberg, et al.
(2008)’s general model of customer choice to incorporate aggregators in the mix. This
framework could have further implications for future research as it allows companies to
investigate how a B2B relationship can affect a B2C relationship.
As a practical contribution, this research compares the business prospects of the case
car insurance company pre- and post-joining an aggregator. The researcher has not found
any research which has linked the effects of aggregators within the UK car insurance
industry. The research covers aspects of car insurance business that are impacted by price
comparison sites, marketing, sales and renewal rates. The research solves how the
marketing mix has been impacted by aggregators, by using VAR modelling. Additionally
by combining data mining and statistical models, this research is the first to combine
robust regression, quantile regression, general linear models and data mining, in order to
ascertain which is the most reliable in predicting customer lifetime value, for the case
company. As well as solving the issue for the case company, this will enable future
research and studies to consider quantile regression for predicting customer lifetime
value.
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8.5 Suggestions for further study

1. The emphasis of this study is to measure the effects of a UK car insurance company
integrating price comparison sites into its distribution channel mix. As noted severally
in the thesis chapters, the study does not consider those insurance companies that have
decided not to use an aggregator. This would require additional data, which was not
available for this study.

2. It would be worthwhile to gather research into the purchasing habits of customers
during the car renewal period, for example whether a customer uses aggregators,
would also provide some interesting findings. This will facilitate additional studies
into: a) the mechanics for brand marketing when the aggregator is involved; b) wider
CRM research including employee satisfaction and morale, both for aggregators and
insurance companies; c) whether price aggregation cannibalises the value proposition
of an insurance company; d) related issues in monitoring social networks as a
customer information channel; and e) the nature of external and internal data required
to support these lines of work as well as the ICT infrastructure and analytical support
requirements (McCarty and Hastak, 2007), for example.

3. Aggregators are still relatively new and their full impact on CLV and retention models
could not be fully explored. Further research could study whether customers who
come through aggregators can be treated with the same retention program as
customers who approach directly, or whether a different strategy would be more
appropriate.

4. By employing a multi-channel strategy, the results generated more customers,
supporting Neslin et a l (2006) and Blattberg et a l (2008). The extra customers may
have been gained from lesser known brands (Leuthesser et al., 1995), but this would
need further research. The reason for this short coming, as mentioned previously, is
due to the lack of data available for competitor car insurance companies. Another
limitation to consider is the personal recommendation statistic. There is not a clear
way to note if the recommendation came from friends outside or inside social
networking sites.
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5. Moreover, when reviewing the ambient marketing techniques, the research does not
take into account any regional variations that may occur with different types of
marketing being applied.

6. With particular reference to marketing insights relevant to effective business
development of a typical (car) insurance company in the context of massive datasets
(Big Data), this research makes connections with the following areas of work:
information and data modelling (data science); insurance business development; and
business modelling; strategic marketing planning, including key bottom-line metrics
such as probability (ROI and CLV) and growth (customer retention). The data
required for follow-on studies of the impact of aggregators on these metrics are not
available in this study (see notes 2 above). Such research projects should focus on
specific objectives connected with richer data on insurance claims, customer
behaviours and attitudes by customer segments, linked to marketing mix variables
and value propositions as highlighted by the IBRM. Hence, future work along these
lines would seem to require customer survey data, external customer lifestyle data
aimed at delivering research results which inform future revenue targets. Data on
competitor pricing and business strategies would also be helpful. It is hoped that such
augmented datasets will inform the use of more informative statistical and data mining
models in the future.
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Appendix

Appendix 1.1: Brief background on the UK car insurance industry and price
comparison sites

1.1 Introduction

Car insurance is a legal requirement within the UK, for all car owners, even if the owner
of the vehicle does not use their vehicle. There are three main type of motor insurance:

• Third party - this is the minimum cover required by law. This will only cover costs
to the other party in an event of an accident resulting in injuries or damage to their
vehicle.
•

Third part fire and theft - as above but with added protection for the vehicle in
circumstance of the vehicle being stolen or destroyed in a fire.

• Comprehensive - the highest level of cover. As above, but this also covers the insurers
damage to their car in a result of car accident.
With different aspects of insurance cover available along with the choice of numerous
insurance companies available, this has led to high switching costs between insurance
companies.
This section describes the impact of price comparison sites within the UK car
insurance industry with the following objectives:

•

To discuss the intermediation, disintermediation and reintermediation

•

To provide an overview of the strategic marketing within the car insurance industry

•

To present a background to customer segmentation for targeted customer retention

The background information provides key insights into the UK car insurance industry
pre- and post-comparison sites. As mentioned previously, this understanding is significant
to explaining the consequences of the research findings.
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1.2. Intermediation, disintermediation and reintermediation

Traditionally people in the UK bought car insurance through brokers. These were
intermediaries, which provided a service for the customers by acting as a go-between
between companies and the customer. The arrival of direct insurers has completely
changed the way people buy insurance.
Direct insurers ‘were bom from an original concept of selling direct to the public, via
the telephone in the early 1980s, when Direct Line (providing motor insurance) was
launched’ (Institute o f Insurance Brokers, 2003). This act of cutting out ‘the middle man’
(intermediary) is usually referred to as disintermediation - defined as the ‘withdrawal of
funds from intermediary financial institutions, such as banks and savings and loan
associations, in order to invest in instruments yielding a higher return' {American
Heritage Dictionary, 2004). The term was coined in the late 1960s to describe the process
in which investors realised that ‘banks were no longer needed to serve as exclusive
intermediaries between small depositors and the financial markets’ (Gellman, 1996, p.2).
Although the selling of insurance over the phone was the catalyst for
disintermediation, the advent of the internet has allowed this process to progress even
further, with some companies only conducting their business online. ‘Net-based direct
interaction eliminates the role previously enjoyed by financial advisors, retail stock
brokers, and insurance agents’ (Clemons and Hitt 2000, pp.5).
While disintermediation may have closed down some avenues of business due to the
electronic market places making the value chains shorter (Giaglis et al. 1999), Jallet and
Capek (2001, pp.60) view it as a ‘means [of] discovering new distribution models’.
Disintermediation has re-introduced intermediation in the form of

•

Reintermediation - traditional intermediaries may find opportunities to leverage
their expertise and economies o f scale

•

Cybermediation scenario- the advent o f electronic markets will create
unprecedented opportunity fo r wholly new types o f intermediaries
(Giaglis et al., 2002, pp.240)

Price comparison sites belong to the cybermediation scenario, which enables the customer
to compare the prices of different car insurance companies. Coarse (1937, pp.397) found
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that changes in distribution ‘which tend to reduce the cost of organising spatially will tend
to increase the size of the firm.’ This is part of the transaction cost theory which ‘re
intermediation and cybermediation is based on’ (Jandos, 2001, pp.504). Transaction cost
can cover the costs of searching for the right product, which could be lower as the
customer no longer has to search through so many suppliers, to the actual purchase of the
product, which is negotiable with the customer.

1.4.3. Distribution channels

Prior to aggregators, customers contacted direct insurers either by telephone or the
internet. Figure 1.1 represents the general model of customer choice based on the
Blatterberg et al. (2008) general model.
Figure 1: Framework o f pre-aggregator acquisition channel strategy
Channel Attitude

Search/quote

Purchase
After Sales

Channel
Channel
Channel

Channel
Evaluation

Channel

Marketing effort

Key: Channel A = telephone, Channel B=own web site

The quote to sales journey from figure is as follows. Pre-aggregators, customers could
either get their car insurance quotes from brokers (indirect) or from the insurance
company’s themselves (direct), figure 1.1 represents the direct route. Customers that use
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‘direct’ can either phone the insurance company, or use their web site to gather a quote.
This would entail a lengthy process to gather one quote from just one company. If the
customer wanted to compare that quote, they would have to get in contact with another
insurance company and repeat the process of answering many questions. Only when the
customer is willing to pay for their insurance, do they proceed to the next stage of
purchase. As show in figure 1.1, this can be conducted on-line or by phone. It does not
matter which channel the customer originally go their quote, they could use either channel
to purchase. For company x, after sales is conducted by telephone only, so for a customer
to make any amendments to their policy or if they need to report a claim, this is conducted
by phone, as shown in figure 1.1, after sales.
To drive people to make contact with the insurance initially, we would need to
consider the marketing. Without marketing, the customer would not have contacted the
company. Marketing makes customers aware of the brand and the function of the brand.
Marketing affects the search/quote, purchase and after sales segments of figure 1.1. To
fully understand the marketing impact, customers are asked ‘where did you hear about
the company?’ This leads to the ‘evaluation’, which provides insight for the marketing
department so that they can focus their marketing on activities that would make the
biggest impact.
The final part of the diagram details channel attitude. This not only encompasses the
marketing activity, but also the distribution channel of choice. This will allow company
to budget their staffing levels more accurately, that there are enough staff to maintain the
website, as well as to answer the important telephone calls.

1.4.4. Background to the marketing mix

The marketing mix covers many different aspects detailing the way customers perceive
the company and how they conduct business with the company. People react differently
to marketing, from how they perceive the company on television to their renewal
reminders. The next part provides back ground to the different aspects of the marketing
mix and how they influence the customer journey with respect to aggregators.

1.4.5. Marketing mix model

Price comparison sites have introduced shock effects on the business strategies and
performance indicators of car insurance companies.

These shocks extend into the
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marketing mix of the company e.g. television, radio and newspaper advertising. To
measure such shocks to the marketing mix, marketing response models can be applied.
Marketing response models are not a new phenomenon with Albers reviewing, in
2012, the current state of the models. Marketing response models have not been created
just for acquisition but have also been expanded to include retention (Yoo and Hanssens,
2005).

Pauwels (2004) showed that long term company actions have an effect on

consumers, using VAR models.
When a company experiences a shock, it has been shown that marketing can play 4an
important role in turning around declining performance’ of the company (Pauwels and
Hanssens, 2007, pp.307). If the company were to keep its advertising the same and
remain non-adaptive to its new environment, then this could make company’s market
share to decline and/or reduce its profitability. Marketing departments therefore need to
evaluate the impact of aggregators on market performance and adapt their marketing
strategies accordingly; for example, a company may choose to join the aggregators or
fight them. Whichever scenario the company chooses, they must change their marketing
strategy.

1.4.6. Customer retention

Customer retention plays an important role in marketing. Adding a new channel to the
distribution mix can affect customer retention (Avery et al., 2012). Aggregators make
their money every time someone purchases their car insurance via their website, so they
would want customers to leave their current car insurers, at a cost to the car insurance
company. This places an extra emphasis on the car insurance company to retain their
customers.
As in most industries, business performance is built around generating the most value
from their customers. It is generally known that retaining customers is more cost effective
than acquiring new customers. The process of targeting the most profitable customer is
known as customer relationship management (CRM).
The main customer segmentation targeting tool for CRM within the insurance
industry revolves around customer lifetime value (CLV). Customer lifetime value within
the insurance industry will not only need to consider money gained from premiums, but
also claim costs. CLV is a predictive monetary value based upon customer value, stated
in equation (1.1) below
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customer _ Total + Marketing _ claim
value
Premium
Costs
costs

^ ^

To evolve this into CLV can be defined as the ‘present value of the future cash flows
attributed to the customer relationship’ (Pfeifer et al., 2005, pp. 10).
1.4.7. Introducing aggregators to the distribution channels

Reintermediation has been part of the airline industry for numerous of years. An example
of how reintermedation can help a business would be to consider the official airline guide
(OAG) who published the authoritative guide on airline timetables monthly. Due to the
advent of the internet, they were being disintermediated from the supply chain by
enabling customers to book their own flights, thus cutting out the middle man. ‘To
survive, OAG had to pursue reintermedation into the supply chain of information’
(Combe, 2012, p.94). This example demonstrates the impact of companies adapting to
their surroundings, to make them profitable again and grow.
The internet has bought reintermediation into many businesses worldwide. If a
business operates on-line then it should consider the effects of reintermediation, but it is
the least understood process in the business model (Kauffman, 2013). This does not mean
that companies should not be prepared and they can either develop the essential
technologies itself or procure them from present suppliers.
Aligning the business to work with a cybermediary needs to be considered with a
possible change in strategy. Hiekkanen et al. (2013) discovered that a simple, static and
mechanical approach to aggregator integration to be inadequate, and that a more dynamic
approach needs to be considered.

As previously mentioned, aggregators are still

relatively new and so, may not behave in the traditional sense of brick and mortar
businesses. This implies that businesses need to adapt to the new strategies by reviewing
their current strategy to align itself with aggregators.
Online purchasing habits have been discussed before: Samaniego et al., (2006), and
Johnson et al. (1993) have discussed insurance purchasing, with Baye et al. (2001)
discussing purchasing with the use of price comparison sites. However, neither of these
studies consider the purchasing habits of car insurance customers. Thomas (2012) reviews
the UK car insurance purchasing habit, but neglects the aggregator influence. Dumm and
Hoyt (2003) look at the distribution channels of insurance, but their research is mainly
centred on customers buying insurance on-line directly. However, Holland and Mandry
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(2013) discussed the effect of price comparison sites on purchasing behaviour in
numerous markets, including car insurance. They discovered that customers use price
comparison sites for car insurance due to its low switching costs and low perceived
consumer risk.
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Appendix 4.1: The data system used in the VAR analysis

This is the rescaled data which were used in the VAR.
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-2.43

12.87

4

103.887

-2.53

-2.52

-1.42

1.02

-2.37

12.40

4

100.486

Jan-07

-2.39

-2.55

-1.55

1.10

-2.41

13.44

1

95.967

Feb-

-2.44

-2.51

-1.62

0.92

-2.43

13.66

1

100.121

-2.39

-2.52

-1.51

0.91

-2.37

13.79

1

102.309

Apr-07

-2.26

-2.43

-1.43

0.94

-2.31

13.16

2

98.989

May-

-2.43

-3.99

-1.46

0.93

-2.36

13.18

2

96.663

Jun-07

-2.60

-4.36

-1.48

0.94

-2.40

12.94

2

102.532

Jul-07

-2.72

-4.41

-1.50

0.85

-2.41

12.60

3

98.67

Aug-

-2.89

-4.32

-1.51

0.85

-2.47

13.06

3

93.607

-2.78

-3.67

-1.49

0.84

-2.45

13.20

3

99.064

Oct-07

-2.78

-3.77

-1.48

0.87

-2.47

12.66

4

103.841

Nov-

-2.65

-3.75

-1.50

0.88

-2.47

11.54

4

100.126

05
Dec05

06
Mar06

06

06
Sep06

06
Dec06

07
Mar07

07

07
Sep07

07
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-2.40

-3.84

-1.33

0.96

-2.49

11.76

4

104.383

Jan-08

-2.75

-3.88

-1.59

0.99

-2.58

12.59

1

90.409

Feb-

-2.80

-3.85

-1.36

0.83

-2.42

12.67

1

102.967

-2.90

-4.08

-1.79

0.84

-2.68

12.59

1

100.716

Apr-08

-3.15

-4.05

-1.68

0.82

-2.58

12.56

2

103.372

May-

-3.18

-3.96

-1.60

0.88

-2.57

12.49

2

97.192

Jun-08

-2.88

-3.81

-1.66

0.90

-2.55

12.05

2

97.519

Jul-08

-3.04

-3.73

-1.70

0.95

-2.53

12.60

3

97.79

Aug-

-2.84

-3.81

-1.78

0.96

-2.64

12.82

3

102.775

-2.98

-4.10

-1.76

0.86

-2.67

13.15

3

106.137

Oct-08

-2.80

-4.31

-1.85

0.76

-2.67

12.52

4

101.527

Nov-

-2.78

-4.41

-1.83

0.73

-2.71

11.64

4

104.334

-2.76

-4.53

-1.84

0.80

-2.68

11.24

4

100.576

Jan-09

-2.80

-4.74

-2.12

0.86

-2.85

12.41

1

89.105

Feb-

-3.05

-4.78

-2.16

0.75

-2.99

12.41

1

101.293

-3.20

-4.72

-2.13

0.78

-2.91

11.77

1

103.06

Apr-09

-3.18

-4.82

-2.12

0.78

-2.92

11.35

2

103.086

May-

-2.95

-4.92

-2.16

0.78

-3.01

10.88

2

102.115

Jun-09

-3.28

-4.88

-2.14

0.71

-2.98

11.75

2

100.099

Jul-09

-3.28

-4.90

-2.14

0.77

-3.06

11.55

3

98.752

Aug-

-3.47

-4.79

-2.17

0.73

-3.05

11.79

3

96.073

-3.25

-5.50

-2.19

0.78

-3.10

10.20

3

109.38

Oct-09

-3.44

-6.04

-2.39

0.82

-3.25

11.53

4

106.024

Nov-

-3.36

-6.15

-2.39

0.80

-3.24

10.07

4

100.424

-3.32

-6.21

-2.22

0.95

-3.37

9.17

4

103.956

Dec07

08
Mar08

08

08
Sep08

08
Dec08

09
Mar09

09

09
Sep09

09
Dec09
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Appendix 4.2: Complete VAR model

The results can be written as a 4th order Vector autoregressive model

0.491

0.519 0.509 0.378 0.525 1.094"'

0.041

0.803 0.407 0.233 0.511 1.059

'0.635 0.482 0.553 0.465 0.475 1.057 "
0.350 0.607 0.554 0.626 0.488 1.207

0.400 0.450 0.754 0.579 0.560 0.996
0.851

0.361 0.536 0.675 0.481 0.800

0.368 0.356 0.170 0.475 0.930 1.388

0.330 0.419 0.716 0.194 0.447 1.213
>’/-! +

0.534 0.480 0.461 0.416 0.511 1.071
0.498 0.731 0.402 0.049 0.408 0.436

95.337 1.517 1.036 0.094 1.325 4.052,

^23.420 1.166 0.415 0.326

0.558 0.488 0.462 0.634 0.523 1.099"

'0.310 0.500 0.486 0.365 0.501 1.021"

0.272 0.693 0.602 0.622 0.562 1.132

0.584 0.420 0.277 0.148 0.476 1.208

1.435 0.662,

0.211 0.716 0.466 0.957 0.467 1.379
0.448 0.556 0.205 0.180 0.500 1.131
0.492 0.559 0.386 0.494 0.523 0.921 y,-3 + 0.472 0.516 0.555 0.335 0.503 0.882
0.879 0.475 0.501 0.997 0.527 1.008

0.198 0.502 0.738 0.079 0.471 1.917

40.995 0.581 1.422 83.383 0.678 0.373,

^0.615 0.459 2.298 0.027 0.700 1.891,
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Appendix 6.1: Quantile value model model
Parameter
Intercept
i

DF

Estimate

1

189.7399

claim

Y

1

-375.105

claim

IN

0

0

paymthd

D

1

129.0165

paymthd

S

1

-3.1734

paymthd

|C

ncbp

P

ncbp

IN

cover

F

1

-76.5819

cover

T

1

-82.9794

cover

|C

region

EAST ANGLIA

1

-62.4653

region

EAST MIDLANDS

1

-4.9387

region

GREATER LONDON

1

122.8923

region

N Ireland

1

193.6547

region

NORTH

1

27.3328

region

NORTH WEST

1

151.2435

region

OTHER

|

1

-183.706

region

SCOTLAND

|

1

-116.95

region

SOUTH WEST

1

-42.731

region

WALES

1

-4.0252

region

WEST MIDLANDS

1

70.0565

region

YORKSHIRE

1

68.3316

0
1

-29.5412
0

0

|

i

&

HUMBER

region

_OTHER SOUTHEAST

sex

F

sex

M

married

C

1

-53.7916

married

M

1

-43.316

married

0

1

30.102

married

s

0

0

agegrp

23 and u

1

474.3673

agegrp

24-28

1

206.8564

agegrp

29-32

1

73.4504

agegrp

33-37

1

29.4039

agegrp

46 +

1

-37.5446

0
1

-35.9245
0

|

agegrp

|38-46

0

0

ncbgrp

1

1

-26.8315

ncbgrp

11

1

-253.892

ncbgrp

4&5

1

-140.914

ncbgrp

6 to 8

1

-161.086

ncbgrp

9 to 10

1

-174.617

ncbgrp

[ 2-3

0

0

rnyear

1

1

344.2555

rnyear

2

1

729.2206

1

1597.208

0

0

1

-118.852

!
I

rnyear

3+

|
i

rnyear

|0

vehgrpa

01-Apr

vehgrpa

13-20

vehgrpa

21+

vehgrpa

05-Jun

vehgrpa

7 to 12

caragea

01-Mar

caragea

10+

caragea

3 to 5

caragea

|6 to 9

numdrv

1

1

283.387

numdrv

2

1

217.9074

numdrv

3

numdrv

4

numdrv

5

media

DIRECTORIES

media

DOOR DROP

media

ONLINE

I

167.3399
|

1

65.4992

1

-71.7648
0

|

1

22.7443

I

1

-97.9235

1

33.5359

I
!
i

0

!

1

1

261.5445
327.915
0
;

1

116.3737

I

1

6.7505

!

1

-30.1211

1

-6.4944

i

i

i

media

OUTDOR

media

PRESS & MAGS

1

160.2784

media

RADIO

1

743.0759

media

REFERRAL

1

37.9685

media

TV

1

-16.2212

media

UNKNOWN

1

46.2141

|
I

i

media

WIN BACK

1

-58.8902

media

|AGGREGATOR

0

0

Appendix 6.2: General linear model for value
Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

380.6478

claim Y

-1988.64

claim |N

0

paymthd D

210.0517

paymthd S

19.05302

paymthd |C

0

ncbp P

-98.6255

ncbp |N

0

cover F

-141.75

cover T

-253.891

cover |C

0

region EAST ANGLIA

-37.1644

region EAST MIDLANDS

15.24081

region GREATER LONDON

176.8259

region N Ireland

391.9792

region NORTH

-40.7887

region NORTH WEST

65.11802

region OTHER

-356.382

region SCOTLAND

-176.178

region SOUTH WEST

-161.856

region WALES

-48.6032

region WEST MIDLANDS

-30.2072

region

YORKSHIRE

& 41.20613

HUMBER
region .OTHER SOUTHEAST
sex F
sex M

0
-112.452
0

married C

-121.595

married M

-68.1263

married 0

78.6697

married S

0

agegrp 23 and u

604.7882

agegrp 24-28

288.661

agegrp 29-32

127.2373

agegrp 33-37

-14.8512

agegrp 46 +

-144.025

agegrp |38-46
ncbgrp 1

0
-528.752

ncbgrp11

-177.041

ncbgrp 4 & 5

-91.5309

ncbgrp 6 to 8

-71.7718

ncbgrp 9 to 10

-149.375

ncbgrp |2 - 3

0

rnyear1

308.8998

rnyear 2

792.659

rnyear 3+
rnyear |0

1741.701
0

vehgrpa 1-4

-191.673

vehgrpa 13-20

237.1669

vehgrpa 21 +

108.9171

vehgrpa 5-6

-107.544

vehgrpa 7 to 12

0

caragea 1-3

-27.3729

caragea 10+

-196.697

caragea 3 to 5

11.18721

caragea |6 to 9

0

numdrv 1

351.0496

numdrv 2

236.9629

numdrv 3

348.1342

numdrv 4

462.9861

numdrv 5

0

media DIRECTORIES

137.9676

media DOOR DROP

-87.4109

media ONLINE

-115.988

media OUTDOR

-59.5855

media PRESS & MAGS

100.6708

media RADIO

-169.114

media REFERRAL

54.01172

media TV

-92.2578

media UNKNOWN

-127.845

media WIN BACK

-163.521

media (AGGREGATOR

0

Appendix 6.3: Winzorised general linear model for value
Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

75.47076

claim Y

-948.861

claim |N

0

paymthd D

161.3256

paymthd S

-14.7879

paymthd |C

0

ncbp P

-73.6878

ncbp |N

0

cover F

-125.26

cover T

-194.22

cover |C

0

region EAST ANGLIA

-69.2139

region EAST MIDLANDS

-9.29983

region GREATER LONDON

181.0964

region N Ireland

370.1469

region NORTH

24.83303

region NORTH WEST

214.813

region OTHER

-328.633

region SCOTLAND

-189.348

region SOUTH WEST

-79.865

region WALES

-17.9643

region WEST MIDLANDS

79.97422

region

YORKSHIRE

& 107.9659

HUMBER
region _OTHER SOUTHEAST
sex F
sex M

0
-85.229
0

married C

-91.8346

married M

-61.7587

married 0

101.2182

married S

0

agegrp 23 and u

601.9858

agegrp 24-28

286.7092

agegrp 29-32

105.7385

agegrp 33-37

41.80326

agegrp 46 +

-56.0804

agegrp |38-46

0

ncbgrp 1

-191.717

ncbgrp 11

-231.124

ncbgrp 4 & 5

-123.518

ncbgrp 6 to 8

-87.3424

ncbgrp 9 to 10

-154.186

ncbgrp |2 - 3

0

rnyear1

380.08

rnyear 2

831.9324

rnyear 3+

1721.531

rnyear |0

0

vehgrpa 1-4

-158.204

vehgrpa 13-20

266.0391

vehgrpa 21 +

126.4792

vehgrpa 5-6

-93.0201

vehgrpa 7 to 12

0

caragea 1-3

19.28675

caragea 10+

-139.536

caragea 3 to 5

39.11153

caragea |6 to 9

0

numdrv 1

466.6502

numdrv 2

383.3503

numdrv 3

484.3117.

numdrv 4

555.6798

numdrv 5

0

media DIRECTORIES

99.39804

media DOOR DROP

-170.071

media ONLINE

-94.1058

media OUTDOR

-43.7901

media PRESS & MAGS

136.2666

media RADIO

499.9187

media REFERRAL

24.43709

media TV

-51.172

media UNKNOWN

22.77149

media WIN BACK

-124.827

media jAGGREGATOR

0

Appendix 6.4: Logistic Renewal Model
Parameter
Intercept

DF

Estimate

1

2.2348

Age group

23 and under

1

0.0619

Age group

24-28

1

0.0367

Age group

29-32

1

0.078

Age group

33-37

1

0.0216

Age group

46 +

1

-0.1445

Car age

1 to 3

1

-0.1877

Car age

10+

1

0.1748

Car age

3 to 5

1

-0.0725

Claimed on insurance

Y

1

-0.1543

Social grouping

A) Wealthy Executives

1

0.00183

Social grouping

B) Affluent Greys

1

-0.1791

Social grouping

C) Flourishing Families

1

-0.0808

D)

1

0.2414

Social grouping

Prosperous

Professionals

Social grouping

E) Educated Urbanites

1

0.3992

Social grouping

F) Aspiring Singles

1

0.1762

Social grouping

G) Starting Out

1

0.16

Social grouping

I) Settled Surburbia

1

-0.0755

Social grouping

J) Prudent Pensioners

1

0.07

Social grouping

K) Asian Communities

1

0.161

Social grouping

L) Post-Industrial Families

1

-0.1302

Social grouping

M) Blue Collar Roots

1

-0.0812

Social grouping

N) Struggling Families

1

-0.2008

Social grouping

0) Burdened Singles

1

-0.3632

Social grouping

P) High-Rise Hardship

1

-0.008

Social grouping

Q) Inner City Adversity

1

-0.0973

Social grouping

R) Communal & Others

1

0.1216

Social grouping

Unknown

1

-0.00057

Marketing Source

DIRECTORIES

1

-0.0165

Marketing Source

DOOR DROP

1

-1.1339

Marketing Source

ONLINE

1

0.0127

Marketing Source

OUTDOR

1

0.3855

Marketing Source

PRESS & MAGS

1

0.1572

Marketing Source

RADIO

1

0.4703

Marketing Source

REFERRAL

1

-0.0662

Marketing Source

TV

1

0.0786

Marketing Source

UNKNOWN

1

-0.0237

Marketing Source

WIN BACK

1

0.037

No Claims Bonus

1

1

-0.0483

No Claims Bonus

11

1

0.1223

No Claims Bonus

4&5

1

-0.2024

No Claims Bonus

6 to 8

1

-0.0618

No Claims Bonus

9 to 10

1

0.1387

No Claims Bonus protected

P

1

-0.044

Number of drivers

1

1

-1.3753

Number of drivers

2

1

-1.576

Number of drivers

3

1

-1.4316

Number of drivers

4

1

-1.4511

Allowed

N

1

-0.1263

Pay method

D

1

0.1105

Pay method

S

1

-0.0559

UK region

EAST ANGLIA

1

-0.1548

UK region

EAST MIDLANDS

1

0.0442

UK region

GREATER LONDON

1

0.1372

UK region

N Ireland

1

-0.3259

UK region

NORTH

1

-0.2444

UK region

NORTH WEST

1

-0.0119

UK region

OTHER

1

0.3926

UK region

SCOTLAND

1

0.2761

UK region

SOUTH WEST

1

-0.00062

UK region

WALES

1

-0.2005

UK region

WEST MIDLANDS

1

-0.1245

UK region

YORKSHIRE & HUMBER

1

0.093

Renewal year

1

1

-0.1775

to contact policy

holder

Renewal year

2

1

0.0447

Renewal year

3+

1

0.3226

Gender

F

1

-0.1113

Value

1 0.000015

Vehicle group

01-04

1

-0.0641

Vehicle group

13-20

1

0.022

Vehicle group

21 +

1

0.022

Vehicle group

05-06

1

-0.00859

Appendix 7.1: Data for graphs
Month

ACR

web

Spend

Direct web
Sales sales

WOM

Ambient

sales

DM

spend

DM
quote

Retained

spend

May-07

1.81%

5273

2.81

3.22

2.60

1.92

2.09

1.92

72%

Jun-07

1.26%

4768

2.66

2.53

2.25

1.15

2.36

2.06

72%

Jul-07

1.20%

4924

0.23

2.47

2.25

2.13

2.71

1.87

70%

Aug-07

1.31%

4141

2.59

1.89

1.76

1.65

2.53

2.32

70%

Sep-07

2.47%

3637

4.18

1.64

1.52

0.94

1.58

1.88

70%

Oct-07

2.25%

3684

1.97

1.43

1.42

0.91

1.63

2.86

71%

Nov-07

2.31%

3522

0.11

1.31

1.12

1.11

1.45

1.41

71%

Dec-07

2.10%

2828

0.10

0.90

0.89

0.92

0.76

1.11

72%

Jan-08

2.02%

4093

0.90

1.38

1.42

1.52

1.43

1.11

73%

1.14

1.19

1.17

1.50

0.87

1.15

70%

Feb-08

2.09%

3630

Mar-08

1.66%

3587

1.18

1.18

1.22

1.27

1.09

0.90

70%

3720

1.24

1.21

1.28

1.11

1.13

1.57

69%

1.86%

3858

0.32

1.11

1.33

1.75

0.99

1.20

71%

Jun-08

2.16%

3562

0.36

1.08

1.23

1.78

0.94

1.05

71%

Jul-08

2.34%

3648

0.61

1.12

1.21

1.79

1.03

0.82

72%

Aug-08

2.05%

2950

1.63

0.90

1.02

1.58

0.81

1.38

72%

Sep-08

1.59%

1570

2.18

0.51

0.56

1.57

0.48

0.68

70%

Oct-08

1.33%

1237

0.53

0.41

0.50

0.68

0.52

0.40

68%

Nov-08

1.20%

1108

0.42

0.31

0.40

0.53

0.38

0.26

67%

Dec-08

1.06%

906

0.43

0.25

0.33

0.37

0.24

0.25

69%

Jan-09

0.86%

969

0.55

0.31

0.41

0.55

0.39

0.30

70%

Feb-09

0.83%

823

0.72

0.25

0.31

0.42

0.39

0.18

68%

Mar-09

0.88%

934

0.10

0.29

0.36

0.44

0.42

0.25

69%

Apr-09

0.80%

111

0.30

0.24

0.29

0.10

0.43

0.30

69%

May-09

0.72%

683

0.17

0.20

0.29

0.08

0.35

0.20

69%

Jun-09

0.76%

699

0.54

0.24

0.29

0.08

0.30

0.18

67%

Jul-09

0.74%

703

0.42

0.22

0.30

0.08

0.39

0.18

68%

Aug-09

0.82%

642

0.55

0.21

0.27

0.09

0.33

0.21

68%

Apr-08
May-08

1.71%

